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FOREWORD

The Seminar recorded in this volume, devoted to inter -uni fifty
co-operation, was the third in a new series inaugurated by IAU at t e eyid
of 1971. Each of these seminars, of course, has been a co-operative nt.0-
prise. They aim to deepen international discussion of common pr 'ems
awl they try to do this in particular universities where these proble s aro
of special significance at a given time International discussions of en go
aground because they are too abst act, too generalized. It i im rtant
therefore to link them as closely as po. ible to real situatio

The third Seminar was focused on co-operation itself a on ti e new
problems which it is now raising and which call for a new a roach There
could be no more suitable place for discussions of this kind an t i e Uni-
versity of Belgrade: It not only practises co-operation on ye wide
scale but also takes an active part in the work of -the League _of Y goslav
Universities and in the organization of the seminar entitled The U !versify
To-day, held, each year in Dubrovnik.

Information about this seminar will be found in the text of t report
but it perhaps should be stressed here that the Dubrovnik Semi ar dons-
Mutes one of the most useful and continuous Instruments for rect co-
operation and contact betw'Cen university people which have c Med in
Europe since the Second World War.

The welcome extended to the IAU Seminar in Belgrade urpassed
even what could be expected from such remarkable precedent:. There
was even,a danger that it might encourage a purely enthusia. is rather
than a critical approach to co-operation. The critical spirit of the Yugoslav
participants managed to overcome this, however, and I am gl d to have
this opportunity of expressing the Association's gratitude to a of thcrif.

That gratitude must also be extended to the participant's an observers
who came from many different parts of the world to exchange experience
and set out their views. In doing so they have given Import nt service
to the world university community and helped IAU to do its work more
effectively.

Veli Merikoski,

7 --
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President
International Assoc! lion
of Universities.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The Seminar rcpor eslupon in these pages took place from 6 to 10 May,
1974.

Decisions con crning its organization were taken by the AdmInistra-
live Board of IAU in 1973 and 1974.>11apers by some of the participants
were prepared in ad ante and earlier studieSbyJAU made in 1959 and 1968
were also distribut d.

Participants w re chosen in view of their direct personal experience
nducting pro ammcs of co- operation, and this report, it Is hoped,

will be of semi o all those engaged in similar activities.
The Seminar opened on Monday, 6 May. Professor. Stevan Gabcr,

Rector of the University of Skopje, extended a warm welcome to the

b '
participants on behalf of all of the League of Yugoslav Universities.
They were specially pleased to soclated with the Seminar and delighted
that the University of Belgrade had been invited by the International
Association of Universities to act as jis host.

The Secretary-General of IAU, Mr. II.M.B. Keyes, thanked those
preeent for accepting 'the invitation to take part In the Seminar's work.
The President and Administrative Board of the International Association
Were most grateful to them and to the Rector and other members of the
University of Deigrade itIr their generous help and hospitality.

It was agreed that the Chairmen of the working sessions of the Seminar
sd be Professor J. Gligorijevie, rofessor B.A. Bybnikov, M. Maurice
Bt. tier, Mr. B.C. Griffiths, Mgr, G. Leclerc(' and Sir Hugh Springer, and
t the report should be prepared by the IAU Secretariat.

*
a2

The work of the Seminar began with the following remarks by
Mr. H.M.H. Keyes:

"International university co-operation is, of course, the main purpose
of IAU and the Association has already devoted a number of studies to
It. Co-operation is a very broad purpose, however, which can serve as a
label for a variety of activities, among which choices have. to be made.
Not so long ago the criteria for making thesse choices appeared relatively
simple. They mainly had to do with effective ways of using scarce resources.
The Implication was that international co-operation was intrinsically
good In irSifif,permanently on the side of the angels. It was recognized
that it could be rather wasteful at times; badly planned; hampered by

9-- --
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bureaucratic procedures; incompetently or negligently administered;
unrealistic in its objectivesbut all these shortcomings were redeemed in
the eyes of most people by the international character of the effort involved.
"Internationalism" was good, and thbugh it is difficult for good to prevail
in an imperfect world, no one would have wanted to suggest that inter-.
national co-operation could ever be the ally of evil. There is perhaps less3
certainty about this now, and the new questioning led the Board of TAU
to put the subject forward again for discussion.

It must be admitted that there are widespread suspicions nowadays
that the angels of co-operation may have been.infiltrated by a few devils
in disguise. Perhaps, to.be somewhat philosophical about it, it might :be
said that there is a deeper relationship between vice and virtue thalAve
usually cap to admit.. There has been an element of what may be called
"charity" in some programmes of co-operation, since they in part took
the form of the rich helping the pbor. Now Charity has long been presented
as an unadulterated virtue, but in our age of greater diffidence we have
come to realize that charity can indeed be adulterated by hidden forms of
assertiveness that seek to take advantage of the rejection, humiliation or
misery of others to make them physically and psychologically dependent
upon benefactions,.and the benefactor, The helping hand easily becomes
a dominating hand, even if it did not wish to be this at the outset. Subtle
questions of this kind now pose serious problems in the field of international
co-operation and particularly in programmes of assistance.

It would be generally agreed among university people that no direct
political string should be attached to programmes of educational assistance.
But the fact is that there are more ways of wielding influence than by
straight political control. A culture cannot easily be separated from its
structure and its instruments, among which language is perhaps the most
important oneand it has even been doubted whether science itselfnot
science as a set of more or less related discoveries but science as it is actually
taught, produced and pracylsed--can really be abstracted from the socio-
logical conditions in which it emerged and continues to emerge. This
means that structureswhether scientific or culturalcannot be trans-
ferred from one setting to another without important consequences. Now-
adays this is generally recognized as a truism.

It is also worth mentioning that many nations do in fact tactually
wish for their cultures to be modified and stimulated by injections from
foreign ones--and there is certainly no harm in cross-fertilization. But
it is a process which it is difficult to control, and there is always a danger
that the receiving culture may be stifled, rather than stimulated. It not
only becomes temporarily dependent but loses even its power to reconquer
its independence, for it loses the power to think and feel independently,
to Invent and formulate its own mode of development or to create a society
in which its members really feel at home. A world debased by uniformity

*might be grddunlly produced by such processes. The well-meaning
internationalist might argue that such uniformity would make for easier

. mutual understanding, but in fact it destroys the very possibilityiof self-
understanding and there can be no mutual understanding without self-
understanding. Large masses of people with at least superficially similar
attitudes and aspirations are far easier to- manipulate politically, economi-
cally and commercially. If such a process were pushed to its extreme,
an almost wholly predictable ."world market" would be created, and the
winners in such a process are .not difficult to identify.

- 10 -- f
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. All this might sound like a warning against international university
co-operation, but it ;Is only a warning against some of its dangers. Uni-
versities cannot exist without international co-operation and almost every
university department or faculty, in any country, depends heavily upon
university work done in other universities in the past Or at the present time.
As is pointed out in a small brochure describing our Association "univer-
sities mustby their very nature live in a state of international association.
Their horizons are as WidO as knowledge itself and they must strive to
attain some grasp of its immense resources, in all places and in all ages.
They live in part by borrowing from each other And the work they do
gradually becomes their common property. Together they' maintain and
enlarge a common intellectual treasure house." If this is true, universities
are clearly instruments for mutual understanding between cultures, peoples
and notions and they must play this role as fully a$ pOssible. .

alto notion of mutual exchange, however, ,pfesupposes the existence
and recognition of differences and several cOnsequences seem-lo follow.

Firstly, reciprocity is very important in cif- operation and this will
be the theme of one of the Seminar sessions.

Secondly, co-operation can be seen both as a means and as an. end and
this makes-it very difficult in certain cases to determine its proper,place
and scope. To build up a lively, perdeptive and, generous World -wide uni-
versity community is an end in itself. It Is part of the purpose of all

,universities, but in a number of situations it e an, only be pursued cautiously,
for the bigger purpose can only be fully achieved if others arc achieved
beforehand. There is no doubt, for example. that co-operation is made
easier by the use of a common language. It could be argued therefore
that universities whteh gradually abandon The use of an international;
language such as English and switch to their national language can'be seen .

as obstructing international co- operation. This point 'was made at our
second Seminar, at, Kuala Lumpur, which discussed, among.,other themes,
that of The Universthh.Language and Arldional Identity. It w4 emphasized,
to Instance, , that a nation cannot take full possession' of its mental and ;

sp ritual resources except through its own mother tongue: The use of
th mother tongue enables It to affirm its own identity and In fac to enrich /
the international c mmunity by bringing an original and uni e contri-
bution to It. This s one of the cases where the immediate objectives of
cO-operation should e secondary to more long-term ones. ' But there are
plenty of others. r instance, the unification of university structures
and study programm s can "Certainly help, the exchange of students and
teachers, but if it is pu ed t o far It might in the end deprive such exchanges
of anyreal purpose.

11.1

The third consequen e Ys that co- operation, so far as possible, must be
the Work of universitie themselves. ,They kno'w their own needs better,
than anyone else, and are perhaps more sensitive to the deeper needs of -
the community than governments, which arc almost always at grips with
immediate problems. Saying this, of course, does not mean ti t govern-
ments, and the great internatiootil organizations for ,co -opera ion; ought
to be excluded. In many ca, es they alone can provide II e resources
required and they can also pro ide useful.criteria for judging the value of
particular programmes. No ne would ask that governments should be
silent about inter-university co4operation on the contrary, they should
be asked to assist universities and university people In carrying out plans
in which the universitkB_Illernselvet-reinain the promoters and principal



agents. A -number of these problems will be discussed iv the session
devoted to Fromm/larks far Co-operation. ,

The Criteria for the Evaluation of Co-operation evidently depend.
entirely on the purpose which .one attributes Lo co-operation itself: It
seems clear that these criteria must be applied at several levels.

The first is that of the felationshiz of a programme to its immediate
objectives. Has it, for example, succeeded in creating in a new university
a successful department of physics? Has it stimulated, new teaching
methods? Has it encouraged useful research? Hgs it arranged for a
rational utilization of shared equipment?

The second leVel Is that of the adaptation of programmes to the develop.
ment nceds.of a country, where these can be adequately defined. This
is the level which, quite legitimately, usually interests governments an
a number Of international organizations. A programme may suee d,
for eicample, in Creating a good school of Greek studienin an Africa tali»
versity, but the government of the country in question may well ave its
doubts as to whether this should be a priorify objective. Thi s perhaps
an extreme 'example, but it shows that tensions and even ntradietions
can arlst-between 0We first two levels of evaluation.

The third level Is that of long-term effects, and is no ably the one
which raises the most formidable difficulties. It is ma er of knowing
how. deeply co-operation affects the life, culture d p Viers of original
creatipn of a whole society. In this, questions lave to be asked, even
about the consequences of programmes which ca be cnnsidered as desirable
in terms of the fl st two levels of criteria. le installation in a country /
of a university hick runs wilt, which trains- the doctors And engineers
and all those w om the government and the economy need, b9t which i
essentially buil. on a foreign model, does this noOnvolve a risk of preventin4
the country f m developing its own education I' models its own eultuial
pattern, Its wn type of social, structure an \economic organization?
This inhibiting effect is likely to be all the gre ter if the new university
is a resounding success in Its first achievements

All these problemS, need to be very careful
Their full implications are not easy to assess by t
countries where universities have been establisl
We may well be in danger of exaggerating the Sc
nomic dependence in Africa or in Latin America
we arc anxious not to do this and believe tha
helpful task:

Questionings of this kind are now4very wIffeSpread and by no means
limited to the lAtJ. Secretariat- though by virtue of its daily conta
with them it is particularly aware of their importance. Our Sentin
cannot hope to provide clear and unequivocal answers to all orthent, t
It may help to clear the ground and dispel some misunderstandings. 01tr
Secretariat's task here is to compile as-faithful a record as it can of your
discussions. But these will only acquire their full. significance when put
into the context of many-mare years of vigilant self-ques-tionIng.and self-
examination by all those concerned with the Illitto -ditV work of co-oper-
ation. In the long run, some of these problents may no longer exist, In
world where "assistance.' will have been replaced by free and reciprocal
"co-operallon". What can we do to hast6ti the Arrival of that kind of
world?

tudied by liniversitie
se of us Who come fr In

ekfor a very long tithe..
e),,of intellectual an eco-
I r Instance, even when

a are carrying out a
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THE PURPOSE AND SIC 4IFICANC E
OF

INTERNATIONAL UNIVE ITY CO-OPERATION

On behall .ol Professor J. Gligo ifeva, who was unable to be present at
the first Dart o/ the session, Prole or Miroslav Popovio, Pfd-Rector of the
University of Belgrade, look the c air and called on Dr. Frem Kirpal and
Dr. R. Cuevas del Cid to present t it papers.

DR. PREM KIRPAI
President, I titute of Cultural Relations

and P eveiopment Studies
New Delhi ,

'WV

I should like to" in my short statement to Introduce the large and
broad theme of the poses and significance of inter-university co-operation
by quoting briefly om a dlemarablo speech made by one of my illustrious
compattiots, Pp it Jawaharlal Nehru, before dui General Assembly of

'the United N ons at its 16th Session on 10 November 1061. In that
speech _Prim s Minister Nehru made his suggestion about the worldwide
observance f Internationa' Co-opefation Year in the following words :

"The ssential thing about this world is co-operation, and even today,
between ountries which are opposed to each other in the political fields
and of er fields, there is a vast amount of co-operation. Little Is known,'
or litt e is said, about t its co peration that is going on, but a great deal
Is Old About every p n flict, and so the world is full of this idea
that the con flicts g and We live on the verge of disaster. Perhaps it

mild be a truer ture Vote co-operating elements in the world today
were put forwar and we were made to think that the world depends on
co-operation and not on conflict... It has been suggested that perhaps

is ssembly might resolve to call upon all the countries of the world to
a year, not to speeches about peace I do not think that Is much

oo but to the furtherance of co-operative activities in. any field, poli-
tical, cultural, and whatever fields there may be, and there are thousands
of fields. That perhaps would direct some bf our energy and some of our
thinking to this idea of co-operation, which would create an atmosphere
for solving the problems more easily... The practical approach to this
problem is such that the choice ()tiered to the world is: co-operate or perish."

Nehru made his suggestion in the context of the world's political
climate in which tensions and conflicts prevailed and were daily highlighted
by the media of mass communications. His concluding" words apply
equally to the present situation of the university in a world of revolutions

13
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in both education and communication. irWe can say today: Thq choice
offered to the university is: co-operate or stagnate, and for an institutoni
like the university, entrusted with the noble pursuit of truth and human
values, stagnation can to worse than perishing.

NeeA for Inter-University Co-operation

Since the university alms at the pursuit of truth, the creation, trans-
mission and dissemination of knowledge, the cultivation of human values,
and the refinement of the human spirit through fresh creations in the
fields of the arts, the humanities and the sciences, it must co-operate with
Individuals and organizations involved in the same concerns. Inter-

, university co-operation should be intense and extensive, depending upon
the' means and modalities available and possible.

In actual practice, however, the university _tends to become a closed
establishment, wallowing in its own mission which is often the maintenance'
of a traditional status quo, failing to co-operate even with its next-door
neighbour. For example, the hundred and odd universities of India need
to co-operate With each other, but actually there is neither any strong
motivation felt nor even a modest practice or such co-operation. 'Ills.
failure at the national level explains to some extent the slow advances
towards international co- operation. In fact, there is often more co-oper-
ation at the international level than at the national level. A deeper study
of the failure at the national level would be interesting and revealing.

The subject of inter-university co-operation is vast and complex and
generalizations are of little value. My remarks will be confined to the
purposes and significance of inter-university co-operation between the
institutions of the so-called developed, largely western world and the
developing countries of the so-called third world.

The university of the developing countries is 'often derived rim'
western origins and continues to be an imitation of its original proto. tpe.
Its power td create and innovate Is extremely feeble, non-exis ent.
It clings tenaciously to the forms of its origin w thout developing any
capacity for cltangeS Of substance and quick responses to changing s
intellectual and ethical needs. Unlike, most western institutions, it has
not been able to adapt Itsctif to new requirements mid tends, there re,
to function in academic ivory towers of privileged establishments o of
touch with the quick tempo of change and the increasing, pulsation of life
In the larger society around.

'The university . In the developed countries still reflects the,spirit
and linvour bt western hegemony and projects the power and concerns
of industrinlized societies in spite of the avowed universality of Its mission.

conscious of the elitist structures and policies of the newly independent
countries whose leadership is derived from its own alumni, remaining ,
isolated from their larger societies In rapid transition. Consequently
its new relationships with the universities of the developing countries
are conceived in attitudes.pf assurance and the spirit of superiority, n
kind of communication between the parent and his offshoot. The nature
and style of co-operation resulting from this limitation introduce an element
of unreality into tlw situation. The existing patterns of co-operation
are designed to maintain the traditional set-tip while Innovation 18 the
urgent need of developing countries, involving a milieu] transformation
of the institutions derived from the traditional past. The key to the

14
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health and strength of inter-university co-operation between the developed
and the ,developing.countries lies in its capacity to generate and support
innovations that are needed urgently to link the university to the larger
societies around it and to improVe the relevance and quality of its perform-
ance:

The urgent need for innovations is common to all developing countries.
I shall elaborate briefly by describing the Indian situation in general
terms and then "referring-to two xamples of success and failure in the appli-
cation of international universe co-Operation to concrete attempts at
reform and innovation/ 0 Aly stat ent will be concluded by drawing two
lessons from past expetkiehces a cl projecting into the future from the
trends and possibilities now emerging.

The General Setting
1 --- .

r
,

Innovations jri all spheres of national life are needed urgently by old,
traditidial societies of. Asia struggling to catch up with the rapid changes

d niw vitas suddenly opened to contemporary man in a world now
o e, unified than ever by th nexorable march of science and technology,

ta
and e spread of commorindeas and universal human values. This
situ on which is often described as the process of modernization is con-
fro t cl by all developing countries of Asia. Tradition must adapt itself to
the n W forces'a change or perish: the challenge faced by the Asian, count-
ries is nothing short of uilding upon the roots of their old cultures modern
societies ih tune with new aspirations and exploiting the immense possi-
bilitiesbilities generated by the scientific and technological revolutions of our
tines. TO meet this fateful challenge, developing societies, often largely

d illiterate and extremely poor, require intelligent, resourceful and bold
leadershi . The urgent need for a new elite gives special importance and

urgency o the nature and quality of higher education at the university
fever an the transformation of institutional structures inherited from the
coign] or feudal past. Innovation becomes a matter of survival and the
essential condition of progress, The university plays the key role beeause
it must train new types of teachers who should be innovators in all spheres

of national activity. .

Th odds against innovation in general continue to' be heavy in the
dev ping countries of Asia. Traditional modes and institutions are
h Change and the path of modernization is not easy in the absence
of ad ate and right type of education and the essential infrastructure
of materialeand moral development. The revolution in commu ! ation
has dis untied the stability of traditional societies. The explo ion of
num universities has led to the selective principle of .concentrating -

arce reso rtes on building up a few centres of excellence rather than
distributing resources equally among gp: ever-increasing number of insti-

udation, h gh
Tpeeicitive claims of el al. entary education, Middle leveltions.

. and adult: education are seldom estimated
correctly in t. socia eeds and the requirements of development.
The links between these le els and their effectiye co-ordination is not
adequately explored and clearly .establishedo Policy decisions emerge
haphazardly out of a welter of circumstances and complexity of pressures,
responding more to the exigencies of the moment than to carefully prepared
and long-term plans of development.

15
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Policies are, therefore, often based on wishes and slogans, and seldom
on objective understanding of facts' and motivations. Within the frame-
work of political life and power structures,: universities and educational
establishments are comparatively weak and educators -are seldom given
the status and rewards that goto civil service administrators and other
bureaucra s and professional groups. The political strength and national
authorit wielded by education ministers and university rectors are often
a decisive acto "nging about change and innovation, but it is rare for
these dignitaries to co and such a position.

Higher education is often fragmented and placed Under the control
of various government departments such as Education, Health, Agriculture,
Labour, Commerce, 1ndustriec and Defence. In some countries even a
bifurcation between science and technology and general education takes
place. The co-ordinating machinery is either non-existent or ineffective.
This state of affairs mars thorough planning as well as effective economic
implementation. Above all it leads to a failure to integrate higher education
in national planning, resulting in unemployment of .graduates, wasteful
duplication of efforts and lack of adequate mobilization of scarce resources.

Paucity of material resources is undoubtedly a great obstacle to inno-
vations that often cost money. Increasing populations, slow growth-
rates of economic development, and the rising cost of university education
have caused a fall in per capita expenditure on higher education while
large expansion of numbers goes on at increasing tempo. Little is left for
raising the quality of the university after the pressing claims of mass
education at all levels are met by political leaders. The growing awareness
of the value of higher education in terms of investment in economic and
social growth and its central plate in the development of human resources
will certainly lead to larger financial allocations, but for a long time to come
sufficient money will not be,available and more reliance will have to be
placed on better planning, greater efficiency in implementation and the
development of the skills and attitudes required for resourceful management
and purposeful change. It is in these directions that international univer-
sity co-operation can render most vaivable service.

The widening gap between planning and implementation is in fact
the most ctucial problem of reform and innovationand money is not the
only factor responsible for the present state of affairs. Educationists in
the developing countries of Asia are poignantly aware of the glaring gap
between thought and action which has assumed the proportions of
epidemic and is listlessly accepted by all concerned in a continuing mood
of despair and fatalism. Reports and recommendations abound and
commissions, and, committees confer perpetually to examine the same
problems, the innovative action that emerges from these exercises is remark-
ably small, and, it is even accepted cynically by those in authority that a
full and genuine implementation was never intended. The status quo
persists tenaciously till its irrelevance and unworkability make it meaning-
less. Better planning, action-oriented research, wise and speedy imple-
mentation with constant evaluation in view, the method of decentralization
both in planning and in implementation, and a spirit of dedication on
the part of those responsible for higher education are sorely needed
for giving reality to reform arid a fair scope to innovations.

There is much talk about the spirit of dedication, which is frequently
referred to in clichés and platitudes that have become the stock in trade
of politicians who continue to pronounce on all educational problems

16 -
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without sulfficient understanding of their complexities and imp ications,
and especially of the needs and aspirations of those directly con rued in
the process of educationstudents, teachers and administrators.. ack of
sufficient involvement in the nature and process of change on the part of
young people, their teachers and parents, administrators, politicians and
policy-makers, results in confusion and inertia. It is a most discouraging
sign of the times, and little is attempted to develop meaningful communi-
etion, mutual -participation, and smooth cb-ordination that are needed
to generate a new sense of purpose and co-operation. Educational 'author-
ities and universities continue to be relatively weak elements of national
establishments and receive insufficient' attention and backing from public
opinion and from the makers of overall policies and dispensers of public
resources. In this state of.neglect, confusion and fear, the universities
lose any vitality they may have possessed and cling to their rights and
privileges without manifesting any strong will for change and imProvernent.

The resistance of vested interests to change, and especially the deep
conservatism of the university persist tenaciously. There is urgent need
for change from within, but the signs of accepting and creating new ideas /-
are not encouraging. The interference of governments in university
affairs is matched by the indifference and passivity of universities. The
dependence of the university on government increases, the interference of,
political parties.often creates vicious situations, and within the governande
of, a university there is little scope and few incentives for experimentation
and the' search for quality. Petty intriguet and power politics are rife
'in universities and they are far from setting standards and propagating
values for the larger society. Hardly any'significant attempts have been
made to link the university with the community around, and the academic
ivory towers often shelter mediocrity and a suffocating emptineSs. The
fresh breezes of change seldom blow into these places.

While the use of new technologies for opening up universities to the
fast accumulating knowledge and its changing relationship to the life and -
values of contemporary man is now easily Within the reach of reformers
and innovators, little has been done even to promote the methods and faci-

`lities of self-education, and to bring within the fold of a university the larger
Community in search of lifelong .education and thus establish crucial links
between formal and non-formal education. The student-teaeher relation-
ship needs some drastic changes and a fresh orientation, but these develop-
ments are nowhere in evidence. There have been some considerable
improvements in the emoluments of university teachers, but their increasing
involvement in personal research and public affairs weakens the most
precious elements in education, the intimate contact between the teacher
and the taught. Yet television can today bring the most dynamic teachers
closer to a vast audience, and modern libraries and computers open new
possibilities for self-education.

Finally, ;n India as in other countries of Asia, and in other parts of the
world, the new attitudes of youth to society, expressed in apparently
different forms and manifestation of discontent, but sharing basically a
common outlook of humanity and sincerity, must influence the develop-
ment of new patterns of higher education and the role of the youth in the
transformation of society. The so-called Student Revolution of our times
calls for a better understanding of contempgrary youth and the fascinating
problem it presents to society. There is need for closer communication,
deeper understanding an4imaginative action on the part all Of concerned
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in the process of higher education. This is one of the major challenges of7
the coming decade.

The difficulties of innovative action in universities generally I have
mentioned are re fleeted in the various efforts to bring about change. '
Inter - university colperation has been used in these efforts and blkfndeed
often provided the motivation and the capacity for innovation. I refer
briefly to two examples of success and failure highlighting the difficulties
as well as opportunities. .

j I. The Establishment of Centres of Advanced Study in Indian lint-
vfrsitics

The iiiiitWation for building several cen es of advanced airy at a'
number :of Indian universities in order to strengt I I ostgrathiate studies
and research has met with considerable success and u rates the effective-
ness of international co-operation.

The need for developing a felt centres of excelle ce at Indian univer-
sities arose from the fact that rapid quantitative expansion was resulting
in the multiplication of a large number of mediocre institutions. In order
to specialize at the postgraduate level Indian students were compelled to
go abroad in increasing numbers for dottoral and post-doctoral work'.
Poll-Weal pressures in the democra,tic set-up both in the.States of the Indian
Union and under Union Government itself-led to a rapid increase of uni-,
versities and colleges. The socialistic and democratic policies of the
State militated against the establishment of private institutions requiring
large expenditure on the part of students. At the same time it was reco-
gnized that at the higher level of education a process\of selection was ine-
vitable and exceptional merit should be nurtured for strengthening the
top leadership in different branches of national activity. Originally the

^ idea of setting up a national univiTsIty possibly in Delhi with international
standards of learning was seriously mooted and the Ford Foundation
expressed its interest in giving Substantial support to such a venture.
This idea, however, was soon given up in favour of selecting a number
of well developed departments 4n various universities and upgrading
these to centres of advanced study in different subjects. It was felt that
this project would result in a wide distribution of centres of excellence in
different regions and avoid the possibility of concentrating the best aca-
demic resources at a single national university. The scheme was proposed
and elaborated by the University Grants Commission with the help of top
oxperts in various fields of research and study. It was commended by
the Planning Commission and approved by the Government.

An important feature of developing the centres of advanced study
was to develop closer association of these selected departments with the
best centres outside India. For this purpose the assistance of Unesco
was sought and some help from the United Kingdom through the Eritish
Council was secured. There are nova more than 30 centres of advanced
study operatic in nataRal sciences, technology, social sciencesjand huma-
nities. The external a stance makes it possible for outstanding scientists
and scholars to visit thehndian centres from time to time and to work
with the Indian staff. It also enables Indian scholars and professors to
spend, periods of study abropt With Unesco's assistance a large number
of academicians from the US.'Stit. have visited the Indian centres. )3ritish
and American professors have also participated in this scheme.
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The innovation outlined ariOye has been a conspicuous success and
it is ,expected that the 36-odd centres of advanced study will soon be
increased substantially and in this way standards of post-gradtate studies

.'`

and research The success of this innovation...at the level bf higher
education in I dia has also Made some impact upon the educational policies
,f

of other Asian and tkfrican countries which adopted the same Strategy
for raising university standards. ) '

I, C=

IV The Introduction of the Semester System at the University of Delhi

One of thee most deplorable features of Indian education has been
the . system of examinations as inherited from the past. Examinations
encouraged cramming and, made educational programmes uninteresting
arid unrealistic. A single public examination at the end of two or three
years course would 'determine the fate a kstudant. The system resulted

, in the comparative neglect of studies by students for a major part of the
university course, depending upon the spurt of two or three months'
cramming immediately efore the public examination. The nature of
question papers s'et and the methods of imparting instruction through
lecture notes made the educational process something of a farce. Incpich
a system independent thinking was not encouraged and 'originality of
initiative and experimentation was at a discount.

After indepen4nce the Ministry of Education made several efforts
to reform the systetn of (ex arninations and through it the pr gramme of
studies at the universit* s. The example of the United State was found
to be of great "rattle nd several American specialists visited he univer-
sities and educational planning centres for this purpose. E entually it
was decided to introduce the semester system on the lines df ,th American
universities in the four Central Universities under the control o the Union
Government. These Central Universities are located at Del i, Benares,
Aligar, and Shantiniketan. Specialists from American universities and
Indian professors visiting American universities co-operated in evolving
the reform.

The semester system was introduced recently at the University of
Delhi. Unfortunately, the experiment ended in a fiasco as student agitators
intervened and disrupted the holding of the semester examinations.

The semester system was intended to reduce the burden of t single
public examination by distributing the courses over a period of bur or,
six semesters. As such It should have been welcomed by the students.
On the other hand, the students thought that the authorities were imposing
four or six examinations on them instead of the one examination, held
previously. The failure of the reform was due to the.fact that while a Dew sys-
tem was introduced, its implications were not fully worked out: for example,
conditions for regular and sustained work on the part of the students were
not developed at tle universities and the old habit of cramming just before
the examinations 7ontinued to prevail. The books required for weekly
assessment and regular semester work were not gihilable in the libraries
and the large number of students in the affiliated colleges and university
departments could not receive adequate advice and supervision fromuni-
versity lecturers. The fate of this innovation which survived in a *wry
limited form brings out the need for developing all aspects of a new activity
and making sure that the essential infrastructure of reform is built up
carefully. It also shows the imperative need for better communication

.
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betwee policymakers who decide upon reforms and the kndents for whose
benefit such innovations are introdticed. The element of international
co-oper4lon involved in the attempted reform also weilt wrong and
well-meaning specialists from outside did not grasp the wholeness of the
situation.

Such *xamples of success and failure can be tnultiplled. Numerous
exchanges fif professors and students take place in many ways. Visits
of educatio ists, teachers and scholars are arranged under the Government
of India's c ltural agreements with foreign countries, notably the agree-
ments with le U.S.S.R., y upslavia, France and Federal. Germany.

Similar xchanges take place with the United Kingdom and the
Commonwealth countries,. ere is a large variety of co-operative pro.
grammes with the American niversities. Contacts with Japanese univer.
sities are just b' eginning. The UNDP projects and the Unesco programmes
also generate skate inter-unit, rsity co-operation. Successes and failures
of the type reflected in the two examples given above Occur in most of the
co-operative vequres. Apart om the centres ofachranced study at uni.
versales, foreign Collaboration 1 volving university people occurs In several
areas, such as medical entteatio and research, home science, agricultural
universities, instit4tes of technology, national science laboratories, rural
higher education, ,educational Planning and research, and s ecialized
institutions in the'flelds of management, designs, mass- media, la guages,
etc,

From the Indian experience;ofOnternational university co-op ration
in its varied forms, three lessons of Wine importance can be drawn: l

I. From the standpoint of universities and other institutions of res arch
and higher education the aspect of technical assistance for develop ent
is the predominant katurei of international {university co-operation. The
building up of centres of advanced study succeeded by utilizing the technical
assistance aspect. Specialists, training facilities and equipment from
outside were coveted, and received. The United Nations' style of giving
assistance dominates he process of co-operation which itself remained
subsidiary to the lath r formal and delicate relationship between the donor
and the recipients. e United Nations' way of technical assistance has
certainly brought neO, resources to the developing countries to satisfy
their own felt needs,.',but it has not generated international co-operation
in the true sense. Tccehnical assistance added to the existing systems and
strengthened weak and Itaguishing efforts; but real co-operation among
university people waft, needed for innovations and new undertakifigs.
Co-operation for change and innovation dill not take place; the action for
technical assistance was welcomed but its volume was meagre compared
to the magnitude of the needs.

' 2. The style' ana mechanism of technical assistance have dominated
the scene, resulting in the increasing government control in co-ordinating
diverse efforts and antrolling the activities or external agencies. The
universities have bee the passive actors, responding to the calls of co-
ordinating bodies set up by governments, rendering or receiving aid, but
rarely getting involved in an overall university-to-university co-operation
between institutions of the affluent and the economic-ally backward count-
ries. For the developing countries in urgent need of innovation and trans-
formation, the style and strategies of technical assistance, to the extent
that they existed in any form, were inadequate and disappointing, and
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their human impact was negligible. The universities of the developed
countries did not gain in reputation either; the use of university resources

eby their establishments of political power and industrial wealth made
them suspects among the radical elements of their ovii societies and the
nationalists at the receiving end.

In,the developing countries government control of influence from
outside becomes narrow and vigilant, restricting the free flow of scholars
and ideas. even in societies which had been remarkably ,open. True co-
operation is the real victim, and the universality and independence of the
university suffer in the process of an increasing obsession with strait jacket
technical assistance methods and operations. .

3. The resultof this state of affairs is the unfortunate loss of initiative
by the university hi developing co-operation with its, counterparts in other
cultures and societies. University-to-university dialogue is different and
inter - university co-operative programmes between the developed and the
developing countries are even more rare. The Leviathan swallows all in
the name of national interest and national security. Signs of protest or
nonconformity from univ rsity people are conspicuously absent: this
contributes to the decline of the university in society, the extension of
nationalistic and bureaucratic barriers to the free flow of ideas, and (he
strengthening of bilateral action at the expense of multilateral program
under, the auspices of Unesco and TAU. ,.

The present situation of international university co-operation is far
from healthy and promising; The power gap between the developed
and the developing countries gives rise to. fears, suspicions and defence
mechanisms which encourage isolation. For instance the Indian open
.society of the last decade tends to shrink within itself with threats, actual
or imagined, of gross misuse of foreign money for corrupting the intelli-
gentsia, the gathering of intelligence for the requirements of power politics
and the suspicious penetration of research and scholarship into the sensitive

4, areas in which national Integrity is weak and vulnerable. The gap between
affluence and poverty inhibits co-operation and only a common quest for
quality of life and human values can overcome the gap manifested in
comfort and consumption. The urgency and complexity of internal prob-
lems in the developing countries I to the neglect of the university
and education get's low priority in attenti n as well as resources. Problems
of communication, complicated by li guistic difficulties, cause further
obstacles. In the context of these forces inhibiting cooperation, tke uni-
versity remains traditional, static and inward-looking. v

Fortunately, however; there are also new and emerging forces favouring
inter-university co-operation. From the three explosions of knowledge,
of numbers and of expectations the university is under pressure everywhere,
and complacency and inaction are no longer possible. New challenges
as well as opportunities arise from the twin tasks of the building of lasting.
peace and human solidarity, and the pursuit of development for quality
of life. The need for new leadership and more relevant, values gains urgency.
The communications revolution an the new technologies of education
open out possibilities that cannot biwiored. Global problems of science
and technology and new tasks for the management of the planet confront
all mankind. Pollution, environment, ecology, oceanography, hydrology,
population control, space .exploration, food, health, energy resources,
education and youth problemsare no longer mere words and slo_gans.
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The claims of cultural diversity have to be reconciled with the actualities
of technological uniforinity. For us the challenge is no less than the
blending of science and spirituality into a new humanism that takes, care
of social order arid social justice as well as the needs and aspirations of the
inner man. In the midst of all this pulsation of life and multiplicity of
problems the university cannot stand still. It must respond adequidely
or wither away into insignificance. Co-operation beconies the condition
of survival, and also the way to refornl and renewal.

In spite of orir staggering .problems of poverty and shortages, and the
relentless battle for decent living standards for rapidly growing populations,
we hi India, and'I believe elsewhere in Asia and the" third-world countries,
still pin our hope and retain our faith in the role and mission of the univer-
sity to create new knowledge and human values and to contrihute signi-
ficantly to the process of development for quality of life. Undoubtedly
the same faith prevails elsewhere, and out of this universal respect for the
communities of scholars that seek truth pnd decency, a greater and larger
chapter of international university co-operation. could emerge rapidly.
To bring together the universities of the affluent and the economically
.handicapped countries in effective and imaginative enterprises many
things need to lie_done. Co-operative activities need to be focused on
certain clear and important objectives, such as the launching of wisely
planned innovations, qualitative Improvement of academic Programmes
and university management, better planning and reform of education,
both formal and nan-formal, naningfui co-ordination and dissemination
of research and greater reciprocity of exchanges, highlighting the Nile of
university youth. A specially proritising sign of the times is the recent
movement towards an international university network reflected in the
concept of the United Nations University. The strong support given
by the developing countries to the proposal for establishing the United
Nations University network is significant. It underlines their faith in
gaining equality and developing their otvn centres of excellence through
the method of Inter-university co-operation. One hopes that Uncsco
and IAU will play the leading role in this development. Some centre for
collecting data about co-operative programmes and disserfating It regu-
larly and systematically is clearly an urgent need, which could be appro-
priately filled by IAU. Unesco and IAU could also promote the develop-
ment of clusters of universities around the Aworld to co-operate for.sPecific
tasks and activities, related to developments. Such clusters, operated
with a measure of flexibility and spontaneity, would further the objectives
of the United Nations University without running the risk of setting up
rigid and formal institutional structures and methods of action.

Finally I should like to come back to where I started this statement
and the reference to the launching of International Co-operation Year.
Such events are merely symbolic, and tend to become a ritualistic habit
of the United Nations Assemblies and Conferences. However, it might
be a gond idea to observe in the near future a World Universities Year,
highlighting the achievements and potentialities of co-operation among
the inifversities of all regions and cultures, initiating new and importarit
activities, and dedicating a minute frsottarrof funds used for peace-keeping
and material development to the noWle cause of developing Inter - university
co-operation. If the one world of tomorrow is to become a reality and
the gap between affluence and poverty Is to be narrowed by raising both
material sthndards and the quality of life, the university, as the most
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universal of national institutions, must make notable contributions to this
transformation.

Dr. RAFAEL CUEVAS DEL CID
Secretary-General, Central American University Confederation

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

The Latin American Context
The ideas and considerations which make up this paper relate to

Latin America and, m re specifically, to universities in Central America,
for it is impossible to e Mine this topic in a world setting. Each university
has itg own social cont xt and, being part of the superstructure of society,
it largely reflects national structures. In much the same way, the purposes
of international co-operation should correspond to the realities of particular
university situations. Co-operation between countries which have reached .

a high level or social and economic development cannot be the same as
co-operation between countries which are still partly dependent, and,
consequently, retarded In their development. Nevertheless, it is quite
possible to refer in general terms to Latin American universities, and
certainly to Central American universities ; these are linked by the simila-
rities of their situation, they share common purposes, and have at theje
disposal bodies for co-operation with clearly defined organizational strub-
tures, functions and puiposes.

A New University for Latin America
A very brief historical note seems necessary here.' The Latin American

university was born during the Spanish colonial period. In Redevelopment
it thus followed the Spanish model but later adopted the characteristics
of the Napoleonic University. The political emancipation which occurred
at the beginning of the nineteenth century did little to change this and the
Latin American university continued to find its inspiration in the European
model. However, after the second decade of the twentieth century the
influence of North America began to make itself felt. A product of the
dependent state of Latin American countries, this -Influence continues
to increase. The consequences are obvious: it .encourages the training
of a kind of professional manpower which does not correspond to the
needs of the society in which t o university is set; the organization of
teaching, research and administ ion continues to draw closer to the
North American model; "developme t" programmes are usually heavily
backed b reign funds (and almost lways associated with heavy obliga-
tions w ch d s t the national realit of the university), etc, etc. These,
in a ord, are p ,blems of depende

It may be recalled that the part lar characteristics of the Latin
American university were acquired nl s a consequence of movements
for reform and transformation, which first began to emerge sharply at
the University of Cordoba, Argentina, in 1918. Since then the Latin
American university has had its own particular stamp. It is not necessary
to refer to all its characteristics here, but mention should be made of the
most Important: a) the autonomy of the university, expressed in the power
to set up its own governing and administrative bodies, to use its resources

CC.
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as it. wishes, and to define the guiding principles which it judges necessary
for, university teaching, research and extension activities. It should
be noted, however, that this legal autonomy is not as a rule accompanied,
as it should be, by financial autonomy. b) significant student participation
in the decision-making bodies of the university. First there was the
struggle, now won, to obtain the student "third"; later, came the struggle
for "parity" (numerically equal representation of academic staff and stu-
dents in university decision-making bodies). But a growing wave of
"interventions" by dictatorial regimes has recently challenged the rights
and achievethents of the students.

The Latin American university, like all other universities, is constantly
called into question. All authority, all knowledge, all forms of organization,
of teaching and research, etc... are examined to appraise their effectiveness,
relevance, and legitimacy. This, as Darcy Ribeiro has said, has led to
a total rethinking of the nature of the university. And it is obvious that
no attempt can be made to examine the purposes and the significance o
international university co-operation without first clarifying the purpos s
and significance of the university itself.

An analysis of the present university situation in Latin IA rice
and an examination of the thinking and attitudes of its members (tic i emic
staff, administrators and students) reveal a strong desire to dis over a
new kind of university. At present, however, they only have el ar ideas
abo, t what they do not want in their university, but this is no al in the
ini al phase of any major transformatibn. What they wish it to become
in the future remains unknown.

This is why the following statements are still uncertain (almost hypo-
t eses); their sole purpose is to reveal the main characteristics of the
rupture, and, in doing so, indicate the general direction in which the Latin
American university of tomorrow should develop.

In the first place, Latin American countries (and hence the greater
part of the university community) have become aware of their situation
of total dependence. This is evident in all fields; in particular in the economic
one (exploitation of natural and human resources by powerful countries,
proliferation of "multinational" firms; inequality of terms of trade; pro-
liferation of excessively expensive foreign technology; total dependence
on international markets - --also dominated by the powerful nations, etc.,
etc.). Confronted by this, there has grown a feeling of total rejection of
the situation of dependence, and a desire (still largely lacking tangible
form) to achieve real independence.

As a result of this dependence and of the structures maintaining
it in the different countries, the peoples of Latin America exhibit all the
characteristics of significant backwardness: malnutrition, illiteracy, diseases
of every kind, enormous social and economic inequalities. It is only
to be expected, therefore, that Latin American universities seek the best
means of remedying the situation. Of necessity, these means will be
linked to liberation from dependence, to replacement of,the old structures
and to the search for new ways in which the university can act within
the community, etc.

The existence of dictatorial regimes can be considered as a by-product
of such situations of dependence and of the backwardness which results
from them. In their presence university autonomy plays an Important
role. It provides a refuge for freedom of expression, reutively impartial
setting for the serious examinoton of national proble ';and a favourable
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climate for the discussion of ideas- and the developmept Of rigorous and
profound thought. From this, it follows quite obviously that, almost
without exception members of the Latin. American university community
consider autonomy to be a valuable' instrument serving the transformation
and independence of the countries no less than the particular purposes
of the university.

Such situationsand many others ,almost all resulting from neo-
colonialismencourage the main sectors of the Latin American university
to seek new fields of action whIck will make possible the fulfilment of
national aspirations. >,

- Let us examine some of them:

A New Significance for University Functions

New Functions for the University
New functions must be added to the traditional tasks of teaching,

research and 4,extension". The/most important is' doubtless what may
be described as the social function of the university. Consequently,
the nniversity can no longer confine its activity to the mere transmission
of knowledge nor even to the search'for new knowledg4 and its diffusion.
The fund of knowledge represented by tho university -must also serve as
an instrument of social change. Teaching must no longer take the form
of the magistraj lecture, perpetuating a mechanical transfer of knowledge. °
It must be enriched with material drawn from the reality of national life,
New forms of teaching will appear; among them and most important,'
in my opinion, those which see the whole country as a field fqr professional
training. Technical training plays a secondary role. Basic multidisci-
plinary education, in direct contact with the realities of national life,
will be sufficient to produce a new kind of graduate with a thorough know-
ledge of his country's problems. This may also help to check the "brain-
drain": graduates trained in the particular setting of their own countries
would no longer present a temptation to consurnfr societies, which demand
a highly sophisticated kind of technology.

With regard to research, particulpr emphasis should be put on social
research, although this should not imply the total abandon of pure research.
Latin American scholars must acquire ft thorough knowledge of the peoples
of their countries.

Similar considerations apply equally' to what is known as university
"extension". Culture will no longer simply be communicated to the
masses, but will be created in contact with them. Phenomena such as
illiteracy co,uld disappear rapidly, if a conscious and concerted effort
were to be made by the universities and the people.

o

Consequences
The concomitant of such new functions must be the emergence of a

new kind of Latin American university. Within this broad perspective,
the following purposes could be assigned to the university; "

a) the fostering of a sense of responsibility in the minds of sffl members
of the university (academic staff, administrators, students); the traintng
of a kW of graduate suited to the conditions in which he will be required
to servt, and who Will at the same time be a real agent of chan ; c) the
more rational and above all, more just use of the universit ' financial
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resources; d') the creation of genuine teachers and real research-workers;
e) the creation of a highly effective and flexible form of university adult-, nistration, dynamic and imaginative and hence the antithesis of a bureau-
cracy; f) such a university whose domain extends as far as the frontiers
of its country or region cannot long elude political commitment and the
critical and self-critical awareness which constitutes its vital link with
the people, or escape its obligation to put. In end fo dependence, to back-

' wardness and tb the maintenance of an Injust status quo.
.

Purposes and. Significance of the New Latin American University
.In the light of the above consideration/ (which, as already pointed

out, are intended to interpret the aspirations of the Latin American uni-
versity community), the university in theie countries would have its its
purposes: a) to do its best to help its country (or,region) bring to an end
'the present state, of dependence; b) correspondingly, its mission may be
defined as helping to enable man tolive as man, enjoying the means necessary
for a dignifie' existence and for self-fulfilment; c)"to thiS etrd the university
must regard itself cts,an integral part of the people to whom it belongs.
This new relationship will mike possible a multidisciplinary and integrated
form of education, the training of political awareness for change land the
modification hi the mental attitudes of the university communi*1) the
traditional functions of the university and its new functions must acquire
a completely new significance; eLconSequently the university must assutaii
in full its political role, its social commitment and ' its critical and self-
critical rOle.

The significance and importance of this new university trend in Latin.
America are clear.

PURPOSES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY CO-UPERATION

Purposei
Against the background of the numerous 'references made above to

the Latin American university situation, it may now be stated that the
purposes ascribed to the new Latin American university should also be

those which inspire inter-university co-operation.
These may be summarized as serving the country (or region) as well

as possible, in order to bring to an end the present state of dependence.
Conceived In this way, the purposes of international university co-

operation will have numerous consequences for the very nature of the
university and its activities.

The Nature of the University:
In this field, international university co-operation should a ve all

be toncerned with the following:
a) University Autonomy or Co-ordination with the St e

It has already been stressed that university dutonon# remains d
fundamental value in almost all Latin American countries. Here, a
distinction should be made between real autonomy and' purely formal
autonomy.

At the level of international co-operation, stud s should be made
to reach a clear definition of the concepts of real and urely formal autono-
my, of the necessary variants of autonomy appro riate to each country
and region, and of the responlbilities entailed in t e exercise of autonomy.
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Also in need of definition are the necessary co-ordination betwech the
activities of the autonomous university and those of the nation, and the
extent to which university participation in national planning is desirable.
In fact, the Union of Universities of Latin America and the Central American
University Confederation both regard the defense of the autonomy of
their member universities as one of their most iniportant functions. This
principle has been effectively applied by the CSUCA (exclusion of uni-
versities where there was outside interference, presence of its governing
Council and other measures, whenever autonomy Or university authorities
seemed to be in danger; defence of the human rights of members of the'
university community, and, in general, of Central Americalls, etc...).

The action, taken by the CSUCA in this area can serve as a model
for international university co-operation.

Some of the political events which have taken place recently in Latin
America demand a new appraisal of the question of autonomy. The
assumption of power by governments committed to a positiye transformation
of the realities, of Latin American countries has led, in some cases, to a
limitation Of autonomy, in order to co-ordinate university participation
in the task undertaken by the State to achieve change. These new situa-
tions must also be studied in the framework of international co-operation,
in order to define the limits of real autonomy, which, without 'compromising.
the processes of change, will alioW the university community to define
its own role.

Legal autonomy, in_any case, is not enough: University centres must,
enjoy financial autonomy. There are numerous methods of ensuring
this and these should also be studied by international organizations con-
cerned with interuniversity co-operation.

b) Responsibility of the University: itsi Commitinent to Society;.
its Political and Social Consciousness.

The commitment of the university to society of which it forms part
should find practical expression. Intirnational university co-operation
should therefore study the various methods of action the university com-
inunity can use to support and encourage popuiar aspirations: practical
relationships with workers and peasants, education of all social classes, etc...

Social 'consciousness can result from the establishment of new kinds
of relationship between the university and the people. For members
of the university community it is the concomitant of a sound understanding
of the .reality of each country, of Its relationships of production, of Its
problems, etc...

In order to achieve these purposes, international university co-operation
should pay particular attention to developing studies in the social sciences
and to examining the ways of putting them into practice. The Central
American University Confederation has a Central American social sciences
programme (research, teaching, seminars, periodicals, etc...) and is joint
sponsor, with the University of Costa Rica, of the Central American School
of Sociology.

c) University Organization.
The training of a new kind of graduate, who is not only a technician,

but an educated man, calis for a total revision of the old organizational
patterns. The existence of faculties should be questioned, and faculty
"privileges" must disappear once and for all, as should all structures
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lending to the compartntentalization of knowledge. The new graduates,
trained in close contact with social reality, equipped with multidisciplinary
or!, transdisciplinary ;knowledgecan only be produced in a university
which offers a wide range of possible Combinations and which trains men
capable of serving the free society of the future.

;4 field, thereitre many opportunities for international University .

co-Operation.. These include not only the creation of regional centres,
but'alto the exchange of information,, of 'students and of academic 'staff.,
All this within the Latin American region, in Order to avoid producing ill:
.adapted graduates and to ensure that theyrteniain capabie of responding
to the Social reality in which, they 'live, and of transforming it.

In. Cenyal America, the arc a ,nuniber Of centres serving the whole
region and, ,in genic eases, 'central American students are Oven able to
carry out their practical or (Aid work in their glvn countries undereuper.,:i,,
vision. The Faculty of Yetertnarw Medicine gird Animal Husbandry in`
Guatemala, for example, allows students frOm other countries fn the
regloif to do this.

TeachIng:
A new kind of university demands, without any. doubt,. a ,new kind

of teacher and a new kind of student. As for us the teacher IS concerned,
the important thing is to modify his training,:':and, in doing so, his attitudes.

Thisis another fruitful area for Latin American university 'co-operation.
There is a need to train a now kind of university teacher, socially conscious,
freed from, the influence of false hierarchies, skilled.in social science research
techniques and conversant with field.. study techniques and methods Of -
teamwork, etc... There is undoubtedly an urgent need 'to ,bring together
the -mos.!: enlightened minds from the countries of the region to discuss
wayic-of training this new kind of university', teacher.

R.arand to the study.* of new teaching methods, thought should be
given To new methods of evaluation of studies i _And even the validity
of evaluation itself should be questioned.

In this parenthesis, reference should' be made to post-graduate studies.
They, like everything else, should-be called into question. To what extent
are they really necessary in Latin America? In the opinion of the author,
post-graduate studies remain necessary, -but they should be regarded not
as constituting "superspecialization" but as falling within the same perspec-
tive of commitment to society which should be given to all university.
people. They may also constittite the driving fork for university teachers
to re=train- themselves. Here again, such postgraduate training should
take place-in the graduate's own; country or in one enjoying sfinilar Condi-
tions and not in. universities in countries with a much higher level of social
and economic development which are only likely to "deform' hint

In order to fulfil its purposes, International. university cokiperation
ought to -.study nevi, methods of organizing postgraduate studios.'

Research:

A new concept of the university must certainly -provide an important
place for research. It is time that the Latin American university com-
munity askeditsell what kind of research and what kind of research workers,
it really requires. Apart from pure sclenilfle . research .which le ,costly,,
and rarely of practical relevance is not Infrequent to find generous
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financial supeort)usuall3r from foreign sources, for research projects which
are of no gecto the country in which they are carried out.

A new conce if the mission of university research calls first of all
for research to be ertakcn in fields chosen freely by the country concern-
ed or by its universities, as integral parts of their programmes and not
selected on the basis of the availability of foreign financial support.

It is difficult to speak in general terms of the fields of research likely
to be of interest to all Latin American countries. Examples can be given,
however, of several kinds of research of obvious utility: a) social research,
based on the .increasingly accurate techniques being made available by
the. social, sciences. This type of researdi is needed most urgently in
econorically backward; countries, :moreover, it does 'not cost as much as
traditional "scientific" research and does not require specialized training

atitralized-institutions generating culturalependence; b) research
he nature in 6ur countries is another field Oherally almost completely

neglec -noun in the field of natural resources (renewable
or non-re ) c nid constitute a solid 'basis for governments to for-
mulate po cies to pr6tect valuable nattirarresources from irrational exploi.
tation and from the voracious appetites of international business concerns.

This is an, area in which university co-operation must not simply
follow up the recommendations already made; it must also seek to promote
researc in the fields which are really relevant to the basic task- of freeing
Latin, merican countries from dependence.

matters of finance, ds in other fields,.the basic policies of CSUCA
set standards which may serve as an example:

wrhe Confederation will accept financial support only for programmes
----whicp it has itself established, or for which the initiative came from its own

organs. In the -case of co-operation with bodies outside the Confederation,
such b, Ordies_may not intervene in making decisions about the programme;
nor may they impose restrictions,, of, any kind (Article 37); "In no case will
the co-operation of ()aside bodies be- allowed to infringe on national
sovereignly otlignity, or ,university autonomy" (article quoted above);

-outside "financing is necessary it may not cover more than half
of the total cost of the programme" (article quoted above).

University "Extension":
,

Some wpreliminary remarks are necessary: °a) the word "extension"
is used less and less because it leads to confusion and because of the impli it
contradiction vis-A-vis the new. concept of the university.

If the limits of university's activities already reach to the frontiers
vtof its country it e entlY cannot perform an' "extension" function; on
the contrary, any cultural activity it carries out for the people or the` masses will be an integral part of own function. _The term "extension"
should therefore be replaced by "service", "cultural activity" or some other
9rptession; b) in Some universities, moreover, the designation "extensio "

'-'1"---'.`. has been wrongly applied to "supervised practical or field work" or
\ "social service" which students undertake in rural areas during their

-' years- ff na r years of study.
;, Despite terminological difficulties, there is no doubt that the activities
pw designated in many universities as "university extension" or acultural

diffusion" should be continued and expanded. In both the Central Amer-
iCan and Latin American regions, the task of "university extension"
and of "cultural diffusion" have been matters for international university
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study. The First Central American Meeting on University Extension was
held in Guatemala in 1971; and special mention must be made of the
Second Latin American Conference on Cultural Diffusion and Extension,
Mexico, February 1972, at which a number of important studies were
presented. Reference should be made in this connection to the work
of Angel Rama and of Darcy Ribeiro (protagonist of the "modernist"
tendency in they university in opposition to the "revolutionary").

Administration:
Whatever the typ of university, one of the tasks of the administration

is to provide supporting services for the other functions of the university.
However, despite this relatively secondary role, it is quite evident that
the. successful exercise of the principal functions of a university depends
to a considerable extent on the effectiveness of the administration. In
recent years, therefore, the universities of Latin America have been seeking
to improve their administration. .

This trend should certainly be followed in setting up arnew kind of
university, subject to the condition that the administration should be
as light, as flexible and as efficient as possible. It should ,)n addition
possess the lively imagination needed to resolve the thorny problems
raised by a university no longer enclosed within the confines of its own
walls.

In response to these new demands, international university co-operation
can play a role of capital impoitance, in particular by bringing together

'the experience gained by individual universities in setting up new pro-
grammes in this field. Frequent meetings of heads of different administra-
tive services, the establishment of regional information-ceftres, the creation
of mechanisms to facilitate transfers from one university to another, etc...
will without doubt contribute to the ,ealblishment and improvement of
administrative systems.

Various initiatives have been taken in this field in Central America.
One of' the most important has been the establishment of the Office of.
Registration and Statistics for Central American Universities'. This
Office will permit a solution of the thorny problems which arise in matters
of "equivalences", of "recognition of qualifications", and of continuation .
of studies in other universities, etc.

Social Futon:
° If the university is conceived in a different perspective, itis obvious

litall its functions will take on ,a new sense and new dimensions. Teach-
research, extension and administration must be conceived in terms

of the principal function of the university.
In addition, numerous functions may be defined within the framework

of the true social function of the university. Within it are grouped the
other functions of the university. The following examples may be given:
a) the study of national problems; as a rule these are taken up only sporadi-
cally by, universitiesusually in the form of "political': problems and
more rarely as true national problems. Although some universities are
legally required to study national problems (and in some cases this is
written into their constitutions) the fact remains that they do not do so
as systematically or as rigorously as the gravity of the problems demands.
The author, when Rector of the University of San Carlos of- Guatemala,
proposed the establishment of an Institute for the Study of National Problems.
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The purpose was first to identify the major problems a the country on
the basis of intensive social researeh, then to classify them in order of
priority. Multidisciplinary teams and units of the University would
later make a rigorous and systematic study of the problems with the object
of proposing to the government and its organs valid solutions to them.
It is intended to establish a similar programme for the Central American
Region as one of the new activities of CSUCA. b) if universities take
seriously their task of tackling national problems they will be able to
demand that they should be present when systems of national planning
are drawn up. In such circumstances their presence would be fully justified
and of considerable value. c) in carrying out their social function (and

,particularly through the ongoing study of problems and the proposal of
solutions to them) universities can help to provide the peoples of the
region with a healthy political awareness. d) through this social function
of the university a sense of belonging to a people can be regained and its
true cultural and historical identity can be rediscovered. These are only
a few examples.

, In the field of international university co-operation this is yet another
area in which the Central' American University Conferedation can proVide
examples which merit attention. Under the Social Science Progiamme
a number of problems concerning the social structure of Central America
have been studied, including que ions of land tenure, for example.. In
April 1974 the Secretary-General roposes to hold a meeting of members
of the university community, wo ers and peasants from Honduras and
El Salvador to studyfrom a non-governmental standpointthe causes
and consequences of the armed conflict between the two countries and to
examine the' possible consequences of peace. A similar discussion has
been ,started as a result of the establishment of a Latin American Study
Group comprising scholars in different disciplines from a number of Latin
Aignerican countries. These -and many other achievements are the results
of Central American university co-operation. Similar initiatives, could
undoubtedly be taken .at all levels and especially at the international
level to promote the serious and disinterested study of .the problems besett-
ing the world in the latter part of the twentieth century.

Conclusions:
If the highest function of the university in Latin America is to be

defined as "seeking to the utmost to'help its country (or region) to overcome
the present state of dependency " of all kinds and their consequences
(backwardness, exploitation, etc.)then this purpose should at the same
time be at the forefront of international university co-operation, at least
in so far as concerns the universities of Central America and of Latin
America in general. To some exteNt these objectives will also be shared
by other countries which are still colonies or which continue to be dependent
(neocolonial). Reference has been made to various wa in which such
objectives can be reflected in the traditional functions of the university
as well as in new functions, particularly what has been described as-the
social function, and finally an outline has been given of different ways in
which international university co-operation can adopt new methods of
co-ordination and new ways of sharing experience.
4 °Although this may, gt first sight, appear -to be a costly process, it
is likely to be far simpler than that of oniversity organization at present,
and will ultimately permit a much more rational deployment of university
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resources which are always scarce in the face of the growing demand
for higher education,
Significance

While reiterating what has been said with regard to the new Latin
American university, it should be added that if international university
co-operation is embodied in a -new concept of the university it will acquire
a new significance, that of makling a positive contribution to the improve-
ment of life and the upholding of human dignity; to the search for new
and more just forms of society and with this the true establishment of
peace based on justice.

Discussion

Professor. Gaber took the chair and opened Ike discussion.

C

Dr. GOMA, said that, quite clearly, co-operation ,could not be regarded
as a panacea sufficient in itself to remedy the two handicaps which so
often afflicted universities in the third world: intellectual dependence and
institutional stagnation. One way of helping to overcome them would
be to establish a centre of excellence in each university in the hope that
this would gradually revitalize and reconstitute the entire fabric of the
institution. Rather than spreading its efforts thinly over a wide area,
the international Community might try to concentrate on helping these
centres of excellence to consolidate themselves and develop their activities.
Of course, it Would first be necessary to identify potential centres and
international meetings such as the Belgrade Seminar could be of help
in the task of exploration and discovery. Publications could also be of
assistance and IAU might wish to re-examine its publications programme
to see whether it might serve as a platform for individuals engaged in
innovatory experiments to make their work more widely known.

Professor DISCHAMPS agreed with the speakers who had pointed out
that the university was an integral part of society anitcould not be dissociat-
ed from it. This was a relatively recent discovery, but nevertheless a
fundamental one. The age of the ivory tower had gone its way and it
followed from this that university activity in general, and co- operation
in particular, should be conceived in terms of society as a whole and of
overall historical circumstances. If this were not done, co-operation
might well fail to achieve its purpose and lead instead to still greater
dependence. As the Secretary-General had implied, co-operation must
be approached with a measure of healthy scepticism, if it were not to lose
its essential ch4acteristics.

Yet it waspro less important to remember that the university had
its own values and responsibilities for teaching and research, and that it
could not relinquish these without bqtraying its mission and ultimately
destroying the very basis of its social action. If, in its desire to be
"modern", the university severed links with its traditions and ceased,
for example, to be a repository of culture and intellectual independefice,
if it put itself entirely at the mercy of the fleeting present, it wovld deprive
itself of thEY means of fulfilling its mission.. It would, there re, be a
mistake for the developing countries to think that they could rejec3 outright
the university traditions of the,older countries.
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Dr. SAITO, speaking of the links between the university andccss.00ciety,
recalled that university autonomy had been one of the topics discussed
by the IAU General Conference in Tokyo in 1965. The problem still
existed, since universities., in Japan at least, were tending to seek shelter
behind the defences of autonomy in order to isolate themselves -from society.
A new balance had to be found.

Professor GABglii while agreeing tht the university was clearly an
integral part of society, said that society shbild not necessarily be identified

"'with the ruling regime of the moment; it embodied its own internal contra-
dictions which were reflected on an international level. This was the cause

4, of a complex situtation which must be taken into account; co-operation
could not afford to ignore the political climate, and A wide-ranging spirit
of tolerance was essential. The motivations which led to_eproperation
als'ir-,,had a profound influence on its content. In short, co-operation
posed'in a specific form the, general problem of the relations between
the university and politics, the elements of which varied considerably
from one situation to another. Some regimes which sought to base their
conduct on scientific criteria might, for example, react vigorously if a
university questioned the validity of thjjr basic principles. In Yugoslavia,
universities and stOdents were gcneralry of the opinion that the university
should retain its criticajetinction.

Dr. RIBBING felt that, in discussing such complicated questions, it
was essential to employ a systematic approach.

To start with. agreement should be possible on certain principles,
particularly those concerning peoples' right to independence, human
solidarity and the profound unity of mankind., It should also lie possible
to combine these analitse them as a basis for defining major purposes

---which.ffould be divided into subpurposes. The role which the university
might play, with regard to ehlt one could then be examined and the pro-
blems which might be encouritered , could be identified. The analysis
of these problems and of their complex variables could lead to the definition
of the action -to be taken and of the elements composing this actions.
It might be more difficult for those concerned to reach agreement at this
level, but agreement at all levels was not absolutely essential; What
Leally mattered was that the areas of agreement and "disamement should
be revealed slcarly by a rigorous analysis of the

Mr. GIOFFITIIS felt that one matter called for clarification. The
impression was sometimes given that any form of governmental aid or
assistance was suspect. Yet such aid could be beneficial, appropriate
to the circumstances and free from political pressure. This rtiugt be
clearly stated.

If government funds were available, they should be welcomed, accepted
without hesitation, and every effort made to use them as effectively as
possible. Certain precautions should, of course, be taken. -

It was desirable that government funds should be made available
in the form of regular block grants, not tied to any particular programme,
mid that they should be administered by a body separate from the govern-
mentlnquestion. The role of such a body should be limited to the estab-
lisflinent of contact betweln the co-operating universities and to providing
rull,or partial financial support for the programmes they agreed to set up.
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Preferably, the process should begin with e "assisted" gf4iversity for-
mulating its needs. Following this, a iversity should be found which
could help to meet them. In any case, the main dialogue should take place
between the 4.iversities concerned, and not between governments. It
was up to the universities W ensure that the action agreed upon was
acceptable to their governments. Finally, it was important to ensure
that academic staff sent on missions of aid and assistance should find their,
experience interesting and profitable. This was one form of reciprocity,

Sir Hugh SPRINGER spoke of the importance of multinational co-
operation between. universities ,grouped into associations such as" ACU.'
Political pressures could be more easily avoided in n multinational setting
than under bilateral aid programm . Through the scholarships it admi-
nistered, its information service and i appointments service for university
staff, ACU was able to stimulate the e hange of persons, of ideas and of
experience. The need for these woul continue even when aid and
assistance were no longer called for. Cul ure lived by exchange and to
borrow from foreign cultures was no cause for shame. Indeed, history
showed that peoples transformed the cultures they borrowed from and
often created something quite different in doing so.

Dr. GOMA stressed the importance of mutual reS ect not only between
co-operating universities, but also between universit and governments.
If governments mistrusted universities, or if universities laced themselves
outside the national community, co-operation itself migh ecome suspect
and its very basis undermined.

Dr. HOLLAND attached special importance to the free circulation
of individuals between different countries and different universities. This
was perhaps the best way of ensuring the movement of ideas and a living
dialogue between cultures. The support of foreign students through
scholarship programmes had quite clearly become indispensable. But
it was also desirable for students to be able to travel freely, at their
expense. In order to avoid disappointments and wastage, however,
everything should be done to provide them with accurate information
about study abroad and to guide them in their choice of programme onop
they reached their destination. Students should be encouraged to return
to their own countries on completing their studies, and it was advisable
for their governments to remain in contact with them during their stay
abroad to ensure that they did not burn all their bridges.

Dr. RIBBING felt ilia the question of tli, purpose of co-operation
was of essential relevance to the work of the Seminar as a whole. It
should therefore be examined as systematically as possible. The major
purposes of co-Operation should be-defined and then broken down into
Sub-purposes. Numerous fields were open to co-operation. So far, the
Seminar had concentrated on co-operation which sought to transfer know-
ledge (aid or assistance), and to deepen mutual comprehension by
movement cot people and of ideas. closer analy`S'is was. w needed,of
the implications of ea& -of these purposes.

,
Mr. KEYES said that co-operation was a matter of continuing concern

for TAU and he recalled that, at earlier meetings, the study of aims an
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.1 the most Varied intellectual horizons.

Professor DISCUAMPS said that tolerance and openness of mind ware
all the more. necessary since the international community was composed
of a wider variety of societies, some of which formed regionhl groups. At
the present time, they shared more questions than common convictions.
As Dr. Cuevas del Cid had pointed out, universities knew less about
what they really wanted than about what they did not want. Sometimes,
all they knew was that they were not what they wanted to be. Despite
the diversity of contexts, all concerned should give thought to what a
university ought to be. It must be recognized that the university always
had its own special mission and could not seek to do everything, since
this would lead to failure to do anything of value. If it carried the pursuit
of diversity too far, it would run the risk of becoming amorphous. Its
main concerns were With teaching and research, but it was never easy to
define the exact limits of these two tasks. The university should not
lessen the rigour of its training to the point of transforming itself into
a sort of kindergarten for adults, nor should it reserve its teaching for
small elitist groups engaged in abstract speculation. Without abandoning
fundamental reRarch, it must address itsolf to practical issues and, through
a critical approach and he'discovery of new knowledge, help the community
to overcome the handl aps of ignorance, sickness and scarcity. It should
not provide an. excess ely general education, teaching almost nothing
about practically everything, nor should it indulge in the kind of over-
specialization which taught practically everything about almost nothing.
In short, it must clarify its position and, from its conception of Itself,
deduce.kset of aims. These in turn would havea direct bearing on the
purposes of &Pt 5peration.

attention. At this point in the discussions,
stress the importance of tolerance in the defini-
oses of all f&rms of international co-operation.
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Dr. CUEvAS DEL Cm remarked that the univemily's tasks must be
conceived realistically in terms of its social text. The overriding
need o5 some societies was to'free themselves f om a state of dependence,
and for them co-operation was justified only h so, far as it helped them
in this. In certain situations, co-operation actu Ily led to an increage

40. of dependence ued to universities' becoming parasites Of foreign institutions
instead Of being, as they should, a _driving force of social transformation.'
These remarks were in no way intended to imply that the speaker had a
pathological aversion to co-operation. It could be most Valuable, providing
it respected the aims of the university concerned.

Dr. KIRPAL noted that some aims of co-operation had been handed
down over the ages without losing their validity. One was the exchange
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of knowledge; another, the common development and experience of a
culture. Throughout history, and in many different parts of the world,
the need to live together and share in attempts, to give fuller meaning to
certain values had led groups to come together in communities, and between
these, relationships had been developed, some more fruitful than others.
UniVersity co-operation had largely evolved from this tradition, which
should be maintained. Now there was a tendency for it to be overshadowed
bar a new form of co-operation--development aid. This had gilien rise
to problems and had been the source of some serious errors. Since it
involved largescale operations, the financial participation of governments
was necessary and this brought with it the risk of political exploitation.
Development aid, moreover, was Often confined to the transfer of techniques,
and if these bore no relation to the stage of development reached by the
receiving country, they would be completely ineffective. Its structures
and methods must therefore be revised. But attention should also be
directed to facilitating the traditional forms of free circulation of university
people. Currency problems often hindered .this, but it might be possible
to set up an international fund to help overcome them.

Mgr. LECLERN observed that in attempting to define the aims of
co-operation, it was important not to overlook the fact that to 'a conside-
rable extent it constituted its own purpose. Co-operation had an intrinsic
Value and was an essential feature of university life and work. Indeed,
it was through language and exchange that science and thought developed.
Charity had come under attack and yet if true charity signified openness
of mind and willingness to receive, It should instead be defended. True
co-operation did not involve the imposition of the methods of one partner,
but a dialogUe, for it was by definition reciprocal. This was not always
easy. Difficulties were bound to be encountered and progress could
only be made by trial and error. Perfectionism, if carried too far, could
lead to co-operation being unproductive. The desire of people for independ-
ence was certainly legitimate but it would not be satisfied simply by others
recognizing this. Those who wanted independence must themselves know
how to secure it and be able to resist becoming engrossed in matters which
might alienate them from it.

Dr. Mumma said ibitat some of the purposes of co-operation, such
as the promotion of peace, democracy, economic and social progress,
and health, were derived from the outside, from society as a whole. Others
were concerned with matters such as the development If knowledge and
culture, and the internal efficiency of the system of education, which
was more specific to the university. But these were all very general,
and they should be broken down into secondary purposes, each having
its own -methods and structures. The discussion had concentrated on
co- operation in education, but distinctions should be made between sectors
and disciplines. There was also co-operation in research, the forecasting
of needs, planning, and so on.

Dr. GOM recalled that these matters were analysed quite thoroughly
in !AU Paper no. 9.

Professor DISCIIAMPS said that it we, of course, quite possible to
enumerate and classify the aims of co-operation. )3ut the Seminar had
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1
also been asked to consider its significance, and this was something much
more elusive. Was there a significance common to all forms of co-operation,
one which transcended the aims and purposes of particular undertakings?
The remarks made by Mgr. Leclercq opened the way for a definition of
this significance as a function of the essence of co-operation. The problem
was a difficult one, but this should not allowed to discourage further dis-
cussion of it in the Seminar.

Dr. CUEVAS DEL Cm doubted whether it was possible to say that
co-operation had an inherent significance. Above all, it constituted a
means, and to evaluate it, it was necessary first to know why a particular
form of co- operation was being carried out and by whom.

Dr. RIBBING asked whether the word "sens" in the French title of
the theme implied "direction", or "meaning", as suggested by the English
wording, "significance". If the latter, how was it to be distinguished from
the purpose of co-operation?

*
14.

Mgr. LECLEIICQ sail that, to his mind, it vial not simply a matte
of "direction". Co-oper tion derived its sense from within itself. Admitff
wily, it was also a tool at the service of certain purposes. But the common
pursuit of such purposes also served to deepen mutual understanding&
and in this sense, the purposes themselves were transformed into the
means, or vehicles, of co-operation. 4

Pfbfessor DISCHAMPS felt it particularly important to give thought
to the significance of co-operation, since the meaning attributed to it
had a direct influence on the way in which it was put into practice. The
abuses which had been denounced stemmed from a wrong conception
of co-operation. But if it was thought of as exchange, mutual giving,
and a common search in a world of uncertainties, any form of imperialism
which might try to hide under the protection of its name would be condemn-
ed 'in advance.

Sir Hugh SPRINGER wondered whether the most important thing
jwas not the will to work together in mutual respect.

Dr. GOMA agreed and said that, given this will, the most useful course
might be to direct the discussion to purposis and methods. -

ProjeSsor Caber, airman al the session, said that, to keep to the time-
table, he was obliged 16 close the discussion on this, point. However, he jell
safe that the Seminar would take up theso issues again later.
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RECIPROCITY IN CO-OPERATION

Professor Rybnikou took the chair and stressed the importance of recipro-
city in co-operation. This was a complex notion and should not be thought
of in the narrow framework of a rigorously symmetrical exchange in which
the two partners did the same things at the same time. The papers to bs
presented by Dr. Lule and Professor Dischamps and the ensuing discussion
would undoubtedly help to throw light on this important question.

DR. Y.K. LULE
Secretary General, Association of African Universities

The Preamble to the Constitution of the Association of African Univer-
sities states in part:

"We, the Heads of Universities and University Institutions
in Africa, mindful of the problems and challenges facing the Institu-
tions of Higher Education throughout the African Continent; aware
that many of the problems encountered can be solved by developing
a system under which there is effective co-operation and consultatio
among the institutions concerned; conscious of the role of the Afric
Universities to maintain adherence and loyalty to world .acadp
standards and to evolve over the years a_pattern of higher education
in the service, of Africa and its peoples and yet promoting a bond of
kinship to the larger' human society; hive resolved to establish a
corporate body to achieve our aims-and objectives..."
Thus the African universities set out to establish an Association

whose main purpose was to encourage and facilitate co-operation among
themselves. It was hoped that by developing..a system of bffective co-
operation between them, they would be better able to cope with the many
problems they encounter in carrying out their tasks. These problems
include inadequate staffing and equipment, shortage or lack of expertise
and experience in handling research into 'the many complex problems of
development. They hoped that through a system of co-operation, their
lean resources in manpower, equipment and teaching facilities could go
much further than would be the case if they operated in isolation. Co-
operation was thus to bring certain tangible benefits to the countries and
universities involved. These objectives may be achieved "in. a variety
of ways. A university in4one country may offer teaching facilities in
medicine to studerits from another country whose university may in turn
reciprocate by offering training facilities in engineering or pharmacy.
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This is the basic idea of tlie Inter-African Scholarship Programme. Most
countries have some facilities to ofifer in return 'for the ttse of facilities in
Melds of study which they do not ve althou hi it is recognized that some
countries and universities partic sting in 11$ programme may n t be
in a position to reciprocate equally f ass stance they reed .

Another form of co-operatio 1.1 versity may no e able
to cover adequately the teachip a p ti i branch of a s ject. In
such cases, the university ma ab to rrange for the t ching to be
covered by a professor from anothe unive sity which hay eveloped this
speciality. The university receiving such s$istance may be able to reci-
procate by offering assistance in the teaclxi of another branch of the same
subject or in a different field altogether. Temporary shortages of staff
due to Illness or other causes may also be met in this way. Another type
of co-operation is when a' professor fro one university going to teach
in another university, is replaced by a colleague from that university.
This kind of exchange May not necessar y meet specific shortages or needs
in the co-operating departments but s rvts as 'a *eans ot enabling the
twb departments to observe each other' Approach to research and teaching,
to note )any novel experiments goin and genetally share each 'other's,,
experiences. ,,,-/'

External Examiners
The exchange of extinct(' between universities brings

similar benefits to the co-oper artments. auring his stay in the
department he is examining, e ternal extifei as the opportunity
of meeting and discussing hisl'colleagues e rriculuxn and content
of the subject concerned, eluding any rer ch projects which may be
going on:

The system of using extern
been adopted by many other uni
to help regulate and maintain sf idards of teaching. and research. Tradi--
tionally the: Movement of external -eXanilners has been from the United
'King-dont universities to the universities in the developing countri4s.
I have not yet heard-of cases of external examiners moving in the other
direction.

However; increasingly these days, universities in developing countries
appoint external examiners"from each other and the movement IS in both
directions thtis bringing mutual benefits to the co-operating institutions.

Exchange or Students for Language Training /
Reciprocal attangements for language training are being worked out

between individual African universities. 'the Unlyersides of Zambia
and ,Zaire for example have agreed to send to each other roughly equal
groups of students to stufiy,and practise English and French as the case
may be. The sending-uniVersIties meet the cost of transportation while
the receiving university meets the cost 1 maintaining the students.

The University of Cape Coast in Ghana. is currently negotiating 'a
similar scheme with universities'Ist the neighbouring Francophone univer-
sities. These arrangements can achieve a lot at 'minimal cost.

Exchange of Staff between developed and developing countries
On the whole, reciprocity in the exchange of staff Iletween developed

and developing countries Is rare. The movement of staff has been in

eft ttails basically British but has
with )3ritish origin... 11 is designed
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one direction and, as has been observed, based on the noble idea of assisting
the' young universities in the developing countries. Even where there
have been movements of staff in both directions, it is difficult to regard
these arrangements as reciprocal. Under the ft merican Fulbright-Hays
Acad.emic Exchange Programme, for example, the American participants
may take up teaching appointments in a selected African university;
the African professors they replace then go to the United States for a
period of exposure to Americtin academic life, but more as doctoral students
rather than as replacements for their American colleagues.

There have, however, been successful cases of reciprocity in staff
exchanges between these groups. I am aware of the exchange arrangements
between the Hjstory Departments, of an American University, Duke
University; and an AfritAa University, Makerere, The American university
offers African History as an option in its teaching curriculum And the
African university has American History as an option in its teaching
programme. The exchange {'arrangements involve specialists in these
two areas and both institutions seem to have derived benefits from these
arrangements. There are a number of other areas where similar arran-
gements could be worked out.

Obstacles - General Problems
Financial Problems

All schemes of co-operation involving the movement of staff, students
and material cost money and this is one of the limiting factors. This is
a genecal problem affecting all schemes of exchanges whether reciprocal
or not. Money is needed to pay for transportation and in many -cases.
maintenance. Son universities make provision tn: their estimates to

cover -the cost ortransportation of staff involved I exchange programmes
but many have to depend on the generosity of ext al donors. Exchange
schetnes covered by cultural agreements bet cen governments often
include financial provision to cover transport co , but we are aware of
cases where some developing countries have not been able to afford their
part of these agreements. A few exchange schemes are properly funded.
The scheme of staff exchanges between the East African universities is
now funded annually through the budget of the East African Community;
and the student excAanges are covered by agreements between the East
African Governments.

The Inter-African Scholarship Programme is at the moment financed
mostly from external sources but it is not easy to pictlict how long this
assistance will .last. African governments are already interested in tin)
Programme but many of them face financial difficulties and are not yet
able to make direct significant financial contributions to the Programme.

Accommodation

4Staff exchanges whereby tv..o staff members replace each other and
exchange accommodation are known but rare. Even where the perina
of exchange is as long as a year, it may not be possible for one of the profes-
sors. to move with his family and in many developing countries suitable
accommodation at the right price is just not available. To meet this
problem a number of universities in Africa have been provided with funds
by foundations and their governments to put up special accommodation
for visiting staff and those on exchange programmes. This provision
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Is unfortunately not commonlo all universities, neither is It adequate
where It exists.

The accommodation of foreign students on exchange programmes
presents acute problems particularly In non-residential universities and
can be an obstacle to these schemes.

Language Obstacles
Language presents a real obstacle to a free movement of both staff

and students and most of the exchanges take place between universities
in the same language grouping. Most developing countries have adopted
as a medium of instruction the language of the former metropolitan powers
and there has been very little attempt to teach other major languages with
the result that student exchanges are itimoSt confined to their language
group. One 'of the objectives of the Association of African Universities
is to break this language barrier and make it poisible for a free movement
of students among all membjr universities. At the last General Conference
of the Association held last year at Madan, the Assaciation accepted the
policy of including a second major language IlLyte ctiiTiculum of all under-
graduate courses. This objective will of course take many years to achieve.
In the meantime; the Association Is negotiating,with a number of univerl

/sities, for the setting up of special language centres for the intenpive htstruc-
- tion "in French and English.

. - .
-

Infuleguate Information- - 0.

Fruitful exchange arrangements between any two institutions must
be based on full knowledge. of what the two instjtutions can offer each
other in terms of staff, research facilities and programmes. Sufficient
information about those matters and'on which universities can base decisions
Is not easily available to all universities: It was to meet such a need that
the Association of African Universities set up a documentation centre to
collect information about each member university and disseminate R to all
the others. It Is hoped that this information together with the opportu-
nities for establishing contact during seminars and conferences, will make
It easier for member universities to get to know about each other.

Special Problems
Reciprocal student exchanges between universities In the developing

world and those in the developed world are rare. The bulk of the movement
of studentl has always been In the direction of the developed countries.
'von where there are special exchange schemes such as the Commonwealth,
clunarship and Fellowship Plan, the movement seems to be In favour
f he developed countries. This Is due to two factors. Firstly, the scheme

aced on the number of scholarships the host country can afford to
offer and the developed countries offer far more scholarships than the
developing countries. Secondly, the universities in the developed countries
have mare prestige and In fact have far more to offer Iii terms of the variety
of -courses, research, equipment and staff.

At the undergraduate level, a number of American universities offer
a se ted number-go( students an opportunity to spend a year of their
under fraduate study in some African universities and offer exchange
arran ements with a number of African students from those universities.
These rrangements have not worked well, for a number of reasons. The
American student who spends a year abroad receives credit for that year.
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'However, the structure of the degree courses and 'the system of assessment
used in many of our universities are different and make it difficult for the
Universities to credit their students for the year spent at an American
university. This has discouraged many students from taking up these
opportunities but the few who have 'participated in these schemes have
benefited greatlY. -The second difficulty Is of course finance. The finance
involved in these exchanges is raised in the United States and usually
caters for more American students than the number participating from the
developing country. The result is to increase the pressure on the limited
facilities in the university In the developing country.

Exchange al Publications
The arrangements whereby university institutiotw exchange scientifiC

publications and bulletins are of immense value in establishing easy and
inexpensive lines- of commurffeation betweeWresearch workers in different
parts of the world. These arrangements are usually' on a rdelprocal
basis. The university must have somo,publication to offer in exchange
for those to be received from other universities or research institutes.
The problem of the young universitieS in developing countries Is that
they-do not possess-the capacity-to produce as many publications as the
larger, wealthiecand more established universities in the developed coun-
tr,ies. Some of the larger universities may put them on their mailing
list but others do not find It pOssible to do so and the younger universities
are therefore obliged to subscribe to these-publications if -they wish to
receive them. This is not always easy especially in view of the shortage
of foreign currency in the developing countries.

PROFESSOR J.G. DISCHAMPS
President, University of Nice

I should like first, to look to the past and try to place the problem of
"Reciprocity in Co-operation" In its wider historical perspective. .

Strictly speaking, the expression "reciprocal co-operation" is a picot'.
asnrsince it is evident that there can be no co-operation without reciprocity.
By definition, co-operation is a joint undertaking involving reciprocal
investments and. returns; etymologically, It is automatically reciprocal,

Yesterday, we exchanged views on a philosophical question: should
the word "sens" in the French title of tl hem° be understood as implying
the "direction" or the "meaning" of peratlon? But in both cases
I believe that co-operation is still reelp cal. , One condition for the devel-
opment of exchanges is the existence of cultural, scientific or technical
differences between the miners, and in the absence of reciprocity there
can be no exchanges of lasting value.

The 'mercantile economists of the sevimteenth century employed a
very narrotv and restrided definition of exchange and considered that
one party gained precisely what the other lost. This interpretation Is
no longer valid, and In the twentieth century we know very well that_ a
partner in an exchange can gain from it only if the other partner does so
too.

I must apologize for introducing this question of values. It constitutes
n problem in economics, as well as in politics, which Is difficult to deOne
and to master and, even if it' is asserted that all values are -ultimately
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labour values, the usage value and the corresponding exchange value that -
it implieS are complementary.. Exchange is a key to values and if labour

o constitutes the basis of all Valuesthen one form of labour is involved
in the task of accepting the discipline of exchange:

The history of cultural, scientific and technical co-operation has been
marked by a series Of waves, flowing first from and then back to particular
focal points, sometimes in one part of the world, sometimes in another.
Much of pres'ent-day tourism is, -in fact, a form of return to past sources
characterized by migrations and to centres of cultural and scientific life
which were alternately poles of ,attraction and diffusion. Networks of
inter-penetration and intercommunication spread across the world, from
theSe entres, most of which were also important financially and commei -:',
daily. Some names are still well remembered and, belonging to the
cultural heritage of all humanity, they mark the history of the development

.4of communication and exchange. Pilgrimages, to Mecca or to Santiago
de Compostela may have given way to pilgrimages to Moscow or to Prince-
ton, but behind them all is one and the same driving force, the conviction
that only in its plurality can humanity move forkvard. And-we too can

. reach a common understanding, although we represent different organ-
izations. For this, we must accept that the truth is something that ev-
eryone may hold, or may at some time have held, but that no one may
possess more than a part of it And we'rnust also recognize that we are
all part of a chain: a chain in which an the links are interconnected and
which, though it may appear paradoxical, is an expression of our freedom.
This same chain expresses the historical continuity and solidarity of mankind
and of systems and structures. We all know, as Paul Valery said, that
"civilisations are mortal." But without death -there is no life and the
fact that a particular approach may only be fragmentary or marginal
should in no way disturb us. In the dialectical interpretation of history,
and even in the interpretation of historical materialism, social, evolution,
no less than cultural, technical and scientific evolution, is governed by
continuous movement which will cease only with life' itself. If we "agree
on these premises, I believe that we can state at the outset that reciprocity
is an essential component of co- operation part- of -the very essence of the
concept of co-operation.

Cultures have always inter-penetrated andtthis is evident in many
' fieldsghat of language, for example. Specialists in linguistics make

scholarly studies of the hirth, life and death Of languages, and even of
particular words. We each believe that we speak a national language,
but this is only partially true. Every national language also embodies
elements of a supra-national language and these are growing steadily at
the expense of the national language.

What .47true of languages is true also of animal and vegetable life.
Men initbersgtirkt.e, it I dare use an expression which may seem shocking,
even in An age dominated bY the erotic. This interpenetration takes the
form of cross-breeding and generally gives impressive results, as we know
from the world around us.

And what is true of languages and of the species of life is also true in
matters of the arts, manners, valueS, fashion, taste, production, architecture,
philosophy, religion, education, style and consumption. In all these fields,
there is evidence of a "universalization" of thought and innovation, and
hence of an increasing world-widelinterdependence which makes antagonisms
between systems and actions and even between leaders, quite marginal.
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Indeed, to paraphrase the oet, history shows that the conqueror is generally
defeated by his own conquests. This is the Theme of a book recently
published in France. Entitled "Eloge de la (Waite" (In-Praise of Defeat),
it is based on an apparent paradox: those who at one time appear to be
completely dominated, and even crushed by defeat, g6nerally succeed
in exerting so great an influence on their conquerors that they ultimately
absorb them and convince them of the merits of their own "conquered"
civilisation. This is why the developed ,nations, or those which believe
themselves to be developed, have so much to gain from delving into the
popplar traditions of the nations which are apparently the least developed.
There, they may find new opportunities for cultural enrichment and perhaps

4., the strength to still the panic which grips,them in the face of an apparently
uncontrollable crisis of civilisation. This too is an aspect of reciprocal
exchange between peoples.

There is certainly much in the wisdom of the less deVeloped nations
that could be of pro fit to the more developed, and the interplay of individual
and collective influences of this kind constitutes an important element
in human progress. Techniques, like cultures, have interpenetrated
whenever men have come into contact with one another. Al few moments
ago, I referred to historical Materialism. The Marxist dialectic is based
on the evolution of the means and techniques of production, in that the
development of the superstructure of appropriation is but an expression
of the dynamic of the infrastructure of techniques. The Marxists tell
us that there is a law of evolution according to which objective factors
control the transformation of social relations. This is undoubtedly true,
but to it we must add the enrichment cfspiritual, sociological and tradi-
tional elements, and it is because of these that a modern nation cannot
really be a nation if it does not siuk its roots deep into the past. The
most progressive of the modern nations are in fact very much attached
to the past, as those of us who have been to Russia, China or the United
States
appear as complementary elements.. They cannot be Separated and until

have been able to see for ourselves. Technology and culture thus'
an

recently, the rate of technical change was sufficiently slow for the amalgam
of culture and technology to remain stable, thus avoiding, the creation
of rifts between different peoples, 'cultures and technologies. The inter-
penetrations stimulated by ,the. travellers of Antiquity and the Middle
Ages helped to spread ideas already found elsewheregunpowder and
printing are but two examplesand in this they were like the wind carrying
pollen to fertilize neW flowers. But today we are confronted with the
consequences of an explosively rapid development of knowledge and
of scientific, innovation. This has created problems of a completely new
dirneusion because the scientific and technological revolution no longer
permits a harmonious evolutionary- process. -The disruption has been so
great that we have come to talk of "advanced" and "retarded" peoples,
yet in the past peoples were separated merely by differences of size and
not by level of technology. When a technological advance was made,
it was of limited significance and did not endanger the cultural balance,
but today, technological advances can endanger a whole species. It
must therefore be recognized universally that reciprocity in cultural,
scientific and technical co-opepettion is a factor of order as well as of equity.
Hoino faber evolved from homo sapiens and homo oeconomicus from homo
faber, but the latter are doomed to failure if homo sapiens does not remain
present in them. In the midst of all our exaggerations and economic,
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technical and scientific excesses, reciprocity can help us to remain conscious
of the primacy of culture and of the fundamental values which define
man as subject and thus save him from being dominated by the objects
he has himself prikird..e

Faced with the risk of becoming subordinate to the object, and of
man becoming a robot severed from his cultural roots, our best defence
lies in a return to source irk' nations which are apparently among the
least developed, but which are perhaps still the closest to the fundamental
nature of home sapiens. Money and goods threaten to stifle the human
spirit. It is still alive today in the nations least touched by industrial
technology, and the more privileged of our universities are able to enjoy
the enriching experience of rediscovering in them the roots, which are
threatened, if not already severed, by the concepts we now worship, often
'without ealizing that we do so: concepts of rationalization, organization,
urbAnization, concentration, -profit, saving, capital, investment, and lastly,
the concept of growth which is perhaps at one and the same time the worst
and the best of all. I am an economist and a whole-hearted supporter
of balanced, harmonious growth. But like most of my colleagues, I am
aware of the limits of grOwth, though I do not share the exaggerated predic-
tiod of the Club of Rome. I believe that reciprocity in co-operation can
help us reach a more realistic assessment of the possibilities of growth.

Our universities are primarily instruments for teaching, training
and research, but they are also self-questioning instruments. They are
asking why, for whom, and how they should engage in research, teaching
and training. Here again, reciprocity in co-operation may be able to'
help, pe s not by answering these qUestions but by enabling us t nder-
stand the a little more clearly. Personally, I reject any monist or
exclusive i terpretation. I believe that only a collective interpretation
derived fro a synthesis, albeit provisional, of differept theses and anti-
theses and c ming from developed and less deveload universities, can
enable us t nsure that our university institutions develop in ways which
will serve the whole of mankind. This, undoubtedly, is the highest goal
we can set- for ourselves.

In the advanced countries the three major questions I have raised
are usually formulated badly and sometimes they are not even posed.
They are the countries in which we find a series of entirely new features,
planning by objectives, for example, which raises the problem of the
definition and choice pf objectives. Planning itself has become relatively
easy, thanks to the techniques perfected by countries with centralized
economies and by large multinational companies in the decetralized
countries. I will not go so far as to suggest that there is a trend towards
a- common planning process, but certain common techniques have been
evolved, even if the purposes for which they are used are fundamentally
different, or appear to be so.

New features are also evident in relations with the social environment.
Yesterday, D4 Kirpal spoke of the passing of the ivory tower of the univer-
sity, and Dr. Cuevas del Cid confronted us with the question of our rel-

' ationship with society as a whole. Universities form part of society,
both in developed and in less developed Countries, but their relationship
to society remains to be redefined, at least in the developed countries.

New features are apparent in the disciplines. Interdisciplinarity
itself raises problems, as does the delimitation of the different fields of
knowledge. Our efforts to abolish the frontiers separating faculties and
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cf ments are ith onlylimle ccess, because the conservatism.
--df the scholar i oc d psychologi reality of university life throughout

the world. However progressive w may claimr to be, we all tend to be
victims of a deep-seated and stifling conservatism.,

Meeting points must be established between fields of speeialization
and languages. I mentioned earlier that every language embodies a
number of commonly shared universal components and the development
of 'scientific and technical terminology,, in particular, is creating new
international forms of expression 4tnd communication. This is very
encouraging, though'_ it may also become a 'cause of impoverishment and,
if a universal language were ever to become a reality, the very notion of
exchange would lose its raison d'ilre. Similarly in the field of architecture
co-operation would loose all meaning if the cities of the world were to
become, as they seem to be doing already, conglomerates of uniform glass
and cement cubes. Only if we can preserve the special architectural
and linguistic characteristics of a region, a republic or a continent, will
tourism and inter-university co-operation continue to have a purpose.

The vocation of IAU is one of exchange based on reciprocity and
respect for independence within a world-wide framework of interdependence,
and it was certainly- hot by chance that its Administrative Board made
its very appropriate choice of Belgrade as the meeting-place for our Seminar.
.Here, we are at the very heart of a nation which respects diversity and
which has set up structures and frameworks designed to preserve and

ster originality, even within the smallest grdups of its pluralistic society.
this respect, Yugoslav political experience can serve as an example.

I speak with, all the more admiration, because I come from a centralized
Jacobin country which is only now beginning to understand the risks
embodied in excessive centralization and to make a real effort to open itself
to the potentialities of federalism. But this federalist approach is also
needed at the level of world affairs, and universities, by definition, are
entities within a great world cotimunity of which IAU is the supreme
exprcssion. \ .

As they try to com to terms with these new features of contemporary
lifeand there are oth rs in the fields of methodology, philosophy and
educationthe universiti s are beginning to acquire a new 'critical dimension,
and this is related to the act that they are themselves exposed to strong
criticism. The more they are criticized, the less there will be to criticize
in them. This is by no means paradoxical.

We hive to resolve a crisis of growth which is in reality a crisis of
Civilisation. Co-operation can help us to identify the real problems and
to eliminate what may be described as. "false" progress. We are faced
by glaring and painful contradictions: developedbackward; material
wealthspiritual poverty; spiritual wealthmaterial poverty. Their
existence sets us the difficult task of seeking common ground on which
we can all come together in the certainty that the progress we have made
is indeed real progress. Our, scientific and technobogical eivflisation is
governed by the logic of imbalance, without which it cannot advance. This
is a further reason why reciprocity in co-operation should be regarded as
a means of Overcoming imbalances and achieving a better control of all
types of evolution, including that of our universities, and more widely,
of social evolution. If this cannot be done, we know and fea-w kat the

Thebconsequences may be, and some of us are already anxious. er ould
be explosions, much more serious than those so far experienced, saturations
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and bottlenecks which universities throughout the world must seek to
prevent. Just as there was a 'Myth of the year one thousand and an
apocalyptic vision of the ending of a phase of social evolution, so today
we are confronted by the myth of the year two; thousand. I believe that
instead of being disquieting it should be reassuring, a vision full of promise
for the future. If our universities pursue reciprocity in their co-operation,
we can picture them as geysers, gushing in splendid beauty, and not as
volcanoes threatening the world with violent explosions-and conflagration.

The range of tasks to which co-operation may be expected to make
a contribution is vast and itll forms of co-operation thus seem to form part
of a whole. It may be instructive to make a provisional classification of
the different forms of co-operation, although I believe that such classifica-
tions are artificial and only of limited value. First, theft.- is academic
co-operation between universities at the same or similar general level.
It tan, involve universities in the advanced countries which, broadly
speaking, form a block sharing the same style of cooperation, and it can
involVe universities in the less developed countries which also form a
block with a different and original style of co-operation. But even when
corresponding general levels are shared by universities in developed countries
or by universities in underdeveloped countries, there are still differences
within,. each group. One Am,ericati university may specialize in atomic
physic's and another in biology, but both can co-operate within the American
framework. And what is true of American universities is true also, for
eXample, of universities in the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom or France.
Each university achieves distinction at a particular moment in time, through
the presence of an outstanding individual, perhaps a, Nobel prize-winner,
or a well-structured group, and because it has the means of effective com-
munication within the structures of -the developed countries. A similar
phenomenon is apparent in the less developed countries. The difference
in level between disciplines is less pronounced or even inexistent and
exchanges between the universities of such countries may also have a
scientific as well as a cultural value. Dr. Lille drew attention to the
arrangements for co-operation between the UniveAlties of Zaire and Zambia.
These' .are, two developing countries which intend to derive mutual benefit
from the fact that -each uses a different foreign language as the medium
of instruction. rn co-operating with pne another, they are preparing
themselves for reciprocal co-operation with universities in more developed
countries. This, of course, is the second framework for reciprocal co-
operation. Instead of involving universities at a similar general level of '

development with differences only in particular fields of study, it provides
for co-operation between universities which are not at the same level.
How appropriate in this context 'is the phrase of the 'sixteenth century
French economist Jean Bodin, who said "the only wealth is the wealth
of men."

University development in the framework of- reciprocal co-operation
can constitute a unique source of scientific, technological' and "economic
progress. The purpose of reciprocity is 'self-evident and it occurs auto-
matically in the first type of framework, but not in the second, where a
conscious effort is, demanded. But there is a third framework and I
belieye that it should constitute our ideal. The object is not simply to
give assistance but also to develop real academic co-operation between
universities of different levels. Historically, co-operation of this kind
has been able to take advantage of the existence of spheres of political
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and economic, i e-"" incl---<:ge., nature of interuniversity
relations A4i ranSformed reallyirfthe advent of decolonization,
as ha he-liature' of politica , corlomic, financial and evenlingulstic
relationships. Yesterday, it ,wat suggested. that the ,youngeelnivriities
should-try to develop their national languages-as. media` of instruction
and once again YugoSlamia..has set a good example. Put the phenomenon
of mass communications, employing-satellites, cassette", television and
radio, has created a new technological diniepsion for co-operation, and the
ensuing revolution sometimes plunges those; of -ft 1'n universities into a
state d'uncertainty. We are afraid of loslifro-ur Bibs. because' we are
foolish enough to believe that machines can replace men; whereas in reality.
they are their servants and destined to obey them. And if the traditional
spheres of privileged co-operation . are disappearing, new ones are being
established, based on new ideologies, new technical and scientific potentials
and new economic stimuli.

Mr. Chairman, I have allowed myself to enlarge on these basic matters
because the firstzspeaker has already given a Most competent description
of the obstacles to reciprocity in 'co-operation. He spoke of the linguistic'
and psyChological barriers, of those linked to' abk of information and of
the adMinistrative, legal, political, scientific, economic and financial
obstacles. These seem to me to constitute the most important groups
of obstacles to the achievement of effective. reciprocity in co-operation.

--(do not wish to exceed the time allocated to me but hope, later in tye-
discussion, to be allowed to refer in greater detail to a number of points
which I will now mention very briefly.. Account must always be taken
of the effects of the law of supply and demand. Exchanges cannot easily
be imposed, they need a certain measure of .spontaneity and freedom.
Account must also be taken of pressures arising from long and short term,
considerations related to profitability and, to direct and- indirect costs.
These elements may combine to make reciprocity a reality or an unattainable
myth. We want it to becdme a reality and not ,merely a slogan, with
perhaps a political connotation.

Today, the world appears to be divided between two super-powers.
A third is visible on the horizon and, in Latin America, a fourth is in the
making. Europe also has great ambitions and is trying to give shape to
them in the European Economic Community, even if it appears to be
faced with a major crisis.

We have the good fortune to have with us the Director of the Unesco
European Centre for Higher Education, an institution which has succeeded
in reaching across the frontiers which formerly divided Europe. And in

,the narrower frameworkof the European EconomieCoimnunity, a similar
pnrpose is embodied in the European institute in Florence and the plans
for a European Centre for Education. All these initiatives seek to streng-
then reciprocity and so enable it to overcome the obstacles listed by the
first speaker.

Discussion

Professor Rybnikou, Chairman of the session, thanked the speakers for
their excellent papers and opened the discussion.

Dr. CUEVAS DEL Cm said that the expression "reciprocal co-operation"
was tautological. In the absence of reciprocity, co-operation became
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merely "operation". And it had to be admitted that, unfortunately,
many activities undertaken in the name of co-operation were in fact uni-
lateral operations carried out in foreign countries or foreign universities.

Good mutual knowledge was essential if this situation was to be
remedied and conditions for real reciprocity created. It would therefore
be desirable for IAU, helped by the universities themselves and by regional
and local university bodies, to collect and publish detailed information
about the various fields of study in universities throughout the world,
and irrinuticultu about programmes of study and research aimed at making
the social reality of the countries concernedtbetter known.

4. It would also be of benefit to co-operation if closer links could be
established between IAU and regional and subregional university bodies,7 and IAU might take the initiative in this.

Action by IAU would also be appropriate in a more-specific fieldthat
of the exchange of books and publications. In many cases, arbitrary
obstacles were put in the way of their free circulation and IAU could use
its authority to help eliminate them.

Reciprocity was the best way for the peoples of the world to acquire
.mutual knowledge and respect. It answered one of today's profoundly
felt needs and was thus truly modernwhich did not mean that it was
"modernizing". It could help to replace "imperialism" by "fraternalism"
a world in which peoples could base their free interdependence on their
independence. A

Dr. Goma. doubted the feasibility of collecting and publishing documen-
tation about university study and research programmes throughout the
world. It would be so voluminous and so difficult to collate that it would
be out of date well before the time cif its publication. Considerable effort

, would thus have been employed to produce a mass of useless paper. It
would be wiser to begin more modestly at the regional or national level;

understood, moreover, that the universities in the United Kingdom,
for example, already published a catalogue of research being undertaken
by their members.

Individuals already engaged in co-operation probably represented
the most valuable source of information. For example, a member of the
University of Belgrade working in Zambia would become aware of the
problems of the country and understand what the University was trying
to achieve, and, conversely, a Zambian working in the University of Bel-
grade would gain a corresponding awareness and understanding. Together,
they could very usefully explore possibilities of extending co-operation
and, in particular, help plan exchanges of graduate students. This was
the field in which reciprocity was most likely to be achieved. It should
not, of courser be thought,of in terms of the mechanical exchange of teachers
or students of the same discipline. An exchange was also reciprocal,
for example, if one partner was a physicist and the other, an Africanist.

Dr. Kinpm, stressed that true reciprocity presupposed that each
partner retained its indiViduality, and co-operation could succeed only
if developing countries worked out 'their oWn models for development,
corresponding to their own possibilities and aspirations. At present,
they too often expended their energy in following foreign models provided
by opulent consumer societies and this gave co-operation a, one-sided,
unreal and alienating' character. There was growing awareness that
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anew and separate model was required for each situation. But the elabora-'
tion of curb models called in turn for a new strategy of development for
universities in the third world. It was most important for them to consti-
tute centres of creative thinking capable of devising new models and able,
through the originality of their work, to command the interest of scholars
and research workers in other countries. Only then would it be possible
to speak of true reciprocity, particularly at the post-graduate level, which
was of great importance, as had already been pointed out.

It was no use pretending, however, that there was not a lot still to
be done to correct existing imbalances. India, for example, had a very
ancient cultural heritage and it might be supposed that it would be able
to give in the field of the humanities the counterpart of what it received
in the fields of technology and science. This was only partly true, because
some of the richest collections of oriental books and manuscripts were to
be found in the British Museum and the Library of Congress. Thus even
people of the East had to go to the West to study the culture of their own
countries. But in many fields, such journeys abroad were not satisfactory.
Students returned impregnated with foreign models and Were often unable
to free themselves to discover new ones.

Attempts had been made to improve the situation. Some years
ago, for example, Unesco had launched a major project on the mutual
appreciation of eastern and western cultural values. This had been
specially designed to enlarge the cultural horizon of westerners, too exclu-
sively limited by their greed-roman heritage. The project had had consider-
able success in a number of areas, but it was doubtful whether it had changed
the situation as profoundly as had been hoped.

Too great importance should not be attached to language as an obstacle
to co-operation. Men motivated and really desirous of working together
could always manage to understand one another. The example provided
by Indian graduates studying in the Soviet Union Without previous know-
ledge of Russian was encouraging. The difficulty was, however, much
greater in the case of undergraduate students.

Mr. GRIFFITHS pointed out that there did exist perfectly syminetrical
forms of exchange, under which 'a professor of physics from University A,
for example, replaced a colleague' at University B, who in turn took his
place at University A. But reciprocity did not have to be based on this
kind, of symmetry which generally responded rather inadequately to the
needs of universities which sought from abroad what they did not have
at home and which might therefore prefer to exchange a teacher of African
history for a research biologist. In such cases, the benefit was still mutual,
and the reciprocity was no less real than in the case of a symmetrical
exchange.

A second point Merited attention. People often spoke as though
developing countries necessarily had developing universities, and developed
countries, developed universities. This was by rio means always true.
There were some excellent universities in poor countries and doubtless
also some rather poor universities in rich countries. The University of
Ibadan, for example, was a very good university, not only in relation to'
Nigeria's requirements, but in relation to international standards.

Lastly, it was necessary to reach a clearer underiaanding about the
supposed perniciousness of foreign models. When a university was establis-
hed in a country which formerly had none, it had to be provided with
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a structure, a system f administration, and coherent courses of study,
and for this, recourse is usually had to a foreign model. A compromise
based on several di Arent systems was unlikely to prove satisfactory.
What was importa was for the new university to know how ,to develop
from this model ong lines consonant with the needs of its society and
culture. There re many examples of universities evolving in this way
from a sound starting point. One of particular interest was the small
University of Mauritius, which, although originally designed on a British
model, had been exposed to French university culture.

Mr. SucKroix,yrishing to centribute to the "critical" approach which
the Seminar had been asked to adopt, warned against certain forms of
co-operation. Governments, technical assistance agencies and certain
foundations professed a great devotion to co-operation and this devotion
itself called for special vigilance. Such large bodies had a liking for spec-,
teenier action which would have far-reaching effects. At times they

-were not averse to exercising a monopoly in a particular field. They
were tempted to define their own policy of co-operation and then to impose
it by refusing to give assistant° to projects which did not fall within the
framework they had established. Experience had shown that this could
be very harmful arid stifle the initiative of the universities or countries
which were to be helped.

Dr. Kirpal had pointed out that developing countries now needed
to set up their own centres of excellence, of graduate studies and of research.
They should not be hindered in this by organizations which felt, on the
contrary, that it was morc rational to send third world students to pursue
advanced studies in the industrialized countries. It was time to abandon
the policy of "take it or leave it" in matters of co-operation. Instead of
saying: "This is how you are going to develop because you haven't the
means to develop any other-way", efforts should be made to find the most
intelligent ,ways of helping universities and countries to develop as they
thought best.

Professor Guroonunvie emphasized that one of the characteristics
of the present day was an increasing tendency towards the interdependence
of societies. The role of universities was not to slow down this movement
but, on the contrary, to take part in it, ensuring as far as possible that it
took place In conditions of rustic° and mutual respect. Reciprocal co-
operation was one way of achieving this. But, as several speakers had
pointed out, reciprocity did not call for identity of offer and counter-offer.
Asa general rule, reciprocity should be conceived in the context of individual
faculties. Account could thus be taken of all potential areas of co-operation.
The University of,Belgrade, for example, was a complex body constituted
by twenty-six faculties,and, it was thus able to jirovide a broad basis for a
wide range of programmes of co-operation. Of course,reciprocity cdukr
only be regarded as,being authentic if a feeling of complete equality existed
between the partners, regardless of the degree of development of their
respective countries or institutions. Ho-Weyer, this feeling of equality was
not sufficient in itself. It- had to 'be accompanied by thorough mutual
knowledge and, giverthe complexity of universities, and of contemporary
university, systems, this was not always easy to acquire. It was therefore
necessary to provide for adequate preliminary contact and mutual exchanges
of information before agreements were concluded.
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Dr. RIBBING noted that the Seminer-had so far devoted attention
L. mainly td reciprocity in bilateral and multilateral relations between uni-

versities wishing to exchange services. The structures of reciprocity
could, however, be much more complex, notably when they also involved
the participation of non-university bodies, and in particular of international
organizations. This was a matter which had not been studied at all
adequately, and there was need for far more systematic research. Inter-
national organizations often embarked on programmes without having
made more than a superficial analysis of the requirements for their success.
Marketing studies and other surveys which preceded the launching of
certain ..commercial products often seemed to be much more thorough.
Perhaps the Centre for Higher Education, in Bucharest and IAU could
collaborate in making detailed. studies of matters such as the purposes
of co- operation, the structures of reciprocity, and the role of international
organizations.

. It should be added that reciprocity did not always involve an exchange
of services, it could also arise from multiple exchanges and "feed-back"
effects generated through participation in a joint programme. This was
also an aspect of reciprocity which merited study.

Professor Rybriikov, Chairman of the session, thanked the speakers and
closed the session.
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FRAMEWORKS FOR CO-OPERATION

M. Beutler took the chair and pointed out that although the examination
of institutional frameworks for co-operation would no doubt be more technical
in character than that of the significance of to-operation or the basic Idea
of reciprocity, it should nevertheless constitute a continuation of the preceding
basic discussions. lie then gave the floor to Dr. Amnuag.

Dr. AMNUAY TAPINGKAE

Director, Regional Institute of Higher Education and Development,
Singapore

INTRODUCTION

The university, like la living organism, must always, seek to grow,
to adapt, and to change. It must also possess a "will to live" and must
develop a "courage to be". This means that the university must will
to live purposefully and to live courageously. It must think clearly of
its mission and purposes. It must carry out its mission faithfully and
effectively. At the same time, the university must be renewed te meet
now challengei and requirements of the times.

Like a human being, the university cannot exist, in isolation. It
must alwan seek to relate itself to other communities-and widen its environ-
ment. It cant afford to be an isolated intellectual community but
must always strive for deeper meaningp its relatedness to others.

The university as an intellecttar community cannot perform its
mission effectively unless it seeks to widen its horizon. In serving its
immediate environment, the university must always seek to become a
universal community. I cannot but support the statement that "the
university has also a distinct responsibility to promote universal values
and ,to serve mankind as a whole" *.

In agreeing wholeheartedly with this statement, I feel, at th same
time, very sad, because I realize that while some institutions of 'higher
learning, bechuse of their strength and resourcefulness, are able to, fulfil
their universal missions, others may not even be able to look beyond their
own narrow provincialitm. Bo this as it may, it is hoped that inter-
university co-operation will help strengthen both types of institution.
Through co-operation, sharing and mutual support become ,possible.

Inlernallonal rolversitu Co-operation. IAU Paper No 9 ; Park 1909, x 161.r>.
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SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS'

In order to foste1 meaningful co-operation, I wish to offer the following
. considerations. 14p

1. Mutual Acceptance
Acceptance is not only significant in, inter-Personal relations but

also in inter - university relations. When. two institutions or two parties
co-operate, there must be mutual acceptance as a *requisite. Each
must have a realistic view of the otheroi its as well as its weak-
nesses, of its successes as well- as Its failures. Through a realistic view of
both parties, mutual acceptance and respect arise.

2. Sharing
Sharing, like charity, must begin at home. The university must

learn to seek sharing among its many departments, colleges, research
. institutes, faculty and staff. This Intra-uniVersity sharing expands into

inter-university sharhig. It is nOt'sufficient if only the Vice-Chancellor
or Rector, or Prbsident of an institution co-operates with his counterpart
in another institution or institutions. The total university must be
involved, either directly or indirectly. This means that at least key
personnel must be part of the co-operative venture:

3. Outreach
It is very easy for the university to be so busy with the "university

works" that it forgets the "works" of the university. Like any organiza-
tion, it may put its time and effort'into self-servicing and fail to fulfil
the `mission and objective for which it exists. In reaching out beyond
itself, thp university can be strengthened. In its "outreach' programme,
the university must also know its limitations.

4; Strengthening
, The more institutions of higher learning co-operate with each other,

the stronger they become. Before any institutions begin their co-operative
projects, they must recognize both the "give" and "take" aspects. They
should learn to give in the areas in which they may have strength, and to
receive tn. areas in which they have weaknesses. The institutions will
become strengthened both in giving and receiving.

FRAMEWORKS FOB CO-OPERATION

1. Institutional Co-operation
One institution can seek out another institution or many institutions-

with which to co-operate. In Southeast Asian countries, it is not unusual
for institutions of higher learning to know more of their overseas cOunter-
parts and tp co-operate more with them than institutions in their own
country or hi other countries of the region. This was perhaps influenced
by the history of Southeast Asia. However, it is encouraging to note
that that has been an increase in inter - institutional co-operation within
each of the Southeast Asian countries and within the region as a whole.
In spite of this encouraging sign, one should not minimize the fact that
psychologically and socially, it is easier for an Asian Institutibn to co-
operate with its Western copnttrparts.
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It is important for Asian universities to co-operate more closely
with...each other, not, only to start new programmes together but also to
avoid unnecessary duplication and wastage, especially when institutions
happen to p e located in the same region. Each university must be encou-
raged to formulate' its own philosophy and maintain its own uniqueness.
It should not seek to duplicate the work of others. This is not very easy
since Asian universities, like their counterparts anyWhere in the world,
give high priority to status and prestige. This status and prestige syndrome
seems to be founded more on the idea that the bigger the university becomes,
the more prestige it receives in the eyes of the public, than the idea of its
uniqueness and specific mission. Consequently, a small university seeks
to become larger, a technical college seeks to become a full university,
and an "open" university may want to become a selective institution.

'Thus, they no longer exist in accord with the purpo .ses for which they
were originally created. If an institution wants to become like the others,
institutional co,operation becomes difficult and rivalries arise.

National Levet ,

In many Sontheast Asian countries, there is. a strong national co-
ordinating body. rough this central body, planning and co-operation
among univer the country are po'ssible,.and duplication of 'pro-
grammes s l be minimized, not totally avoided. The existence of
suchn hod , in fact, facilitated inter-university co-operation. This Central
-body acts as a liaison for, institutions, both governmental and private.

3. Regibnal Level ,

With reference to Southeast Asia, regional co-operation between
-Southeast Asian universities is Le.irecent phenomenon. Thii regional
awareness has come about because of national independence and as a
consequence at the need for more economic, political and also 'educational"
co-operation. Southeast Asian universities have begun to realize that
their counterparts in the region have many things to .offer and also have
many things to gain. They realize that. strongyprogrammes and innova-
tions in higher education exist in the region. The also realize thaVoysn-
ments co-operate more closely with each other through regional or:Wild.
tions such as ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations), SEAMEO
(Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organiiation). Consequently,
institutions of higher learning can no longer remain indifferent onlookers
to this new development.

In my own, experience at the Regional Institute of Higher Education
and Developinent ( RIHED), I have been very much encouraged by the
degree of co-operation that has taken place, and Is taking place in the
Southeast Asian regionotoday. As many of you already know, the Regional
Institute of Higher Education and Development or RIHED was established.
in 1970 by the Governments of Indonesia', the Khmer Republic, Laos,
Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Viet-Nam, as a result of the recommenda-
tion of the Steering Committee for the UNESCO /IAU Jbint Research
Programme in. Higher Education. For the development of a concerted
programme of research in higher education in Southeast Asia, the Joint
Steering Committee, with the collaboration of the Ford Foundation,
'Initiated a study of the "Role of Institutions of Higher Education'in the
Development of Countries in Southeast Asia". The study began 140001
and a Summary Report on the work and the conclusions emerging from It
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was published in 1965, and the full report appeared in 1967. 'Among the
conclusions and recommendationswas a proposal for the establishment of
an Institute of Higher Education and Development.

This proposal _ received general endorsement at the Fourth Genera l
Conference of IAU (Tokyo, August-September 1965), the' Conference of
Asian Ministers of Education and Ministers responsible for Economic
Planning (Bangkok, November, 1965), and the General Conference of
UNESCO (Paris, October-November 1966)..

RIHED was established for the purpose of stipulating and facilitating
co-operation among the universities and the governments of the countries
in Southeast Asia, and to enhance the contributions of higher education
to the social and economic development of ,the countries of the region
and of the region as a whole. To achieve this primary objective, the
activities of RIHED are focused principally on the following:

(i) To provide statistical, elearing-house and documentation services;
(Ii) To conduct or arrange for the conduct and publication of studies

of ways to extend the contributions of universities to development
and of the functioning and organization Of universities in this
role;

(ill) To, sponsor seminars itnnd conferences;
(iv) To provid advisory 'and technical services;
(v) To co-operate with other agencies whose objectives are related

to the objectives of the Institute;
and

(3/1) To encourage/ and facilitate inter-university and inter - country
co-operation in the planning and conduct of mutually beneficial
projects lin higher education and development.

Because RIM) enjoys the support of the governments of member
countries, co-operalion from member countries has been significantly
high. RILED has been able to bring both the governments and the
universities closer together and, at the same time, RIHED Is able to bring
many institutions of higher learning In Southeast Asia both within the
countries and within the region as a whole to know each other better and
to co-operate with each other more closely. RI1AED workshops have
been enthusiastically attended by participants from the region, and follow-
up activities of these regional workshops have been very satisfactory,
RIHED research projects have been well received and it is not too difficult
to find researchers in member countries to co- operate in them. It is
hoped that RIHED As a catalytic agency can promote more co-operation
In the region of Southeast Asia.

In its first four years of existence and operation, RIHED has hitherto
accomplished several specific tasks.

(I) RIHED has collected in its library over two thousand volumes
of current studies related to higher education and development,
either published by other agencies'or by itself. It is hoped that
the documentation services of RIHED will be strengthened
when more studies and surveys are undertaken and completed.
Specifically, RIHED's project on Directory of Selected Scholars
and Researchers In Southeast Asia (expected date of completion:
April 1974) will greatly enhance this service. This Directory
will be the first of Its kind to be completed in Southeast Mla.
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(ii) RIHED has published , several significant t regional research
studies on the -role of institutions of higher education in national
development in Southeast Asia. Some or these are: Role of
Universities in National Development Planning in Southeast Asia.
(September 1971); R6le of Universities in Management Education
for. National Development in Southeast Asia (March 1972); and
R6le of Universities in Local and Regional Development (February
1973). In 'addition, several papers have been published and
distributed. .

(iii) RIHED sponsors at least one major regional workshop a year.
This workshop is attended both by representatives of governments
of member countries and by representatives of the university
community. Exchange of ideas has been very fruitful. Through
such deliberations it is hoped that the government agencies and
the universities will work more closely with each other so that
optimal utilization of resources for national development can be
ensured. Because of the catalytic role of RIHED, several
recommendationi from' RIHED regional workshops have been,
adopted and implemented in many member countries. In
addition to regional workshops, RIHED also sponsors national
seminars . and follow-up research studies on specific problems.

(iv) RIHED. is co-operating with other organizations, both regional
and international. For example, RIHED works closely with
SEAMEO, ASAIHL (Association of Southeast Asian Institutions
of Highe Learning), UNESCO, 'IAU, IDRC (International
Developm nt Research Centre),-and ICED (International Council
for Educat nal Development)--both in terms of general contacts
and specifi joint projects. .

(v) RIHED al serves as a co-ordinator of several project* which
facilitate inter-university co-operation in the region. For
example, higher education institutions in the Khmer Republic
Will send a team to Indonesia to study the use of national language
in the universities. It is hoped that througli, such co-operation
mutual benefits will result.

I am convinced that the Southeast Asian universities, perhaps in
Ltiteir long association with their counterparts in the Weitern Hemisphere,
have begun to, be aware of their counterparts in the same region. The
Southeast Asian' universities want to make the best of this awareness and
look beyond their own limitationslinguistic, cultural as well as political
barriersto un.derstand their counterparts and their region better. 0I
am very rutich encouraged by new development§ in regional co-operation.

As I stated earlier, the university must always seek to grow, to adapt,
and to change. It must effectively seek to fulfil its tasks. In order to
grow and to perform its mission effectively, it must also seek to relate
itself to the wider community. It must seek to develop a will to become
a universal community.

Let us hope that= this is a possible dream.

M. Beutler, Chairman of the session, thanked the speakar and asked the
participants if they had any questions to put. He himself would be grateful

some explanation of the ,way in- which region co-operatia operated
Mfween RIHED _ASAHIT. and SEA Ed,



Dr. ABINUAY said that ASAIHL was a purely university organization,
whose members were institutions of higher education, whereas SEAMEO

, was an intergovernmental organization. RIHED was also to a, large
extent' n intergovernmental body, but its major role was to create a meeting
place bet-men the university world and government circles where important
decisions were made concerning the future of higher education. While
ASAIHL concentrated on the study of problems affecting the internal
life of universities, for example, language problems, RIHED had,a broader
approach directed to the role of the university as such, in economic and
social development. The two organizations were complementary and took
great care to co-ordinate their ,activities. It should also be added that
the role of RIHED. was essentially that of a catalyst. It did not have
executive powers, but sought to contribute to the advancement of thinking
on selected problems. It was up to each country to draw the conclusions
it thought appropriate from RIHED reports. The dfspussionS initiated
by RIHED at the regional leveTwere often continued at fir national level.

Mr. AITKEN added thit.SEAME0 -and ASAIHL were bo,th represented
on the Governing Board of RIHED (as also were Unesco and IAU, though
without voting rights). RIHED thus constituted a new kind of institution
involving organic co-operation between governments and universities at
the regional level. In the range of frameworas for co-Oneration, it constitu-
ted an innovation, opening the way for net,Ia&ms of reciprocity. .

In reply to a question from Dr. DEL Pozo, bilhAtutquAy gave umber
of technical explanations about the role played by 'Uwe°, IAU the
Ford Foundation in the creation of the Institute. 'hF,

M. Beutler then called on Dr. Holland to piesent his pap

Dr. KENNETH HOLLAND

Former President, Institute of International Education,
New York

04

1. My statement is based primarily on the experience of American ,0.

universities since am more familiar with the Nvork,of these institutions '0,,

than those .cif any her try. ' _11 , ,,,

2. My conclusions, how er, .are-.,reacl&d after .the administration Of
international educational ex iange programmes during the 23 years: that
I was President-of the Institute of International EducatiolV the five years
that I was in charge of educational and cultural programmes in the Office
of Inter-American Affairs, and five years in the Department of State,
the last two as permanent U.S. Representative to Unesco in Paris.

3. Until the period following tilt: Second World War university co-
operation had largely been on an informal, unorganized basis. The indi-
vidual student sought out the profesSor of his choice in another university,
sometimes in his own country but often in another. The researcher also
went to the library or laboratory best suited to his needs. Professors
were invited to other universities to bring their particular type of know-
ledge or experience to that institution. The wandering student, the visit-
ing professor or researcher established important links between and among
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the great intellectual centres of the world band contributed to an exchange
across national boundaries of knowledge and experience.

4. This type of educational e change influenced greatly the trends
in higher education in the United Stats For instance we modelled our
graduate schools after the ones in Germany, our undergraduate colleges
were largely copied froni Oxford and Cambridge. These were the days
before the confusing and often misused terms of developed and .under-
developed or developing countries. All countries were developing theft as
they are how.

5. Immediately after the Second World War inter-university go-oper-
ation became a large movement, if not always well planned and directed.
Too frequently this co-operation involved mediocre universities that,
with the support of their Congressmen rather than the academic commu-
nity, obtained contracts which they thought would help them financially,
give their professors experience abroad (frequently the man who :mild not

,i....2just at home was thought to be the person for overseas assignment)
nd at the same time bring interest, prestige and some knowittlpof foreign

countries to the home institution.

p, In recent years the typical way that United States universities
have co-operated is through bi-lateral agreements between two institutions,
one the giving and the other receiving. In the United States these pro-
grammes have been financed largely by the Federal Government with
short-term appropriated funds. There were often misunderstanding§
in working out such agreements. Also they were inflexible dui in part to
the governmental regulations. Other problems with this type of relation-.ship were;

(a) Often the best qualified universities did not want to take on the
'responsibility for such a programme, especially since it involved becoming
a recipient or at least a channel for funds from a governmental agency,
with all the red tape and procedures that it implied. American Higher
Education has for many decades been wary of Federal Government control
of universities by the purse strings.

(b) Those universities that did take on this responsibility soon realized
that to carry out such a programme would take their best talent away
from the university and that in any case there were not enough qualified
members of their faculties and administration to carry out such a pro-
gramme. This made it necessary to go out and recruit personnel from
other institutions or from the public at large. The best professors might go
abroad for a year or two but not for longer periods, either because the
university needed them on campus to teach the students there or the pro-
fessors wanted to continue their careers in their own countries. It was
hard for the professor abroad to carry on the work of his specialty since
his laboratory, his library, his collaborators were at his home university.

(c) The universities undertaking this kind of work have usually
been dependent on annual or at best two year governmental appropriations
so there was little possibility of planned continuity. AID in recent years
has been defined as struggling to meet twenty year needs with a three to
five programme with two year tenured personnel on annual appropriations.
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(d) Universities have not always been intereste in continuing the
contracts once the glamour of living 'and working abroad had been worn
off. They have also found it hard' to carij on such programmes under
U.S. governmental regulations without contributing funds from their
own limited budgets.

Universities must always be the chief source of trained personnel
for any international educational programme and also the institutions that
educate or train those to carry on such activities. There are, however,
better ways in my Opinion to administer such international educational
programmes on the university level than through iversities.

In the course of my work since 1935, but es sally since 1941', I have
attempted to understand and evaluate 0in:tug personal experience the
variously administered intern' ational ,programmes. They have" inalaided-
programmes administered by the Organization of American Sates, the
Rockefeller, Ford and Kellogg foundations, those°, the World Bank, the
United Nations Development Prograinme, the Inter-American Dev,elop-
ment Bank and a -few multinational corporations. I have not made an
intensive study of such programmes. My opinions are based on my own
observations, discussions and the studies, reports and evaluations of other
people. _ ,

All of t ese international organizations have certainly made some
contribution to international educational programmes but have faced
problems that ave to a greater or lesser degree handicapped their effective-
ness. H r, the best administered programmes, in. my opinion, all
of them aided by university personnel, have been those of the Rockefeller
Foundation. , My conclusion concerning this Foimdation is not made
because it is American nor because the funds were amassed by a huge
corporation under the capitalistic system. I came, to this conclusion
from long observation and association with this organization. It has on
the Whole been intelligently administered by carefully, seleeted professional
staff, many of thein non-American.

/ The reasons why the Rockefeller Foundation fias succeeded are:
1. The Foundation has had the assurance of long range ffnancing on a

generous level. With several hundred millions of dollars in the port-
folio of this foundation, it could commit $100,000;000 to a programme
of inter-university co-operation and be sure of its availability over
a 15 to 20 year or even longer period of time.

2. It could wait for countries to come to it with plans and programmes,
that the county had developed and wanted to carry out. The careful
planning of the activities over a period of months on the iiiitiative of
the requesting country was one of their cardinal principles.

3. The Foundation could also be sure of funds to carry out the programnie
after the plan was finalized. In many countries of the world tjiere are
numerous plans and prouramums ihat are based on long, drawn-out,
studies which were never implemented. y

4. The Rockefeller Foundation was able to attract and keep high calibre
personnel who were willing to devote a major part of their, lives, if not
their entire careers, to these international educational projects.

5. This Foundation did not agree to undertake a project unless the in
tution and the government of the country *ere committe the
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project and had and were willing to make available personnel capable
of playing a dominant role in the project and eventually taking. it OVer.-

6. The Foundation planned and carried on its,programnies with the specific
objective of working itself out of .st-T6b. This required the training of
a staff of nationals arthe country for the responsibilities of the project
or prolettS. Some ten thousand fellowships for this type of training
programme were made available by the Foundation.

7. Through such a fellowship programme personnel were sent to the
country or institution best able io give that individual the necessary
training for a specific job back home. By choosing carefully able
persons and training them for existing jobS at home, they did, in almost
every case, return home.

This is a summary of the work of the Rockefeller Foundation in its
international educational programmes. No country should copy an insti-
tution from another. But it seems to me that administrative policies of
this Foundation should, be studied to.' see which aspects of its operations
.could or should be used elsewhere.

There are, of course, other institutio that should be studied in deve-
loping an administrative mechanism tt r suited than the university
itself to carry on such programmes. e Institute of International Educ-
ation is another example, the Ford F dation, the Kellogg Foundation
and other public and privifte institutio should be considered. I. am sure
that at this meeting 'I shall learn about other institutions in other countries
that have successfully carried on this type of international education on the
higher education level.

Discussion

M. Beutler, Chairman of e session, thanked Dr. Holland and opened
the discussion.

Dr. DEL o replyin o a question put by Dr. Holland, outlined the
str cture of unive operation in Latin America. In addition to the

s". U ion of Universities of Latin America (UDUAL), there were the Orga-
niz tion of Catholic Universities of Latin America, and two Central American
regional bodies: CSUCA, which brought together the national universities,
and FUPAC, which grouped the private universities.

The principal activities of UDUAL were concerned with meetings and
publications. Apart from its General Assemblies, which took place every
three years, and the annual meetings- of its Board, it regularly organized
meetings between corresponding faculties in the region and, from time to
time, important colloquia on topics such as university planning or uni-
versity extension

Among its publications, special mention might be made of the quarterly.
Universidades and of the collection of statistical information about univer-
sity life in Latin America (Censo);'the next edition of this, covering the
years 1973-1974, would be published in 1975.

Unesco was considering the establishment of a regional centre in
Latin America which would have the function of increasing contacts between
governments. It was to be hoped, however, that this would not duplicate
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the efforts of the existing organizations, which were already carrying out
important work in the field of infOrmation. , .

Lastly, UDUAL had no relationship with the Organization of American
States.

Dr. Gnitn. asked for details of the working methods of the consortia
of American universities and, in particular, whether they consulted the
prospective beneficiaries before establishing theitprogrammes.

Dr. HOLLAND replied that consultations certainly took place, but he
could not immediately give detailed information about them.

Mr. STA.CKPOLD confirmed thiit the consortia were aware of the needs
of the universities With which they wished to co-operate: It was true,
nevertheless, that there existed no central body In the United States
able to handle requests and assess the needs of co-operation as a whole.
The organization Education and World Affairs had tried to play this role
some years ago but, in the absence of sufficient financial support, it had
had to close down. This left a gap which some people felt to be very
serious. 1.1)

Dr. KIEPAL said that India had had a very satisfactory experience
of co- operation with a .consortium of American universities in setting up
one of its Institutes of Technology, all Of which had been established with
assistance from foreign countries. This had been an AID programme,
but it had been carried out by the consortium, which had set up a Joint
committee with Indian colleagues. The ensuing fruitful dialogue had
later led to long-term co-operation. Academic co-operation had been
excellent although there had been administrative difficulties because
Indian and American management methods were very different. On the
whole, the balance-sheet had been very positive and the consortium formula
shOuld be encouraged.

Turning to other frameworks for co-operation and beginning with
the international One, IAU itself constituted a privileged instrument
which should be strengthened, for it did not seem to have sufficient resources
to deal With, the wide range of functions which it could be allied upon to
assume.

At the level of the individual institution, even quite modest initiatives
could help to make students more aware of ce-operation and of internationial
university solidarity. Indian universities sometimes had offices which
provided information about study abroad but 11U W that almost all disci-
plines could be studied in India, these offices had lost some of their use-
fulness. They could, however, be enlarged and transformed, and instead
of prcivhiing technical information about courses and admissions require-
ments, could inform students about the life of universities in other countries.
Good documentary films, for example, would interest students and awake
in them a sense of belonging to an international community. More gener-
ally, modern techniques of communication, and particularly television,
could be used much more than at present to promote co-operation.

At the national level, mention might be made of a scheme set up by
the Indian University Grants Commission to seek out some of the country's
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best university teachers and provide funds for them to make lecture tours
of other universities. Action of this kind could perhaps also be developed
internationally.

Regional co-operation could be particularly fruitful and appeared
to be quite well structured in some regions, such as Southeast Asia.
Unfortunately this was not true for Asia as a whole, and in particular for
South Asia, because of political difficulties which were well known. Efforts
had nevertheless been made, and contacts were maintained between univer-
sities in India, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, notably by means of the Infer-
University Board.

Among the very practical turnstiles to stimulate teacher and student
mobility, it might be possible to envisage a campaign for specially reduced
air fares and for a fund to provide the necessary foreign currency.

Lastly, efforts might be made to develop informal programmes which
could bring together groups of individuals in various regions to discuss
the present problems of society, of the university and of culture and also
to establish links between the groups to compare and contrast thC results
achieved. Such activities would not involve great expenditure and might
be supported by foundations, which now seemed less eager to finance
major ala programmes.

Dr. CUEVAS DEL Cm briefly described the Confederation of Univer-
sities of Central America (CSUCA), foundedin,1048, which brought together
the national universities of several countries in the region. The Conic-

, titration sought to promote co-operation between its members and help
them to carry out their mission in relation to Central American society.
It also tried to be open to the outside world, but not at the price of compro-
mising the independence of its members.

Dr. RIBBING spoke of the tasks which the Unesco European Centre
for Higher Education in Bucharest was called upon to perform. These
were very wide-ranging in relation to the resources allocated to it. They
involved setting up a documentation and information centre on higher
education; undertaking studies of selected subjects and publishing the
results; and promoting the mobility of academic staff and students in the
region.

In order to understand the particular conditions under which the
Centre was working, it must be realized that a number of countries in the
region had institutes for research into higher education which were well
equipped with material and personnel (whereas the Centre employed
only four people at the professional level) and that other governmental
and non-governmental organizations (FAO, WHO, OECD, the Council of
Europe and, of course, IAU and CRE) were also concerned with particular
aspects of university co-operation and higher education. It was obvious
that the Centre could not ocompete with them all. It should, rather,
derive strength from their existence while seeking to define its own parti-
cular Nile.

The Centre had, therefore, set out to collect and catalogue information
about activities and projects of these organizations, so as to be better able
to integrate its own activities and derive the greatest benefit from existing
possibilities for co-operation.
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In1the present preparatory _phase, the Centre was also trying, in direct
consultation with the interested institutions, to identify a number of prob-
lems and their ramifications and to make is systematic analysis of them

' with the object of identifying the types of action which might be called for.
In 1974, the Centre would study and organize seminars on problems

of higher education statistics and on the internal efficiency of higher
education.

Projects for 1975 included studies of structural problems of technical
and medical education; of post-graduate study; and of the relationships -
between higher education and the labour market. These would all be
undertaken in collaboration with the relevant national bodies. An enquiry
into the internationalization of higher education, fpr example, would be
based on a Swedish draft report, and a study concerning the labour market
would be carried out in collaboration with the Institut It Hochschul-
planung in the German. Democratic Republic.

One of the most. difficult problems facing the Centre, in view of its
limited size and resources, was that of making direct contact with the
1,700 institutions of iligher education which it was expected to help develop.

M. Beutler Chairman o/ the session, said that it was Unfortunately
time to close the discussion. It had been most instructive /actually but might
not,have given sufficient critical consideration to the various frameworks for
co-operation and their relationships with one another. Perhaps the subject
could be taken up again during the general discussion on Thursday.
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CRITERIA OR THE EVALUATION OF CO-OPERATION

Mr. Grtift ook the chair and gave the floor to Professor Gligorijevii.

PROFESSOR JOVAN G GORIJUVIC
Rector, 'University of elgrade

a '

ne of,the basic features o
organized soda], region

existence stimulates reco
zgether.

The development of human
by'important scientific advances

mporary world is the co-existence
emotional Communities. This co-

o need for them to draw closer to-
.

°clay is today characterized not only
o the unknown and by the discovery

of new laws' governing nature and society, but also by their application
in the development of the means of production and by changes of balance
within the productive process. The presence of science in all spheres of
human endeavour, as a factor integrating diyerse forms of human activity
and as man's most powerful and effective tool for the further transformation
of humanity, is synonymous with the modernitY of our epoch. The appli-
cation of scientific discoveries and knowledge has produced undreamt-of
changes but it has also widened the gap between developed and .undev-
eloped communities and nations.In such conditions, the interplay
between science, human labour and the development of °societies reveals
the urgency of the need for continued and deeper understanding between
peoples and states and for the further development offtco7operation between
them. This need for the universal Integration of peoples and societies
lends special significance to the rOleo. of science and education -the pro-
duction and the diffusion of knowledge.

Through its creative workits engagement in the advancement of
science and knowledge and in the training of the specialists needed by
society the university exerts a determining influence on the development
of human society.

The concept of the modern university is one of an institution represent-
ing a significant concentration of scientific and teaching potential and a
high degree Of unity between systematized knowledge and the individuals
who will apply that knowledge and expose it to the test of practical social,
economic and cultural experience. The importance of the university
also results from the fact that its teaching spans a broad range of know-
ledge thus fitting its graduates not only to employ now technological
processes to improve the means of production', but also to contribute to the
development of the productive process and of human relations for the
further humanization of societtv.

Paper translated /ram the Serbo-Crnat.
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For the university to be able to pciforni its function sin present-day
, conditions, there must be a clear definition of the relationship between it

and society, ensuring freedom of creation and communication as well as
the permanent Integration of scientific achievement and social practice,
and their mutual interaction.

The significance of the role, of universities fn contemporary society
and the extent of their influence on the development of particular commu-
nities are such that international university co-operation (the exchange
of scientific kn8wledge, of educational experience, and of men and means)
can only develop successfully and be of mutual benefit to those concerned
if it is carried out in the context of clearly, defined objectives and require-
ments. In other words, certain pre-determined conditions must beobserved

' in the conduct of co-operation.
The most important prerequisites for successful university,co-operation

can be formulated on the basis of the principles, aims and purposes of the
United Nations, and of its charters, decisions and recommendations which
seek to maintain peace, and to promote social development, justice and a
better living standard for the whole of humanity. By promoting respect
for human rights and basic freedoms for all, regardless of race, sex, tongue
or creed, and by upholding the dignity and value of the human personality,
as well as the right to education and participation in the scientific process
a basis can be built for the development of mutual appreciation between
large Octal communities.

'Flies° basic principles for university co-operation acquire special
hnpontance in the existing structure of international social and economic
relations which is marked by great 4Ifferences in the level of development
of the various parts of the globe, and of regions, states, peoples and univer-
sities. The advances of science and technology undoubtedly provide an
excellent base,for efforts to overcome economic and cultural backwardness
and poverty, but they also lead to a widening and deepening of the gap
hetween the developed and undeveloped countries.

Interdependence is today a prominent characteristic of the international
community and this facilitates and contributes to the development and
establishment of forms of international university co-operation which are
widely accepted and which are directed towards the overall social develop-
ment of those concerned.

Tht.se general observations would be out of place in so distinguished
a gathering of university people, but for the fact that they form part of the
basic orientation of the University of Belgrade, which has based the develop-
ment of its international university co-operation on the belief that science

1 and education Ore :simultaneously both national and universal.
It is against this background that I would like to refer to several

ideas and concepts which maybe of interest and serve as an introduction
to the discussion of Criteria for the Evaluation of Co-operation!'

When analysing the critical approach to international university
co-operation and when examining the criteria for appraising the results of
this co-operation, two aspects can be distinguishedthe general (that of
substance and content) and the methodological, although the complexity
of the question makes it difficult to define them sharply.

The general aspect of international university co- operation eneotn-
passes all that has already been said on; this important subject,, whether
directed to the purposes and significance or to the forms and frameworks
of university co-operation. Nevertheless, it must 'be emphasized that
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international university co-operation, regardless of the phrposc, form or
framework, can only be implemented successfully if it is a reflection of
the basic principles which ar common to all the membjrs of the world ,

0

community and which entity% them with equal,:rights. Therefore, when
appraising the conditions f r . carrying out a "articular programme of
international university co operation, and when assessing the results 4'
achieved, wa must first ask hether its is based on tie principle of equality
starting from the equal rights of peoples and nations, and of universities
and their departments, right through to the equal 'rights of the indivi als
participating directly in Co operation. Consequently, differences race,
languaget, culture. and sod -political, ideological and religious cony etions
must be respected'at all ti es and at all levels; the right of the in ividual
to enjoy freedom of thou t, belief and cipression, to u dertake research,
and to make use of itnowledge acquired, must be safe a ded; and inter-
vention in the internal affairs of the university an organization of
relationships such as those at the institutional , faculty levels must
be avoided. 'Beyond- the need lo take atcoun of hese basic principles
and of obvious differences in levels of develop e , there must also be a

4readiness to co-ordinate 'mutual interests ft co-operation. This is
particular importance when determining th obje tivcs and forms of c
operation between environments, and uni ersiti at different stages
development. And thisis why it itniTess TY to cstablish-mutual tele
ships which exclude and make Impossible al forms of subservicn in
scientific, technological and economic no les than in personAff rel. ions.

The need for international university co-operation is, particularly
evident in the fields of science where the organization of scientific docu-
mentation and o research institutions demands-Increasing specialization
and wide co-operation. This presupposecival rights and the proper
use of common sources of information and of rexchanges Of InfOrmation.

A In this connection equal rights to make use of /results of work undertaken
are of particular importance. Each partner )11 international university
co-operation must have the sovereign rightio decide under what conditions
he will take part in co-operation and what use he will make of the products
of co-operation. .

In order tozcach clear definitions of the ob etivcs, forms and frame-
works of co-operation, and to appraise the gc cral and specific results of
co-operation, account must be taken of a vari y of factors. These include:
the complexity of the relationships and other conditions in which inter-
national university 'co-operation has to bv carried out as well as the need
for co-ordination in the use of terminology employed to describe the various
concepts. related to so complex an institution as the contemporary univer,
sity and, its specific characteristics, which are themselves conditioned
by the level of its development and the environment from which it emerged.
This is all directly related to the methodology of co-operation. The ...

institutionalization of co-operation through the conclusion of agreements
(whether at the international, bilateral, university, faculty or individual
level) is a technical prerequisite which has a considerable bearing on the
success of 'to-operation. In bur experience the substance. of international
university co-operation, 'tie course of its development and the mutts
achieved can all be inflttenced considerably by .such technical matters.

A proper evaluation of international university4o-operation can, be
made only if the purposes, forms, iirathewtfrks and conditions of co-op,dration
are clearly defined, and this presupposes t r co-operation is preceded
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by mptnal exchange of information on the prospects of carrying out
..;dinogrammes and on the purposes they ars.to Neve.

The parameters which should serve' as a point of departure for deter-
mining the conditions for programmes of co-operation and for assessing
the results achieved include the following: ,

(a) the socio-economic situation of the university, nationally and
ifiternationally;

(b) the structure of the.- university and the level of development of
its scholarship and teaching;

(c) the relationship between the university and the community and
the extent of its autonomy;

(d) the status of its components (academic staff, non-academic staff
and students) In the work process, in management and in decision-making,
as well as their mutual relationships; .

(e) experience of international university co-operation and the forms
and extent of international contacts.

Each of these parameters represents a complex, problem which merits
particular examinations We believe that they help to create objective
conditions for the conduct of international university co'-operation. The
partners participating in co-operation must know each other; this is a parti-
cularly important precondition for defining the purposes, forms and
extent of co-operation as well as for evaluating the results achieved.

o-oper-
ly take

develop-
Mon and
1 co-oper-

ses, forms,
peration is

nd faculties.

The parameters should apply equally to all participating in
ation. But this by. no means implies that co-operation should
,place between universities with equal potentialities, similar levels o
ment and equivalent parameters. On the contrary, the dell
understanding of these elements, which are of importance for
ation, should be of help in reaching clear formulations of purp
frameworks and mutual relationships, particularly when co;
to take place between developed and undeveloped universities'
The parameters retain their importance regardl ss of the held of inter-
university co-operation, be it concerned with pkure or apPlied research,
with genetics, with the training of high-level manpower /or the transfer
of technology...
i International university co-operation undoubtedly constitutes a

very Important element of general development, hut it i$ also a key factor
contributing to the growth of mutual knowledge and to the strengthening
of links 'between univer ity institutions and their members. In thp past
its /development has een very largely a spontanentis _process in which
untversitY tegehersjan research workers have constituted the main links,
and provided theAimulus. The broad social' responsibility of the ,contem-
porary nniversity makes it desirable pr co-OperatiOn to be based on formal
agreements and contracts which define clearly Its.Purpose, scope and frame-
work/ We believe that co-operation should be formalized in this way,
espp.ecially when it involves jointnndertakin and investments, and factors
s ch as the covreentration of staff and tech al resources and joint research.

In the area of co-operation in the raining of high-level manpower,
the content of specialized training I ecoming Increasingly universal in
its application, nWoftly because o the demands of contemporary social
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itnd economic &vele so as a consequence of migratory move-
ments of experts a tourism and other forms of communication.
Institutional no v neworks for university co-operation should
be included.a of agreements on co-operation, and be accom-
panied by e ation of the general and basic principles of co-
operation

If terUatio u iversity co-operation is organized and regulated
in s way, va cri rill can e established for assessing the results of
Pi action. fac a clear di.finition of the purposes, forms and scope

' o co -oiler, ' n, an of the fr oworks and conditions for co-operation,
self em 14 d les cert n criteri' hich result from a 'synthesis of the general
rindp liof the c i ditions co-operation and of Its consequences.

.w e ra e of into sts and needs, and the inexhaustible possi-
bi f tern tional univ1 rsity co-operation, wake it pointless to attempt
-to d u .a °tailed 11 of criteria for the evaluation of co-operation.
However, valuation s uld not be allowed to confine itself exclusively
to asses _ng the contr ution of co-operation to academic life, although
this is our primary incern, because the contemporary university consti-
tutes part of a cam ex social and economic mechanism which is concerned
not only with aca ink research but also with the application and testing
of the resIgts of research in practical situations of social and economic
life, and produc on.

The comp exity of the problems posed .by international university
co-operation, especially of those arising from the fact that it must be
inserted into the fabric'oc contemporary society, makes it difficult to cons-
truct a simple schematic model of the methodological aspects of a critical
approach to it. /But pructical considerations make it necessary to try to
systema ze criteria in Order to create an objective setting for evaluation.

Alt ough I regard the critical appraisal of inter-univer ity co-operation
as for ing a whole I w0uld like to suggest that it is possible to distinguish
thre categories of criteria:

(a) the first comprises what may be called the basic premises, and
t so are concerned with evaluating the extent to which the basic principles
o all co-operation, and hence those of university co-operation, are observed;

(b) the second comprises the parameters, and these are concerned
with evaluating circumstances in which co-operation is carried out;

(c) the third is made up of the elements for evaluating the extent
to which the purposes of Inter-university co-operatio aro achieved.

Although this sot of categories has been drawn up for practical purposes
it nevertheless remains theoretical because, to be slid, an appraisal of
inter-university co-operation should in practice be used on all the factors
I hay mentioned. Only results achieved on the basis of clearly defined
purp scs and in conformity with fundamental pr ciples can be regarded
as c nstituttng useful products of inter-university 0-operation.

I very much hope that these consideratio and the views I have
ex esscd will serve as an introduction to the ,:cussion orthe important
prtablem before Us.

Mr. Grit fiths thanked the speaker warmly his paper, which he,. consid:
er to be very encouraging since it helped to sho that co-operation was possible
b Imo insitiulibns belonging to the most difi ent of worlds, providing that
t e purpose had been clearly defined. He the called upon Mr. Slackpok.
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Mr. STEPHEN STACKPOLE

Director, Commonwealth Program,
Carnegie Corporation of New 4"ork

Since I have been asked to spepk on the basis of erect "personal
experience with programmes of intdr-unlversity co-operation, I should
say something at the outset about the nature of that experience and its
limitations. I am a staff member of a private American foundation estab-
lished initially for the "advancement and diffilsion of knowledge and
understanding among the peoples of the United States," but empowered by
a supplementary gift of the founder to devote a portion of its annual
income (about 7.5% of the total) to the same purposes in countries of the
Commonwealthnot, however, including the United Kingdom, where
Andrew Catnegle established a separate trust. I have for some time been
director of this international dimension of came& CorporatioWs activities.

' 'While many of our grants have been made in direct support of develop-
mental projects 'of Commonwealth universities, a considerable part of
our incomeand of staff efforthas, over the years, gone into planning
and execution of co-operative schemes. Grants, for instance, to what is
now the Association of Commonwealth Universities have helped to
strengthen ties between the United Kingdom and overseas institutions.
Grants to the AsSociation of American Universities have broughtcit into
informal relationship with the Commonwealth group. In addition, an
extensive travel grant programme, which we have maintained for 40 years,
has established a web of relationships among staffs of universities of the
Southern° Hemisphere Dominions and colleagues in the United States.
From their first years we have had a particular interest in the development
of the fledgling universities of the British colonial territories, and out of
this grew a number of initiatives In the late 1950s and early 1060s designed
to effect co-operation.between the U.S. and Britain in assistance to uni-
versity developmentlEarticularly in the newly independent countries
of Africa.

The conferences held, mechanisms set up, all reflected our view,
which we found shared in the United Kingdom, of the singular importance
of understanding' and co-operation between those who had been carryingi,
the main responsibility for Commonwealth African universities, and thos/
On our side who were suddenly rushing into the pint! sometimes bent n
changing the rules-- or at least shifting the goals. In all this we wo ed
in close co-operation with the Inter-University Council for Higher Edu .ation
Overseas in London and indeed helped to set up in Washington a group
now the Overseas Liaison Committeeto work with the Council and
African institutions in bringing the resources of American higher education
to bear on policy problems of university development. Perhaps the most
concrete fruit of this period of co-operative ferment was the creation of
the Ashby Commission of 1960 on Post-School Certificate and Higher
Education in Nigeria. The report, representing the virtually unanimous
views of three Americans, three Britons and three Nigerians, set the initial

/Pattern for university development in that country.
Programmes of international co-operation have therefore been a

significant part of my Foundation's activitythough necessarily in a
relatively restricted segment of the world. In recent years we have
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narrowed the focus of our attention to the field of education, more parti-
cularly to programmes and projects of universities in Commonwealth
Africaand to some extent ip the Caribbean and the South Pacific as
wellrelating to teacher traiMg, curriculum development and educational
research. The aim itas been to strengthen the capacity of institutes and
departments of edUcation to contribute to improvement and reform in
primary and secondary education in their countries., (

Although most of our grants in this programme have supported
projects of, individual universities, we have not overlooked the valties of
inter-institutional arid international co-operation, for at the same time we
have been supporting a network of African university institutes and depa'r't= .

meats of education through which"al,1 have been brought into close asso-
ciation with each other and with Teachers College, Columbia University,
and the University of London Institute of Education as well.

I want to refer to this network more fully in a moment, as I want to
use it to illustrate the points I would like to make about guidelines for
establishing' successful co-operative arrangements. From what I hav
said-so far about my own experience, You will understand if my comment
relate mainly to arrangements between developed and developing institu-
tions, or among-the latter. You will understand too that I see the oppor-
tunities and problems from the somewhat limited and special viewpoint
of a foundation officer. o

Foundations can play a useful role not only in providing the financial
means for such arrangements, but as a third party to negotiations. Theirs
is, however, a catalytiC role and it is important that it remain so. Of
course, if a foundation does not share the vision of certain would-be co-
'operators, as not infrequently happens, it may be viewed as a stumbling )

block to progress. But we must live with that. l'
The network I have mentioned is the Association for Teacher Educ-

ation in Africa. It was created in 196,0 with the help of a Carnegie Cqrpo-
ration grant on the initiative of three educators, one American, and an
Englishman and a New Zealander, both of whom had had extensive expe-
rience in West Africa. Known originally, and for its _first 9 years, as the
Afro-Anglo-American Programme in Teacher Education, it involved
initially institutes of education in six African universities, the Institute
at London, and Teachers College, where the administrative headquarters
was. In 1969 the centre of gravity and leadership shifted to Africa.
The Association maintains offices' in Nairobi and Lagos. It comprises
33 institutes and departments of education in 18 universities of 12 countries.
Over the years this Programme has involved not only annual conferences
but staff exchanges, joint research undertakings, special fellowship oppor-
tunities, sponsorship of workshops on special topics. It °has created a
degree of co-operation, communication and common thinking that I believe
is unmatched in any field in Africa.

Now how did this get started? No planning agency said, "We think
it would e a good idea if institutes of education in Africa worked together
and ated to a British and an American university." No. The idea
was formulated by particular individuals who were well acquainted with
each other and had a keen sense of the need for such an initiative. To be
sure the foundation played a crucial role. But it was in respo a
well-formulated idea that had grown out of individual s

So I come to my first guideline for establishment of a succe ful co-
. operative project: that it have the personal interest of key individuals. I
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don't know how many times we have been asked to support professional
exchange schemes which were no more than statements on paper indicating
that an institution would like to do such and such for so many years.
But only when there are really committed persons at each end is a successful
scheme likely to work, out. This point emphasizes the importance of
travel programmes, for it is through individual visiting experience abroad
than an organic basis for successful co-operative programmes can be laid.
This holds also for research and training schemes, as we have learned from
bi-lateral programmes we have supported such as one in the field of child
development involving Harvard University and the University of Nairobi.
The interest and commitment of the key individuals at each en4,ravere
crucial in the initiation of this project.

The success of any scheme, of course, depends to a considerable egre
on favourable circumstances. But as a foundation officer had said One
should always bet on the horses, not the condition of the track."
prime importance of the individual, his "track record" and his perso al
relationships are often overlooked. The planning of many projects mi t
better have waited on the involvement of committed and qualified peop
and a complete, meeting of minds.

A second consideration, \then, is that there should be adequate planning
and financial support. Here the roles of international agencies, govern-
merits and foundations may be essential in bringing the parties together "k

and ultimately, providing the necessary support. In our view, planning""4'
by the participants themselves is essential though we are not above taking
steps to see that it is carefully done and that the results will be of a nature
that we can support. Again, in the case of 'what became the Association,
for Teacher Education in Africa (ATEA) we funded a special conference
of all the individuals whose institutes were involved before any commitment
was made to launch a programme. When it was launched, it was given
a three-year grant renewable for a further period. We have support
it now for 15 years and shall probably do so a little longer before the ine-
vitable moment comes when it must be on its own.

A third point is that co-operative programmes must have a well-defined
purpose- and manageable scope. In the 1960s some American universities
proposed broad institutional commitment projects of universitiy develop-
ment in new countries. Under contract with the Agency for International
Development, Michigan State University, whAch had a dean of international
activities, had a campus-wide involvement with the University of Nigeria,
Nsukka. This kind of overall commitment has its problems and is going
out of fashion. I am inclined to agree with those who believe that links
established at the school or departmenta -Ifv0 have the best chance of
productive life. Given leadership and continpng interest of key individuals,
adequate planning and finance, co-operative projects in staff development,
teaching or research will be most effective if the objective is clear and the
operation is limited in scope to particular, departments or professional
fields.

Again; ATEA had a clear focus on t strengthening of teacher educ-
ation in English-spea ng AfriCa and linked departments and institutes

other and with units of two institutions abroad
havingvsimilar objectives. All those involved in this network of relation-
ships were leading professional educators in theiVeountries. The organiz-
ation has tended to heighten their sense of common purpose and has greatly
facilitated the communication of new ideas.
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My fourth criterion for judging the viability of an, inter-university
project is that there be benefit to both institutions, or mutual benefit to all
concerned. The latter has certainly been true in ATEA. In the case of
the developed ankLeveloping institution, the benefits will belof differing
kinds and perhaps unequal; but ,theY-must be there. The Faculty of
Education of Makerere in Uganda has benefited tremendously from its
association with Teachers College through ATEA and other programmes.
Its contribution to national development in a priority field has been
enhanced. Teachers College, on the other hand, through the experience
gained by its faculty members in Africa and through a continuing flow
of African graduate students, has become the leading centre on African
education in the United States.

In the case of research there is the problem that the visiting scholar
in a developing country may be too intent on his purposes to the detriment
of the overall goals of the programme. There is always an 'element of
tension inherent in programmes involving researchers from abroad. A
well managed one, however, will keep it creative.

There is ode area in which the roles of developed and developing uni-
versities could well be reversed. That is the area of indigenous cultural
studies. Universities in Africa and the West Indies, for instance, have
made good beginnings in programmes on local history and 'culture. But
art, music, theatre and the dance are still rather unfamiliar territory to
institutions founded in the 'European tradition. Iii some instances more
is being done in these fields by universities abroad than at homeand
often by indigenous scholars. Aid agencies are understandably preoccupied
with the economic and educational priorities for national development.
We should note in discussing co-operative projects that the most distinctive
contributions of the new universities may lie in their interpretations of
the cultures they represent.

Now I should like to say a word about student exchangeor rather
schemes for study abroad. Co-operation among universities may be an
important factor at the sending or at the receiving end, or indeed in organiz-
ing both. One striking example of co-operation at the receiving end to
meet a particular problem was the organization in 1961 of the African
Scholarship Programme of "American Universities, known as ASPAU.
In the late 1950s hundreds of African students were coming to the United
States, many by air lift from East Africa on a somewhat opportunistic
basis, poorly selected, inadequately financed, haphazardly placed, and
in the main unsponsored. The establishment of ASPAU, which ultimately
involved a consortium of 234 colleges and universities, solved ch of
these problems at one stroke. Financed by our Agency for Intern' tonal
Development (AID) and foundations, its administrative ar ements
were handled by the African-American Institute andincluded selection
committees in each sending country. From 1960 to 1970 more than
1300 students completed undergraduate courses under this programme.

The programme has now been discontinued and replaced by one for
postgraduate study, for clearly with the rapid development of Africa's
own universities 'the priority must now be at that level. The Association
of African Universities, however, continues to run a programme which
grew out of the ASPAU experiencethe Inter-African Universities
Scholarships Programme (INTERAF) which assists African undergraduate
students to study in other African countries subjects not offered in their
own. ASPAU illustrates again the importance of some of the conditions
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I have mentioned. It was in a real sense the creation of two particular
individuals: one Nigerian and one American. It had the advantage of a
year's planning by means of a pilot project for one country. The financing
was adequate and included assistance from the American universities,
and, most important, travel support from the governments of the sending
countries. The programme met a specific need at the right time.

Throughout the life of the ASPAU programme the question of relevance
of an individual's study to his country's needs was constantly discussed.
Indeed there was a running battle between our aid agency and the ASPAU
'organization over the issue of training vs. education. AID was under
pressure to show that the programme was serving priority needs of national
development, while the universities placed individual development first
and tended to encourage students wishing to shift from, say, engineering
or physics to sociology or the humanities., myself have a good deal
of sympathy for this kind of freedom for undergraduates. Who can be
sure what may be the best preparation for, a future civil servant or political
leader?

At the graduate and professional level, however, the position is different:
Relevance is essential, and where staff development is involved, it is very,
important that there be close .co-ordination between the sending and receiv
ing institutions. At a recent conference on internitional development
at the University of Massachusetts a speaker gave a classic illustration
of the way advanced education can misfire. He had met in Liberia a
man who had studied geology in the United States and became the first
Ph.D. in this field in his country. Geologists are generally divided between
those concerned with soft, or sedimentary rocks and those concerned with
hard rocks. This man had spent eight years specializing in. soft rock
geology. Yet, as the speaker pointed ont, "There has not been a soft
rock in Liberia in 3.5 million years!" The man has become an office
manager.

One aspect of the now familiar ATEA programme will illustrate what
I believe is an ideal approach to advanced study. In connection with the
programme a limited number of graduate fellowships are offered at Teachers
College, Columbia University, one of the member institutions. The
African member institutions of ATEA make nominations for these awards
from among bright younger staff members in their institutes or departments
of education. Final selection is made by Teachers College. As most
of the nominees these days already have master degrees, the fellowships
normally cover two calendar years of advanced work in various specialties
in education leading to the doctorate. The funds supplied by my found-
ation include provision for return to Africa during the course of the fellow-
ship for field work relating to the doctoral dissertation. The sending
institutions provide the fares and normaN have a place waiting for the
student on his return. Another valuable feature of the programme is
that the students engage as a group with faculty in certain intellectual
and social activities. All the interlocking features of this particular pro-
gramme have resulted in a 90 percent rate of return and in many promotions
to more responsible and influential positions. Because the programme
has been sustained in operation over a period of 15 years, the cumulative
effect has been substantial.

I have concerned myself mainly with what one looks for at the
outset. In any overall appraisal of an on-going programme, surely one
of the questions to be asked is, "Has it had a cumulative effect?" Others
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may be, "Has it led to significant changes in teaching or in the outlooks
of the participants?", "Have elements of it been incorporated in the;
mainstream of activities of the inst tutions concerned?" "Has it led to
establishment of other co-operative ventures?"

These are not easy to answer, b t I submit that favourable answers
in any given case will depend heavil the soundness of the original
conception and the degree of motivation and sense of common purpose
which creative individuals bring to the enterprise.

Discussion

Mr. Grilliihs thanked Mr. Stackpole and said that the two papers given .
that morning complemented one another admirably, and although they had
been based on such very different experiences, their authors had reached very
similar conclusions.

First of all, it was clear that very many = ganizations were concerned
with co-operation at different levels. But this d not mean that effort was
scattered and wasted; it organized and systematiz itself into a complex
network which, taken as a whole, constituted a valuable I ument for articulat-
ing and differentiating various types of co-operation.

Second, this wide-ranging institutional provision did detract from
the key role played by individuals in devisihg, organizing and rrying out
programmes of co-operation. Certainly, individuals could not do rythin.g
and they needed to be able to rely on effective supporting bodies, b their
role of inspiration and animation remained decisive.

Finally, the importance of reciprocity had very rightly been underline
time and again; it was the touchstone of co-operation. But co-operation
really only served its true purpose if it was of mutual benefit to the individuals
directly concerned, to their universities and to the societies they served. Perhaps
it would be:necessary to try to convince governments of the bene fits for the national
community which could accrue from permanent links between their universities
and those in other countries. For these links were less subject to the hazards
and ruptures than those of a purely political or economic kind, and they prov-
ided a much sounder basis for contact and international( comprehension.

.s?

Dr. LuLI, while agreeing that individuals could play a very important
role, pointed out that they came and went. It was consequently hazardous
to allow co-operation to centre exclusively on particular individuals.
Institutions must also be involved. The condition of the track was also
very important, to take up Mr. Stackpole's image. In the case of the
programme to train teachers for Africa, to which he had referred, it could
indeed be said that the ground had been well prepared and the interested
institutions and governments as well as individuals had given their full
support.

Mr. STACKPOLE recognized that the preparation of the ground was
very important. But this was also something with which individuals
were concerned. Without their, really committed participation, a good
program,me could not be brought into being. The individual was the
most important element.
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Sir Hugh SPRINGER also felt that the human element was the most,
important even if, quite clearly, it was not the only one. This was not
to deny the need for resources, good management and organization. But
a man with deterinination could get the better of difficult conditions,
whereas the best planned programme would fail it it were not entrusted
to the right man.

Individuals and personal contacts, moreover, were important at all
levels: the collection of information, the selection of scholarship-holders,
the recruitment of teachers, etc.

The quality and competence of individuals were therefore among
the decisive criteria for success. In this connection, it would doubtless
be more profitable to examine the criteria which could be 'of help in fore-

° casting the success of programmes than to study those which were of use
in making a posteriori judgments which were, after all, of very limited,
value.

Jr. GRIFFITHS, Chairman of the sesSion, said that the value of an
inciifidual depended net only on his academic qualifications, but also
on his personality, tact, ability to adapt to the ways of foreign countries
and instinctive avoidance at times of saying or doing something which
he would feel at perfect liberty to say or do at home.

Dr. CUEVAS DEL CID stressed that it was not possible to evaluate
co- operation without agreement on its objectives. It was not tolerable
for a foreign organization to impose its choice of aims and fields of work,
as had happened in some Latin American countries. This remark was
perhaps brutal, but real co-operation could only be based on complete
truthfulness.

Mr. GRIFFITHS said he was sure that the participants would appreciate
the frankness with which Dr. Cuevas del Cid had spoken.

Dr. Gomn drew attention to certain, sometimes neglected, qualities
that ought to be found in individuals engaged in co-operation. It should
not he forgottdn that in many countries of the third world, universities
were riot merely academic institutions; their functions also involved various
form of participation in national and public life. In Zambia, for example,
the University played an important consultative role in national planning
and even helped to carry out certain plans. Those engaged\in co-operation
should be able to adapt themselves to such situations and have an under-
standing of national objectives. In practice, however, they often seemed
to play a secondary and quite marginal role. This was particularly so
when programmes were carried out under inter-governmental cultural
agreements. In the flush of their enthusiasm for co-operation, govern-
ments sometimes did not pay sufficient attention to the choice of the
individuals who were to put the programmes into operation and who,
finding themselves "parachuted" into a country, ,did not always feel a
sense of involvement in its aspirations and development efforts.

DI:. SAITO said that Japan was particularly lacking in men able to
give leadership in international co-operation, although there was now
a strong feeling in favour of co-operation. Funds were available, although
not on an overgenerous scale, and a foundation, the Japan Foundation,
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had been set up to bromote co-operation. But the men were lacking,
partly because of the linguistic barrier which was very serious for Japan,

,." and partly because university people, who nevertheless liked making
study and research trips abroad, hesitated to accept responsibility for
the *organization and operation of programmes. It would be interesting
to know how other countries trained people for this r6le.

Mr. GRIFFITHS said that this was indeed a very difficult problem to
which he saw no ready-made solutidn.

Dr. KIRPAL pointed out that it was difficult to make an overall appraisal
of co-operation; any general evaluation should at least be preceded by
the evaluation of a series of particular projects. For this it was possible
to measure certain elements such as time and money spent, but others
were not quantifiable. Devotion and commitment, for example, were
of decisive, importance but they could not be measured. Emphasis had
very rightly been placed on the importance of the individual engaged in
co-operation. But by definition such individuals did not work'in isolation,
and the results of the complex interactions between them were sometimes
quite unexpected, above all because it was difficult to predict the effects ,
that work in a particular political climate and cultural environment would
have on individuals and groups.

A difficulty of another kind arose because international university
co-operation was not always the only means of achieving a given purpose.
In some cases, increased national effort or direct recourse to an aid-giving
body could provide alternative means of action. The relative effectiveness
of university co-operation thus had to be compared'with that Of other
methods, and it was very difficult to do this.

If evaluations were made, the results should be published, especially
those of successful programmes, so that they could serve as examples.

Professor DISCHAMPS stressed that questions of evaluation were of
particular importance for a country such as France which made a large
contribution to co-operation in the field of education. In relation tb
the size of its population it occupied a leading position. In 1974, 52,000
foreign students were studying in France, whilst in 1972, there were exactly
32,081 French teachers serving abroad, including about 4,p00 at the uni-
versity level. This obviously involved considerable expenditure and it
was therefore of special importance to evaluate the extent to which pro-
grammes achieved their purposes. But the area was one in which it was
most difficult to make cost-benefit analyses. Expenditure should be
regarded as including not only direct costs but also indirect costs, such us
loss of earnings resulting from the fact that, whilst engaged in co-operation,
an individual could not carry out other duties or productive work. A
major and possibly insurmountable difficulty was also encountered in
seeking to evaluate benefits. This, as had already been mentioned, was
the need to incorporate both quantifiable and non-quanliflable,elements,
and to find some means of adding them together. Though this might
seem like trying to square the circle, every effort should be made to try
to rationalize policies in matters of co-operation.

Such policies should consist of a well-articulated series of choices
made on the basis of a systematically established order of priorities. For
example, a country which made available a large number of scholarships
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had decide how to distribute them between different geographical and
lin! dstic regions, between different subjects and disciplines and between

t di crent levels of study. The situation with regard to the latter was now
clearer than it was several years ago. The development of new universities
in developing countries was making possible ,the progressive elimination
of study abroad at the undergraduate level and, with the exception of
some very specialized fields, those studying abroad in future would be
postgraduate and doctoral students.

Students who did not benefit from scholarships and who paid for their
studies themselves presented a different problem. It might seem reasonable
to let them make their own evaluation of the benefit derived from their
investment. This, however, would only be a rough measure. In France,
at leadt, they were usually less successful than scholarship-holders, for
the obvious reason that they had not been selected with the same care and
their linguistic ability had not been tested thoroughly enough. Linguistic
ability played a major role in success or fai?ure, but its importance varied
from one, discipline to another. Ideally, special provision should be made
not only for each ethnic group, but also for each discipline.

The formulation of rational policies based on coherent criteria in all
these areas and their subsequent application through appropriate insti-
tutions constituted a complex task. It was part of the institutionalization
of co-operation referred to by Professor Gligorijevid but in the final analysis
its success would depend on the talent and motivation of those in charge,
as Mr. Stackpoie had stressed.

Dr. RIBBING observed that the criteria for evaluation necessarily
differed. from one type of programme to another. In general, however,
they must be multi-dimensional.and be coneernednot only with the internal
success of a programme, but also with its external success in terms of
society as a whole, for the two were by no means Necessarily concomitant.

The multiplicity of factors'which should be taken into account made
it necessary to stag. by making a detailed analysis of them. Time spent
on the careful preparation of programmes was more than recouped when
they were,,put into operation... The design of efficient mechanisms, includ-
ing those for evaluation, also called for great care, even if individuals were
of decisive importance for the success of co-operation.

Finally, special attention should be paid to the cumulative or multiply-
ing effects of certain programmes.

Dr. MILLER recalled that the next IAU General Conference would
take place in Moscow in August 1975 and participants might therefore
be interested to hear something of the way in which inter-university co-
operation was conceived and organized in the Soviet Union between
the different Republics as well as between the Soviet Union and other
countries.

A few general comments about the Soviet system of higher education
would permit a better understanding of the situation. First of all, the
system was a vast one, embracing some 880 institutions and approximately
5,000,000 students. Its democratic character, and the fact that it was
free and accessible to all sections of the population were well known. What
was perhaps less evident to those abroad was its multi-national character,
The Soviet Union Included about one hundred different nationalities
and approximately 60% of all Institutions of higher education provided
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education in a national language as well as in Russian. is was in keeping
with the democratic character of -the system, bpi it was t without its
problems.

The universities played an important and growing rOle in t educa-
tional

fore
tional systemand indeed in the life of Svictsio3Zty. "There were w
sixty universities with 700,000 students, though re the Great Octobel
Revolution there had been only eleven. After the'Revolution, the first
concern of the Government had been to strengthen and-..expand higher
education, and of nearly fifty universities which had since been set up,
forty were in the national republics. There were universities in each of the
flfteen Union republics and sixteen in the twenty autonomous republics.

The history of their development was most interesting and illustrated
the constant preoccupation of the government with higher education
and with the efficiency of university co-operation within the Union. The
young universities owed much to the help they had received from older
institutionsnotably the Uniyersities of -Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev and
Kazan. As early as 1922, on the Initiative of Lenin, it was decided to
set up the first university in Central Asia, in Tashkent. A large group
of teachers went from Moscow and Leningrad to help organize it and
their universities also provided substantial aid in .the form of equipment
and books. ° This process was subsequently repeated in the Caucasian

-republics and elsewhere. The links established at that time were still
maintained. They had rapidly helped to cure the inevitable growing
pains of the young universities and quickly enable them to achieve high
standards In the education they provided. The thousands of very compet-
ent specialists they had trained satisfied the manpower needs of the Union
and autonomous republics and also provided them with their own creative
intelligentsia. Forty of the sixty universities provided courses Ina national
language as well as in Rugslan, and sometimes in more than one. This
was the case in Daghestan, which had some thirty ethnic groups. In
this way the policy of the Party and of the Government responded to the
aspirations of the Soviet,people, who, far froni being subject to cultural
colonialism, were encouraged to cultivate their particular national resources.

Co-operation between universities within the Union had always been
based on equality and mutual respect, but it had only gradually taken on
t'lle wide variety of forms it had now.

First, there were bilateral links between individual universitiess. These
were usually set up under agreements of friendship and coildboration.
Second, and of quite recent Origin, there were multilateral groups, usually
set up on a regional basis. An interesting example was the Scientific
Centre established in the Northern Caucasus with the co-operation of
universities and other institutions of higher education. It enabled the
various institutions to co-ordinate their scientific activities and to carry
out some of them jointly.

Third, it had long been the practice of the older universities to assume
the responsibility of training young teachers and research workers for the
younger universities in the Republics. More recently, this form of assistance
had been extended to the specialized training and retraining of scientific
and educational manpower. The practice of inviting guest professors
from other universities was also very widespread.

Finally, at the all-Union level, a Council of Rectors had recently been
set up by order of the Ministry of Higher Education and entrusted with
tasks of co-ordinating university activities.
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Turning from the Union to the Republics",$. Latvia might serve as an
example. The Latvian Republic was relatively small, with a population
of only 2,500,000, but it had a very rich and ancient cultural tradition
which it had preserved with its national language through all the vicissitudes
of its history. Since its attachrpent to the Soviet Union, -34 years ago,
there had been a considerable development of the economy and of education,
in particular, of higher education. The number of institutions of higher
e ucation had risen from four to ten and the number of students, from
10, 0 to 45,000. °

The University had been -founded in 1919, at the time when Latvia
was first proclaimed a sovereign Soviet Republictliough it existed only
till the beginning of 1920. It had a wide range of contacts which naturally
included specially close relations with the universities of Tartu and Vilnius
in the neighbouring Baltic Republics to which it was linked' by agreements
of friendship and- co-operation.

Co-operation took both traditional forms (exchanges .of teachers,
books, etc.) and more innovatorY forms. In co-operation with Belorussia,
the three Baltic Republics held annual scientific confeiences of studeRts
and of teachers. They also organized university sports meetings and choral
festivals which were very popular in the Baltic countries.

Apart from maintaining these links, Soviet universities also co-operated
with universities in other countries. Dr. Kirpal had commented generously,
on Soviet cO-operation with Indian universities. In fact, almost all Soviet
universities had partners abroad, most frequently, of course, in countries
with which the Soviet Union traditionally had links of friendship..
P. Stuchka Latvian State University, for example, had agreements linking
it with the University of Rostock and the Charles University in Prague.
It held meetings with each of them every two years' to decide on biennial
programmes of co-Operation: exchanges of students, books and trainees,
organization of scientific conferences, etc.

It might be helpful lo add that the bpst way of obtaining information
about Soviet University co-operation was through the Ministry of Higher

ducation which had an information centre. The journal Vestnik Vysiet
Skoly could also be consulted. Possibly IAU could try to publish more
information about Sqviet higher education.

Dr. LULU asked whether the use of several languages in higher education
did not pose a double problem: first, that of textbooks, and second, that
of communication with universities in the other republics and foreign
countries.

Dr. MILLER agreed tliat, there were problems with textbooks, but
they were not insurmountable in the framework of the Soviet Union:
If the demand for textbooks in a national language was too small to justify
publication, Russian-language textbooks were used. Russian constituted
a second mother tongue, for the great majority of Soviet citizens and all.
students knew it -Though not the first official language in the non-
Russian Republics it was "the language of communication for thowhola
Union.

,.

Dr. KinpAL said that hedind been able to visit experim'ental schools
in Moscow and Leningrad, where all teaching was given in a foreign language
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including one in which Hindi was usedand asked whether similar
experiments had been carried out at the university level., He also asked
about the role of the Academy of Sciences in matters of co-operation,
since it often appeared to be involved in programmes concerning, centres
of advanced study, in India.

Dr. MILLER replied that there were indeed schools which used a foreign
language as the medium of instruction--nglish, German or French in .
Latvia: Despite the former predominance of German, English now
attracted py far the largest number of pupils. Historically, French had
a quite strong influence, but was,now)chosen only by a small percentage
of pupils. At the university level, language teaching was the responsibility
of the faculty of .foreign languages,'Whioh .ipcluded three departments: .

English (thelargest), German-and French.
There was, close co-operiation between tha Universities and the Academy

of Sciences, and efforts wire beine made to strengthen it further. The
universities trained selentifig manpower for the Academy -which, for its
part, placed its training and resear.ch facilities of certain of i0 institutes
at the disposal of, the universities.

`
Dr. GOMA, speaking of evaluation, said that, surprisingly enough,

there was a tendencyto overlook one group Which was of special Importance
when it came to measuring the effect of programmes: the students them-
selves. As a general rule a period- of study abroad was regaided as a
success if othe student passed his examinations. Too little attention was
pajd to the effect his presence had had on colic 'ties in the host country
(and this was an important aspect of "recipro y") and to follow-up once
he had returned to his own country. Coul e make use of what he had
learned, did he experience difficulties of adaptation? Too often, such
students were not heard of again, once hey had boarded the plane for
home. An attempt should be made to establish more permanent, links
with them and to know something of ho* their lives developed. Examin-
ation marks and results were not sufficient in themselves.

Mr. HOLLAND believed that the presence of foreign students in United
States universities had had a profound influence on American students
and that this was a very important aspect of co-operation. ,It was true,
however, that there was It tendency to concentrate atteittion' on the foreign
students. In the United States, sociologists and anthropologists had
made a series of detailed surveys of different..groups of students: Africans,
Indians, Mexicans, Japanese, Swedes; Belgians, etc. These had proved
most Instructive for those administering the programmes. Ilespite the
problems encountered by foreign students and the frustrationsoto which
they were sometimes subject, the results were generally positive. As
Dr. Dischamps had said, they were better in the case of the scholarship
holders, who had been selected with much greater care than the others.

Sir Hugh Senn-loin felt that there was little point in trying to define
and apply criteria for evaluation which were over-technical and over
scientific. Too many imponderables were involved, and', judgments of
qualitative factors were inevitably 'subjective. Co-operation was mainly
a. matter of meetings, pitblications and exchanges of persons. Meetings
were expected ,to be stimulating and, if possible, instructive; publications
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to be accurate and up-to-date; exchanges, t nvolve'kvell-selected persons
and to be provided with adequate financial support and tbflextbleorganiz-
ation, permitting rapid and efficient communication. was doubtful
whether a inhole armoury of "scientific" criteria was needed for their
evaluation.

to take an example, an attempt had been made recently, to gauge the
success of the CommonvSealth Scholarship Programme by asking the
interested governments and the scholarshipAolders themselves what they
thought of the programme. In pfactical terms, it was difficult to imagine
more sophisticated methods could htliritejed to a better appraisal.

With regard to the scholarship pre:rift-Sales, the Inter-African Scholar-,

ship Programme, set up by tha Association of African Universities, Constitut-
ed a particularly interesting experiment in the exchange of persons between
countries of the third world. Twentyr.rfive years ago, when there was still
only an embryo of aniversity life in Alike, it ,was natural that the principal
movements of persons should take place in the direction of the industrialized
countries. Since then the situation had changed' col siderably and it
was becoming increasingly clear that,°despite their diversity, the countries
of the thfrd'world had a number of problems in common which they could
not hope to resolve iimplrbx copying the rich countries. In many technical
fieldsi for example, they had 'to invent new technologies, less complex
and expensive and better adapted to their rhythm of production. Rcco-
nizlng the importance of these new trends, the ACU and the. Commonwealth
ccr flat had recently launched a programme to facilitate systematic

corith and/ exchanges between developing countries in different piqts
of the Comnionwealth.

'the Chairman then closed the discussion.
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SUMMARY AND CONtLUSCONS

'a1

General Discussion

Mgr Lecicrcq took the..chair and Opened the session recalling .thyt 'the
morning had been reserved for a general debate during which discussion could
be continued on matters which had alreadybeen lonsidered, if this was felt
necessary, and during which other questions related to co-operation could
also be raised. . ,

Professor DISCIIAMPS noted that although student exeliangeswere
perhaps the most important aspect of co-operation, the ground for them
should be prepared in advance by exchanges of academic staff. But
'whether students or teachers were involved, a special problem arose if
it. was decided to send them to a university which gave instruction in a
language without wide international usage or whick even hf}d a purely
local character. However 'enriching the experience of learning such a
language might be, it was unlikely to appear "profitable"- to use a rather
ugly wordto those concerned. Consequently, some, universities were
likely to remain untouched by the main currents of co-operation. Did
this problem arise in the case of the Latvian University, and if so, how
was it resolved? ,

.

Dr. MILLER replied that there was no real problem. The University
gave instruction in Latvian for the Latvians, but a large number of Russians
and of people of other nationalities lived lir the republic, and for them,
instruction was given exclusively in Russian. There were therefore two
language groups in the University and foreigners could, if they 'wished,
join the Russian group.

Dr. Rtnnixo recalled Sir Ilugh Springer's comment that the criteria
for the- evaluation of co- operation should not be over - technical or too
complex. 'Ills might apply in relation to the exchange of persons, but
there were other kinds of ,co-operation. Por example, a university in an
industrialized country might collaborate with another in the third world
to set up a new institution- perhaps, an institute for nutrition. It was
obvious. that the problems they would eneountl,r would not only be scientific
and educational, but also psychological, sociological and economic. In
such situations niulti-dimensional evaluation was needed and this could
be most complicated. Each form of co-operation should therefore embody
Its own criteria and a' mechanism for permanent self-evaluation should
be included in each programme.

Sir Hugh Springer had also referred lb 11w evaluation of meetings
which was by no means a simple matter. A meeting was both a psycho-
logical experience tritd an operational ifiechnnismi,'which contributed lo
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a greater or lesser extent to the achievement of objective.% which had been,
more or less well selected and defined. Very little was at present knowb
about what determined the success or failure of a meeting and this was
a field in which research would be useful'.

M. VoLovul described the inter-university 'co-Pperatioo carried out
by the League of Yugoslav Universities and with its assistance. Before
the creation of c League at Skopje in 1957, co-operation between the
Yugoslav n veisities had not been structured. It had taken place through
contacts between /teachers and students, and, through conferences and
interfactrity bodies which, incidentally, still existed. Inter-university
conferences were first held in 1054 .and the need for a permanent body
quickly became evident. It was thus that the League had been set up.

The League carried out a wide variety of tasks. It studied.probiems
of common interest to all YugoslaV. universities; organized co-operation
and the co-ordination of their activities on. a permanent basit; drew up
recommendations for university policy and followed up their applications;
collected and published information; stimulated the holding of interfaculty
meetings; submitted proposals to the federal authorities and to the author-
ities of the Republics; and collaborated with international organizations.

Its organs were the Plenary Assembly, the Praesidium and a series
of commissions, committees and ad hoc groups. The Pracsidium had
important functions, and, apart from providing general leadership it
formulated on its own authority opinions and proposals on many problems.
The Commissions, which brought together leading exports and students,
played an important role in 'preparing decisions.

Students were represented on all the bodies of The League, and their
participation varied from 39% to 50% in some cases. The unions of
sciontific workers were also represented.

One at fundamental principles of the League Wa that within
it the Yugoslav universities all enjoyed absolute equality regardless of
their age or Size. The presidency was taken by eaciLunive city in turn
and the place- of meeting rotated in the same way. Each university had
now also been entrusted with the main responsibility for at least one com-
mission. The system set up was thus both coherent and decentralized.

Mr. Keyes had mentioned In flattering terms the International seminar
"The University Today" which the League organized annually in Dubrovnik.
It could indeed be said that during the 18years of its existence, the Seminar
had come to be recognized throughout the,world as an Important university
forum. In all, 3,500 eminent scholars and students from 100 countries
had been able to participate and discuss, in ari" atmosphere of openness
and great friendliness, some of -the problems raised for universities and
societies by the development of knowledge. Participants in the present
meeting were cordially invited to attend the Dubrovnik Seminar In the
coming summer to see for themselves.,

The League alSo published a journal "The University Today" which.
optned its columns to university people both Yugoslav and foreign and
which also sought to encourage discussion of major questions of university
policy. As a result of efforts of this kind It was no longer altogether true
to say the "the university studies everything but itself."

Finally, the League played an Important role In bilateral and, multi- °
lateral relationships between its members and universities in other countries.
At present about 35,000 foreign students, mostly from 'Africa, Asia, and
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Latin America, were studying in ,Yugoslavia. Most of them ad. come on
their own initiative. Some were following postgraduat ghly specializ-
ed courses. In addition, each Yugoslav university was now linked by
an agreement with at least one university in another Socialist country
and a growing number of them also had agreements with West European
universities. Most co-operatiou took place on the basis of agreements
between governmenfbiitjt also be initiated as a result of- mutual
visits by delegations of he s of universities. As from the autumn, of
1974, the new International University Institute in Dubrovnik would
provide a. programme of postgraduate studies in the human sciences, Forty
conntries were associated with the Institute. There were in fact many
forms of co-operation and the task of the League was to define general
policy in matters of co-operat4on for Yugoslavia. It also had excellent
relations with international organizations such as Unesco, IAU, CRE and
IAUPL as well as with a number of national bodies and ministries.

In conclusion, it might be claimed that the League was an orablzation
of considerable 'significance since it worked in the interest of Some 200,000
personsteachers, students and workers in the universities. It had
shown itself to be a Creative force in Yugoslav University life, and had been

elp in opening it up to society at large, nationally and interna-

r. EcLER$c4,C11irman of the session, said that the experience of
the League. of tigo *yr Universities was most interesting and could serve G,

as an extn\ple to' be follt4't.-d:
,,

Mr. t4EyES recalled the circumstances in which the Dubrovnik Sem
had been created ; soon after the end of the Second World War and durin
the period of the cold war, in a devastated Europe, intellectually weakened
and divided by hatred. At that time it had needed great courage and
genero ity to organize meetings between people on different sides of the
dividi g lines. However, that was exactly what the Yugoslav universities
had dine. Univ ersities thrthighout Europe had- contribu ed in no small
way t 1 t creation new spirit and to the remaking of the fabric of
intell ctual btit, the osial...,T universities had play a special role.
,Late , and a ahead of c emporary trends, they h d directed their
atke ii o the problems of the third_world and had ope ed the Seminar
to erL)..r.

___I! t..--:-.-:. -r -----i-----F , eloping counttries.
14--"'
4

Seminar had thus found new sources of vitality, and there was
reason to believe that it would continue to do so. Part. of its success

2. explained by the spirit if qpenness which its organizers
d been able to foster. It had never been used as an instrument for

atination or political propaganda.

Mr
of stu

>iacth

01.
ent pa

AN kedrfor a mole detailed e latktion of the significance
pa ion in the decision-makin bodi of the .League and

'ties themselves.

Mr. VoLovI6 replied that students partiCipated in all the bodies of
7* the ague,. normally in a proportion of 30%, and added that this parti-

fi ci ion, far from being purely formal, was very real. The students often
,, had most stimulating ideas and they defended their positions tenaciously
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Professor Huiio confirmed that student participation was also very.
effective in the universities themselves. One of its most interesting aspects
concerned the organization and evaluation of the teaching process. Stud-
ents were represented on the committees responsible for this and they
took part actively in the analysis and reform of courses of study. They
were doubtless the best judges in these matters. Every year, after exam-
inations had been held, they participated in the evaluation of the work
accomplished during the year. They were concerned with textbooks,
which. constituted an important problem in Yugoslavia, because there
were still shortages in some subjects. They also played an important
part in the organization of postgraduate studies and in the day -to -day'
research carried out in the universities.

The entire responsibility for the allocation of loans and scholarships
rested with student bodies and they were also in full charge of the manage-
ment of student residences, the organization of leisure activities, etc. Their
role within the university was thus of great significance and to talk about
it was not to move away from the field of co-operation; for it repre
a particularly interesting example of co-operation between stude s an
teachers.

Professor DISCHMPS recalled that Yugoslavii, a socialist country,
was trying to combine planning and self-management and asked- what
effects this had on students' choice of discipline. This was a major problem,
as it was particularly difficult to reconcile the, demands of planning with
those of freedom of choice, to which the universities were very much attach-
ed. It had not been solved in France, and at the end of thc first year of
study, smile 40% of studcnts who had chosen badly left the university.
Such wastage Was difficult to tolerate.

M. VuLovirC said that planning for general and specialized manpower
needs had been decentralized and was now the responsibility of each
Republic. It was at this level that the needs for specialists were determined
and that professional profiles were drawn up. Studies of, the situation
were, however, also being made at the federal level.

There was complete freedom in the choicc of field of study or profes-
sional activity, except in faculties wherc a numerus elausus'appiied. At
thc University of Skopje, there were no restrictions. This' freedom did
give rise to some problems for, despite the efforts made, counselling services
were still inadequate. In Yugoslavia also, a certain selection had to be
made at the end of the first year.

Professor trIAGORIJEVIe added that in Yugoslavia planning was
planning by consent, and,the final plan could be described as the meeting
point of several different plans. The federal 'plan constituted only a
general frameWork, and Was itself draverr-tra-the basis of regional 'plans.'

Although the planning process had reached an advanced stage in
Yugoslavia, higher education still posed special prOblems, not all of which
had been resolved. Because the Republics had not yet all reached the
same level of, development, there were discrepancies and disparities and

,these had repercussions on schooling and education in general. Some
Repuhlics were not-et-al?le to train-all the specialists they needed. Accord-
ing to Unesco statistic; only about 12% of successful secondary school
leavers entered higher education in the poorer Republink whereas in the
more prosperous Republics the figure could-be as high al 60%. It could
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be said that the capacity of higher education of the country, as a wSole,
was quite large, since there were in.a1,1 300,000 students. But this capacity
was unevenly distributed. Consequently there were movements of stud-
ents from one region to another. This, of course, was a healthy phenomenon
in itself. Of the 60,000 students enrolled in the University of Belgrade
about 15,000 were non-Serbs. Macedonia, however, presented a special
problem. cIt was relativly isolated for linguistiC reasons and therefore
adh difficulty in attractin -people from the other Republics.

M. Butruurt,though he did not wish to give a systematic description
of the activities of AUPELF, raised some points which arose from its
experience, particularly with reference to reciprocity and criteria for
;valuation. '

As a -broad generalization it might be said that universities had a
twofold Mission: to encompass and make known as much knowledge as
possible at a given time, and to contribute to the development and fulfil-
ment of their society, notably by training men and women able to serve it.

The purposes of co-operation could be deduced from these fundamental
tasks. Two of them merited special attention. Co-operation should
seek, on the one hand, to promote the establishment of centres of excellence
wherever appropriate,. since, as had been pointed out, they were by no
means a monopoly of the West; and, on the other,. it should encourage the
development of universities, particularly the younger ones, which, in
theii turn, would contribute to the development of their country. As
Mr. Griffiths had said, there was absolutely no reason to be ashamed of

s asking for money to help certain universities, since this in effect was simply
a matter of the more equitable distribution of wealth.

At the same time, co-operation must satisfy the cardinal requirement
of reciprocity. It might be possible, for instance," to organize a flow of
students from'the third world to the industrialized countries, and a flow
of teachers in the opposite direction. But this was not how AUPELF
saw its role. It did not, in any case, have the funds needed to operate
student exchange programmes.

AUPELF sought,' on the one hand, to contribute to the creation
of more centres of excellenee in Africa and ,Asia and, on the other, to
contribute to the interpenetration of cultures. This had led it to set up
"Chairs of Co-operation" to encourage a flow of teachers from Africa and
the East to the West. Scholars from developing countries were thus able
to come to industrialized countries as visiting professors in fields such as
Mahgrebian sociology, modern African. literature and tropical medicine.
The chairs also provided a means of creating a much needed awareness
Of the values and achievements of other Cultures among Western students.
In the same context, AUPELF had organized a colloquium on "The Uni-
versity and Cultural Pluralism."

But how could an evaluation be made of the results of such activities
or the real impact of the "chairs of co-operation" be measured? AUPELF
was evolving a number of criteria for this but it had to be admitted that a
complete typology of them had not yet been established. Some could
be arithmetical in character, for example: audience size or the level of
attendance at courses, or examination pass rates. Others could nbt be

,expressed numerically but were nonetheless instructive: the success of
an action, begun at a particular point in time could be gauged in terms of
the ways in which it subsequently developed or by its multiplying effects.
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For example, one "chair of co= operation" had led to the establishment of
a joint Canadian-Tunisian interdisciplinary, research team.

HoweVe t had to be recognized that even the successes of Zip-operation
were ofte ittle known and attracted little attention. In general there
was litt public awareness of such matters and university organizations
wore fronted with a problem of diffusing 'information. They often
had the impression of working at a task for Sisyphus, their rock being the
mass of documents which were regularly thrown into wastepaper baskets.
The means of publicity available to co-operation were very small compared
with those employed in the world of industry and commerce. The sight
of advertisements and stickers throughout France advertising Elf petrol,
sometimes -tempted M. Beutler to wish that he could send out ,commandos
to change them all overnight to aread AUPELF.

Dr. SArro emphasized that the main purpose of co-operation should
be the diffusion of knowledge, and especially of mutual knowledge of coun-
tries and regions. Though Japan had always tried to learn from other
countries, it had not been concerned to learn ttbout them. It had sometimes
tried to help foreign countries, but withbut knowing them, and this ignorance
had provoked attitudes of rejection. Universities should, therefore, develop

of study concerned with the major geographical and cultural
regions: tin America, . for example, or the Soviet Union. Such,
programmes should be reciprocal, ,with 'exchanges of staff and students.

Mgr. LECLMICQ, Chairman cif .the session, said that with this most
interesting suggestion, the session.must come to a close.

Dr. AnmuAy added that the Japanese "villain" who provoked attitudes
of rejection generally came from the world of business and ndt from the
universil.

The session was then closed.

Sir Hugh Springer look II e chair and invited Mr. Daillant to present
the "aide-memoire" which he had drafted with his colleagues. This would
not constitute a report of the Seminar; it was simply an attempt to recall the
main lines of the discussion. Mr. Daillant then read the following text.

Secretariat Aide-memoire

These remarks, made on behalf of the IAU Secretariat cannot claim
to be a summary of the wide-ranging discussion's you have just concluded.
It wobld be absurd to try to extract the essential "marrow" of what yo
have said, for the simple reason that it was all essential and thd prooets
of extraction could on result in loss. We can thus merely offer you a
partial and temporary recapitulation an "aide-memoire" as we call itJ
in order to avoid the more pretentious word "report". A formal report
will be prepared laterwe hope it will be reasonably completebut it
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will require time and care, as one of the participants has emphasized,
and will be submitted to you before publication.

It is extremely difficult to draw precise and unequivocal conclusions
from this particular seminar. This is partly because it has itself been an
actof co-operation, in which different ways of thinking (some pragmatic,
some more attached to theoretical and philosophical enquiry) have come
together and partly because it has been a survey of co-operation at a time
when doubts about it are being raised on a scale that might almost seem
to indicate a crisis. Mir can it be claimed that these doubts have been
entirely removed during our few days of discussion.. But substantial
clarification has certainly been achieved.

Moreover, the purpbse of IAU in Organizing seminars of this kind is
not to bring about the unanimous adoption of a series of recommendations
at any price.. It is to c ntribute to the progress of thinking on a given
subject, through the conf ontation of points of view drawn from different
countries and regions of t e world. This can have reperdussions on future
action, even if it does not produce simple recipes which claim to guarantee
success.

The problem of the relationship between thought and action has,
indeed, drminated a large part of your discussions. Since we have the 4
good fortune to be meeting in Yugoslavia, and since one of the participants
made a number of references to the complex relationships between super-
structure and infrastructure, it may perhaps nOt be out of place to preface
our observations by a quotation, from .Karl Marx. In his famous and
often-quoted thesis on Feuerbach, he said "until' now philosophers have
only 'Interpreted the world; our purpose is to change it". As a good die-,
lectical thinker Marx later came to see that superstructures themselves
affect the "base", and that interpretation of the processes of change could
itself change. In our present circumstances, certainly, it seems dangerous..
to give a straightforward priority either to interpretation or to change.

In the course of the last twenty years, in any case, we seem to have
thrown ourselves headlong into the pursuit of change without taking time
to think about all its consequences. So far as co-operation is concerned; ,
we appeared to be convinced not only that co-operation was ron the side .
of the angels, as the Secretary-General put it, but that change itself was
riding on their wings. We are now obliged to come down from these
doubly angelic heights, and even to envisage a "demonology" of co-opera-
tion; that is to say, to identify and unmask those disguised demons who,
without our knowledge (and this is what is so serious) may seek* to divert
and to distort what. We do.

The spirit Of,,prfile and of, do nation is undoubtedly one of these
demons: ,-, Perhapsoone should4' ly say the. phenomenon Of domination,
for forms of domination cadexist even in the absence of what may properly
be called a "spirit" of domination. Whin disparities between the resources
available to different human groups become too great, the richer inevitably
wield ate- weight and influence, and iometimes a fascination, going far beyond

1 Avhat-is=dasired by any individual. This could well apply to a professor
on mission in.a foreign country; it would obviously be unfair to hold him
personally-responsible for such a situation.

This raises a matter on Which all participants were in agreement,
and which was repeated throughout the themes which you were asked to
discuss It may, therefore, be desirable to say a few words about it before
speaking separately of the themes themselves. This general agreement



concerned the prithordial importance of mutual knowledge and understanding
between partners in co-operation. Almost everyone taking part insisted
on this. In the example mentioned of a professor on mission abroad,
it as stressed that he needs as much knowledge as possible, not only

he university which he is visiting, but also of the social and cultural
reality of the country concerned. He must have respect for that country
and have sensitivity and intuition enough to grasp its pbtential and its
latent possibilities for independent development.

But it is also important---and this is sometimes forgottenthat his
academic colleagues in the university which receives him should also know
as much as possible about Me societyoften an industrialized onefrom
which he come.. They should be aware of the cultural model, the mental
attitudes, everything that their colleague may bring with him unconscious-
ly (because he has assimilated certain elements of his own societ so
thoroughly that he is not aware that they will,not be accepted as a n tter
of course in other countries). Some misunderstandings could pm apg
be avoided in this way. =

It Is true, for example, that extreme and even scandalous disparit .s
exist in relationships between the so-called developed and developing
countries, and that the dependence to which a number of references were
made during the Seminar has had humiliating effects for the developing
rather than for the developed countries. But it should not be believed
that developed countries themselves live in a state of complete independence.

o They suffer from a more subtle and, one might say, more grotesque form
of dependence -that of dependence on the machines they have created,

.--., and on the complex structures they have set up in modern technological
societies. There is constant talk in the advanced countries of inevitable
evolution and irreversible change. But this is only so because these
changes arc part of a system become so powerful that it has acquired its
own independent life. "You can't stop progress " - this is the phrase
used in France, often sardonically, to express this idea of Inevitability.
It seems true to say, therefore, that by creating dependence on them
in other countries, the industrialized countries are in fact exporting their
own forms of dependence. It is difficult (Or them to give other countries
anything but what they themselves possess.

Although they ought to try, it is difficult for them to implant in the
developing countries technologies which they themselves do not possess,
medical knowledge and competence Which they do not possess, manage-
'ment systems Which they do not possess.

In the wards of an old French saying, "even the prettiest girl In the
world can only give what she has". Countries which are in need must,
therefore, realize as clearly as they can the nature of the aid which is offered
them. Such an awareness will not solve every problem, but it will help
to avoid a good deal of the rancour, disappointment and frustration found
in the developing world today.

Con derations such as these made a suggestion put forward by one
of the

Con
seem particularly timely -- namely that one of the best

contrib lions to co-operation would be for universities to promote special
studies of the larger geograpiiical and cultural areas. This would encourage
international organizations to continue their efforts in the/field of informa-
tion, at present usually more technical in character than those just mention-
ed; even if this might be a task for Sisyphus, as one of the participants
put it. It may be true that some of this work will help to fill wastepaper
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basketswe are very aware of this problem in the IAU Secretariat but
we can reasonablyshope that such documents will at least remain on office
desks or evenwhy.not? -be readby charladies. Few of them will find their
place on bedside.t.a)Wes, but it remains important, ns was said over and over
again during the SeNinar, for co-operation and the conditions for its success
to be' better known, and for a wider and wider public to be persuaded not
perhaps that'co-operation has a tiger in its tank, for this might be wrongly
interpretedbut that Its Ark contains all the riches of the human, animal
and natural species. This leads directly to the first theme of the Seminar-
the purpose and significance of international university co-operation.

1. Purpose and Significance ol International University Co-operation

In Common with Noah's Ark, the university attempts to collect and
save from the total disaster of oblivion, if not all the natural and cultural
species, at least all that has been learned and all that men have said and
thought about them throughout the ages and in all parts of the world.
Obviously, no single university`' can alone reconstitute, preserve and add
to knowledge. It must inevitably make extensive use or other work
carried out in other universities, in other countries, in other epochs. A
university is thus in essence an institution devoted to openness, to under-
standing, to co-operation. It was suggested during the Seminar that the
significance of co-operation could be deduced from its own essence. It
might perhaps be deduced from the essence of the university. Oho might
well maintain that the essence of the university and the essence of co-Opera-
tion are basically one and the same. Rut, for some participants, this
question of the essence of co-operation was not likely to lead to fruitful
results, and we will not dwell on it further. It was the existence rather
than the essence of co-operation which interested them. Rather remar-
kably, however, this showed them to be Kantlans. The a priori categories
of our understandingand of our cultures---make "being" (in this case
the "being" of co-operation) unrecognizable to reason; in the last analysis
we must have recourse to faith. And indeed, most of the participants
affirmed a strong faith in co-operation, even those, who seemed to think
it m re important to strengthen co-operation with all the resources of our
prat ical reasoning than to grasp its philosophical essence.

The image of the Ark, however, is useful in stressing the importance
of preserving itil the diversity of the world. Co-operation in fact only
makes sense. i so far as this diversity continues. Consequently it can
be said without hesitation, as one participant pointed out, that one ol the
purposes of co-operation must be to help peoples and cultures to al firm their
creative originality and thus escape from dependence. The same participant
stressed quit the aims of co-operation were a prolongation of the aims of
the university itself, so that a new conception of the university could give
a new impulse to co-operation and put it more completely at the service of ,

human gnity, .o0f the search for more just ways of life and, therefore,
of peace. In mtia the same way another participant insisted on the
fundat ntallyilkdemocratic outlook which the university should represent:
Co-op, ration should serve all mankind and foster the hopes of all workers.

'4o attempt can be made here to set out a precise statement of the
pu ose and significance of co-operation. You already have the two

client papers which were presented on this subject during the Seminar.
T Paper No. 9, of which you have c es, contains a number of precise
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and carefully formulated definitions. But there was not time for yOu
to make a new systematic analysis of purposes and sub-purposes with
any of the rigour advocated by one of the participants. We will therefore
move on to the question of reciprocity.

2. Reciprocity

The question of reciprocity does not lead us very far away from that
of the significance of As one of the speakers pointed out,
to speak of reciproca 0-operation is a pleonasm. Without its essential
prefix the "with" which defines itco-operation merely becomes "opera-
tion" and risks falling into the hands of those who aro called in English
"operatdrs", that is to say intriguers. The same eaker also pointed out
that reciprocity is not only a characteristic of inter niversity co-operation,
but also of he basic movement of the great eiviliz ions throughout history,

hich were made up of currents of exchange moving sometimes in one
, ometimes in another, and often interflowing. He recalled the

saying of Valery that civilizations are mortal. But they are mortal not
only In the sense that they one day fall into decadence and disappear,
but also in the sense that they die a little every day, like all living organisms.
More easily than living organisms, however, they can absorb grafts and
transplants. They die, but they can be transformed and renewed more
easily. This phenomenon was emphasized with regard to languages
but there are of course many other examples. The important thing is
that grafts should not be so large and so brutal that they kill of cells which
cannot be renewed. Here, too, there is a danger of thinking that only the
sociejies of developing countries are threatened by cultural alienation and
suffocation. The anthropologist Levi-Strauss attracted great attention
when he published a book entitled The Sad Tropics, because he could not
endure the thought of so many cultures threatened with &lino and extinc-
tion. But the cultures of countries in the temperate zon are also suffering
from a sense of disequilibrium because of the ruptures tl ey are undergoing,
and particularly the alienation of human beings from heir environment.
Architecture was referred to during tb.e--Seminar as a s bol of harmony
and a means of mediation between human beings and their natural surroun-
dings. One has only to look at some of our modern cities to see what
has happened to us, and Levi-Strauss might well write a new book on the
sadness of the West. As a number of speakers emphasized, we are all in
the same boat, and even if there are different classes of passengers, the(
"West" is badly in need of lessons in wisdom and the joy of living from
other cultures.

Inter-university co-operation could well be a privileged instrument
for this exchange, provided that certain rejections and tensions can be
avoided. Reciprocity does not require the exchange of like for like (whicly
would in fact make it pointless) nor does it require that gifts .should b¢
exchanged at the same moment on both sides. They may be spread over
a period, provided that the attitude and the spirit of reciprocity are main-
tained. It is more a human question than one of strict mathematical
equivalence. Further reference will be made in a moment to the importance
of the human element in co-operition. A number of technical and
structural obstacles to co-operation nonetheless remain. They were
analysed in two of the introductory statements, and there is no need to .

return to them here.
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3. Frameworks for Co-operation

There was not time to make a systematic analysis of all the frameworks
for co-operation or to evaluate their respective advantages and disadvan-
tages. This task was attempted, however, in the earlier IAU meeting
reported pn in Paper No. 9, and it might be useful, to make a reference
to the section devoted to "Patterns of International University Co-opera-
tion" on pages 25-29 of the English edition. Jut in anticipation of the
report of the present Seminar, some special maliers may be noted hero.

Firstly, it is "Important for the universlyies concerned to play a key
Ale in the planning and operation of programmes of co-operation. In
countries practising self-management, this may appear obvious, but it
was pointed out that it is by no means a bad thing for a third partyfor
example, a foundation or other hind-providing bodyto .play the role
of initiator in negotiations. One of the participants particularly stressed
this.

Secondly, regional co-operation seems to be becoming increasingly
important in the modern world.' This, impression possibly arose because
regional organizations were quite strongly represented at the Seminar,
but it does seem to correspond to a real situation. The.example of IHED
should be mentioned here; an in tute which not only rovides consultative
arrangements, but also orga e co-operation een universities and
governments In a developing region. This e plc should be carefully
assessed.

Thirdly, several participants insisted do the international and world-
wide aspect of co-operation which, tb ough the indispensable regional,
linguistic, religious and other forms should be kept in mind. Special
reference was made to the role of I$U as a world-wide organization, and
the need for Os further developmant.

Fourthly, there is a point worth recalling as important, though it
7 was raised by only one participant. Countries which engage in co-ope Lion

or aid on a large scale are obliged to work out a policy for co-operation in
other words, to make pholees. Whether these choices are made by govel
ments or by bodie,sauch as the League of Yugoslav Universities, .they are
essential if the allocation of personnel and resources is to be done in good
time: In particular, decisions must be taken about the national groups
with w*h it is proposed to co-operate; about the academic disciplines
Involved; about the levels of study; and about the forms of Araining. These
chokes are all necessary, but to countries or universities wishing to set
up co-operative links 'which fall outside the established policies of the
partner they may appear to involve the laying down of unacceptable
conditions. Hero too, mutual understanding and prior exchange of
information are indispensable if disappointments and unjustified resent-
meat are to be avoided.

ostly, and in a similar context, the importance of the resources used
in co-operation wap underlined. As things are at pre;ent, ambitious
programmes are difficult to finance from the resources of universities
themselves and their various associations. Governments and .foundations
are obviously the principal sources available. Those organizations and
officials who are concerned with the allocation of financial resources In
the service of co-operation, particularly government funds, thus play
an indispensable part, and it would lc regrettable if their efforts were
regarded with a kind of generalized suspicion. Cei\tainly, they must show

o
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respect for the dignity of the other partners, but their policies slOuld be
judged in relation to their results and not inselation to the origin -6I-the
financial resources which made them possible.

These considerations lead qiiite naturally to the 'question of criteria
for the evaluation of co-operation. - .

4. Criteria for the Elaboration and Evaluation of Programmes 01 Co-operation

Discussions at the Seminar were More concerned with criteria which
enabled programmes of co-operation to be set up with a reasmyttble chance°
of success,' than with those by which they could be Judged a posteriori
although these were not completely neglected. A detailed analysis Qf
them (with classifications and a coherent system of inter-relations for
criteria) is particularly difficult to make, as was pointed out, because they
vary considerably. from one type, of progrinnme to another. Discussion
during the Semgmr was above-all concerned with criteria for the exchange
of persons, in filarticular students, university teachers and resedrch wortters,
but it was mentioned that there are others, briefly referred to at the Seminar,
but more fully dealt with in Paper No. 9.

It should also be noted that the criteria proposed in the papers Oresent-
ed by the two speakers on this question met.with general acceptance. A
few elements emerge from them particularly clearly.

- The first Iles in the importance' of the choice of individuals. We
wore reminded of the saying that "human beings are the only real wealth",
and that co-operation can only exist between human beings, even if they
have to work through organizations and administrative structures. IL
Is of the highest importance that people who co-operate should be not only
strongly motivated, but also lucid and well-informed. The Seminar was
told of the success of inter-university co-operation in the multi-national
community represented by the Soviet Union. This success mas, perhaps,
partly title to the fact that co-operation there was the work of men united
by a common determination to build something new, and the same could
be said of the results achieved in Yugoslavia through the stimulus of the
League of Yugoslav Universities.

-- Despite the crucial role of human beings, however, co-operation
in most cases must be -institutionalized, though this does not mean that
it must be dominated by bureaucraclies. Information collected in advance
and advance planning can only be beneficial and, above 4, co:.operation
can only set itself clearly defined and mutually acceptable goals on the
basis of common agreement. These goals must, obviously, be compatible
with the financial resources available and, if necessary, modest in scope.
Finally, institutionalization is the only guarantee of that element of conti-
nuity, which cannot be sufficiently ensured by the changing careers and
destidies of individuals. To give an example which was quoted during
the discussions, the Dubrovnik Seminar entitled "The University Today"
has certainly owed its success to the initiative and even the courage of
determined individuals, but everyone is happy that it has been,ipstitutional-
ized and consequently become firmly established over the years.

A posteriori criteria for evaluation4alse very delicate problems
in that they must combine quantifiable elements with others which cannot
be measured or calculated. But this does not' leave us entirely at a loss.
Certain indicators may be usefully adopted, notably the multiplying and



cumulative effect of some programmessfor example; a
as a temporary one but which leads to the establishm nt
multi - disciplinary and multinational team of res
United States a special kind of evaluation has be carried out th
detailed surveys of certain categories of ford students, w
to make retrospective analystes of their erience in th
both its positive and negative aspect its is perhaps costly,
given most instructive results.

-- Although a number of el s emerged with sufficien larity
to be included in the final report, o systematic typology for the criteria

could be worked out. We.are not at the end of our difficulties in s qtiestion.
The Rector of the University of Belgrade was able to/ yesterday

evening that the Seminar. hid been a success. It has doubtless emitribouted
to removing some misOnderstandings, and has made us of aware of
the 'necessity for co- operation " both for Universities and for the human"
communities they serve. Some of the negative reactiofis aused by the
mistakes of the past should not lead us to doubt it este ial value. We
have not been able to work out a precise typolo y but we have at least
outlined some of the (hit principles of a "derho logy" of-co-operation,
and we have perhaps helped to exorcize that prince 1 demons whom Goethe
defined in Faust as "the one who always de s". any examples of
successful co-operation were glen during th minor, rticularly
which concern' the strengthening of Unlyersity depart eat) of e
in Africa and the creation of centres of advanced study in In
examples seen particularly encouraging; and the creation of,
excellence" in the developing countries may eventually help the

()SO

ation
Such

entres 6f
n to build

up original development models, of which thi,need 014 stressed by one
of the participants. The general public, &cr ups, too o sessed> by the
conflicts -which divide the 'modern world, does not alw s perceive the
daily and continual benefits of international co-bperati n, and perhkps
does not realizwhow 'wide it is. Universities, andtheir arious organiza-
tions must struggle constantly against this negative att

On behalf ()Flour 'AU' Secretariat we must conclu by hoping that
we havnot introduced another demon into this room is morning the
demon of boredom.

C losing Discussion
,Sir Hugh Springer thanked 111x. Daillant: lie ha( 'presented a very'

good SUmmacy al the main lines o/ tbe.discussions. 11 ny o/ the partici-
"' parils /elt that a, particular point had been milled or in ulliciently

sized, or 17 they wished to re-open discussion on any que 1 , the flax w'as
now open.'

Dr. HOLLAND believed that the referente to frame
in the aide-memoire did not do justice to the role of I

. centre for .co-ordination and documentation. This ,wa.
le to the inndesty of the Secretariat. But althou

been paid to regional en-operation some parti
a ten ion to the,genuinely international character of 'I
be emphasized once agnin in the closiiig. discussion.

Professor RYDNIKOW spoke 61 the fundamental
4. alms and purpose's of co- operation. They were insepa

and purposes of the university 'Itself. The next Gen

14 for co-operati n
itself tyS a w rid

rio do lit at I ti-
ll; mu att on
pkint

ould

s.
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IAU would be asked to consider what basic objective the universities
of the world should set themselves, and for this they ould make use of
the reports of the Seminars. The repot!. of the pre nt Seminar should,
therefore, bring out clearly what had been said tout the purposes of
co-operation. In the majority of countries the un ersities were the most
democratic institutions in society and in the Into eats of all mankind, this
characteristic should alSo find its expressicfn I emotionally. -

In his paper Dr. Cuevas d 1 Cid had pointed wit that universlt
co-operation should contribute o the peen &Lion of human dignity an
to the search for new and enore ust forms"of fie as well as for the establish-
ment, of peace base( on sociny ustice. Th .e points should be re-emphasiz-
ed in,,the present iseussio

It! was also importm to draw a ention to examples of successful
co-operation, such as th e mentionec ky Dr: Kirpal.

Finally Ij was to hoped that given the importance of the subject,
the published report of the Semi ar would be drafted with great care,
as had been the reports of the artier, seminars.

Professor Discnnmes as cd whether the published text of his pap
might include certain pass es that he had felt obliged to omit when prese l-
ing it in order not to e ceed the time allocated to hint.

-0

Sir, Hugh Sell Gun believed that the participants would be I
to lig .e to this, request.

Mr. Gun...10711s felt that the aide-memoire was an eAcellent (I( cumtit.
e hoped, hoVever, that greater emphasis could be placed on the sefulnesS/

of th Moils of those engaged In the task of seeking funds for co /operations
might help to dispel misunderstandings which could arise by'connection

ith certain programmes. At the present time the, progratinnei of co-/ operatioft needed by the university community could not be financed
.simply from -the resources of the universities themselves and from the
membership dues they Old to their associations. Machinery was -needed/ to seek the necessary funds frOm governments, from foundations and from
other sources, on condition that the dignity of all the 'menthes involved
was scrupulously respected, together with their right to share in the plann-
ing and evaluation of the programmes carried out.

Dr. Kirpal congratulated the Secretarial on the aide-me:noire and asked
what arrangements would be mode /or purnishing the report of the &odium.

Mr. Aitken outlined the plan for publishing the report, stressing that a
draft would first be submitted for comment and' upprovul to the participants
und to the members of the Administrative Board of IA U. The printed report
was expected to appear at the end of 197.1. or early in 1975.

Sir Hugh Springer said that the warm thanks ol the participants were
due to the Secretariat, to the interpreters, as well as to all those in BelyrU de .

who had helped to (vanize the Seminar un4 the stay o/ the participants:1n
Yugoslavia. It was lot -possible to mention every name but the Seminiir
was specially indebted to MD. Stifovie.

Mr. Keyes thanked the participant. on behalf of the Assoehition rind
expressed the hope that,they would be abler take part in its next General
Conference, tO he held at the University of Moscouvin August 11.

Mr. Stifovie thanked the participants for their kindness and edToperation.
Ile was warmly upplauded and on !his note Sir Hugh Springer declared the
Seminar closed,
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International Association of Universities

Mr. H.M.R. KEYE,
Secretary-General

MT. D.J. ArrkEri,
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INTERPRETERS

Discussions at the Seminar were conducted in l nglish, French andSerbo-Croat.
Simultaneous translation was provided in Fr ch and English by

James Poole and Carol Ades; to and from Serbo- at by Kiril Svinarski,
Vida Japkovie, Olga Bambie, Jasmiana Lubajlovic, Kolja Lajkanttovid
and Mirjana Joanovie, with Mladen Kosti6 (technician).
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WORKING PROGRAMME

Inaugural Session
;',Ildroduction of Theme:

The Purpose and Significance of Co-operation
Discussion of Theme

Tuesday, 7 May

11*.roduction of Theme,:
1;1 Reciprocity in Cd-operation: Obstacles and Advantages

.biscussion of Theme

Introduction of Theme:
' I Frameworks for Co-operation: Institutional, National,thRegional,

International
Discussion of Theme

Wednesday, 8 May

Introduction of Theme:
Criteria for the Evaluation of Co-operation

Discussion of Theme

Thursday, 9 May

Discussion of Theme (continued)

Friday, 10 May

General Appraisal o/ Discussions

Closing Session
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ANNEX

The'-.study on which the present publication is based is lot the first unfter-
taken by the International Association of .4.iniversities n this field. One
dealing .specifically with formal programmes of co-ope ation between uni-
versity institutions was carried out by the Association i 1959 of the request
of Unesco and with its financial support.

It was made by a Committee coin of the following, who were members
of the Association's Administrative oard at the time: Ir. J. Baugniet,
versify of Brussels, then President of the Association; Dr. C.K. Zurayk,
Professor of History, Ameri an University of Beirut, former Rector, Uni-
versity of Damascus; the late r.N. Carrillo, then Rector, National University
of Mexico the late F C. James, then Principal and Vice-Chancellor,
Mc.Gill Univers: r. T. Morito, then President, Hiroshima University; and
Mr. H.M.R. K es, Secretary-General, International Association 91 Uni-
versities. The Committee met at Uneicp House in Paris from 21 August
to 4 ptember, 1959, under the Chairmanshiptof Dr. J. Baugniet and with
Dr (C .K.Zurayk as Rapporteur.

The field of co-operation in which universities or heir members are
engaged in .one. way or aoother was considered too ast to be tackled
usefully by an enquiry which had to be conducted on a odest scale. The
terms of reference of the Committee therefore were limited, and it was
asked to examine 'forms of co-operation which had risen from official
arrangernen,ts made by al.funiversity with one or more universities in other
countries, either on their own initiative or with the aid of foundations,
governmental bodies, or intergovernmental agencies.

Wishing to be as practical as possible in its approach, the Committee
spent a substantial part of its time in critical examination of reports on
programmes of co- operation which had actually been carried out. The
information which had been collected for it revealed great diversity in the
nature and purposes of these programmes and, basing itself on administra-
tive rather than academic or intellectual considerations, the Committee
found it useful to classify the various areas of formal co-operation under
the following headings:

Academic organization and administration.

II. Establishment or development of particular faculties, departments
and research institutes. _

a) Programmes of limited duration between two or more univer-
sity institutions forte specific purpose of creating a -new
faculty department or research institute.
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Programmes of limited duration between two or more univer-
sity institutions for the specific purpose of strengthening or
reorganizing a particular faculty; department or research
institute.

c) programmes of continuing collaboration between two or more
university institutions to enrich the work of partidular facul-
ties, departments or research institutes of one or of all institu;
tions concerned.

III. Teaching and research.
IV. Inter-university conferences, seminars and meetings.
V. Student exchanges.

VI. University celebrations, delegations, friendship weeks.

The Committee also found it practical to classify the various types of
arrangement for cart ng out these. different forms of co-operation. It
used the following he dings:

I. Arrangements made directly between university institutions on
their own account and with their own resources.

II. Arrangements made between university institutions arising from
their Membership of official university bodies.

III. Arrangements made between university institutigns with the parti-
cipation of a private foundation or similar body.

IV. Arrangements made between two or more university institutions
and a governmental agency.

V. Arrangements made between two or more university institutions
and an intergovernmental agency.

The Committee's examination led to the formulation of twelve specific
recommendations:

1. Greater concern among universities for inter-university co-operation.

Faced as they are 4iy the tremendous challenges of this age, many
universities throughoOt the world are, reconsidering their basic responsi-
bilities and are attempting to reformulate their historic mission in tie light
of prestnt-day requirements.

It is suggested that in this "prise de conscience", universities should pay
particular attention td their opportunities and their duties in the field of
inter-university co-operation. In doing so they would be grounding
thRmselves more firmly in their own traditipn and, at the same time,
helping themselves, indlvidualry and collectiveiY, to accomplish successfully

ithe new tasks with which they are confronted.i
As a result of this Increased concern for inter-university co-operation,

universities will be more ready to seek and appropriate funds from within
their own resources for such co-operatio, even when they are facing gfeat
difficulties in providing for their own rIteds, and will exert greater efforts
to 'overcome the obstacle1 which stand in the( way of fruitful participation
in these programmes by their faculties and students.

We should not in any way minimize the difficulties that universities,
even the older and highly developed ones, are finding to recruit adequate
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personnel for their own rapidly developing needs. Today this is largely a
matter of training and encouraging the development.of qualified men and
women, since the supply of properly trained candidates is inadequate in
every country. But we suggest that, together with their efforts to meet
their own needs, universities should strive to meet the additional require-
ments which inter-university and international collaboration place on their
shoulders. Universities would facilitate the task of this collaboration if
they normally plan to train and recruit an additional increment of staff for
the purpose of inter-university exchange or assistance, or, at least, if they
develop the means of locating and recruiting such staff so as to be able to
make rapid and effective use of opportunipes of co-erperation when they
arise.

The task of collaboration would also be facilitated if universities and
governments work out policies and procedures which would allow their "taff,
whenever the nature of the programme demands it, to obtain leave of
absence which may extend to as long as three years, without losing status
or promotion and retirements rights.

The success of programmes of inter-university co-operation depends
ultimately upon the faith of the universities in this co-operation as an
integral part of their mission.

2. Co-operation based on planning.

To be truly effective, and for their own balanced development, inter-
university co-operation should be integrated as far as possible into the
overall and rational planning of the institutions concerned. Otherwise an '
institution may not receive what it primarily needs, nor give what another
institution really lacks.' The benefit derived from co- operation may be
only marginal, and in certain cases programmes of co-operation may prove
in the long run to be actually harmful by creating an imbalance in the total
programmes of some institutions.

It is suggested that the objective of inter-university co-operation should
be the mutual strengthening and enrichment of universities through the
development of the distinctive capacities of each one on the basis of rational
planning by universities, as well as on an inter-university level.

Although a great deal of study has been carried out by various univer-
sity and inter-university bodies on the relatiVe importance of humanism,
science and technology within the framework of a university, the Committee
feels that a wider and more thorough analysis is urgently needed. It
recommends that either Unesco or IAU should promote the diffusion of the
results of these studies, and explore, the possibilities of undertaking a
comprehensive investigation, on a world-wide bats, of the bAlVace".^01 -
studies within a university. Such an investigation will provide the standard
that will permit an individual university to plan more satisfactorily its own
development, and to seek appropriate aid from other institutions.

,3. Outside agencies.

A large part of the co-operation already achieved has been made pos-
sible by financial assistance from outside bodies. However, as has already
been noted, programmes supported by governments or governmental
agencies cannot but be affected by political considerations. And these
considerations, particularly In programmes of assistance, loom prominentyl
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in the attitude of the recipient country when agreements are concluded
between a world power and a small State.

These problems..vyould be greatly alleviated if all resources allocated by
governments for this purpose were pooled In an international fund, which
would be used for the strict purposes or university collaboration and
assistance, independent of political pressures and considerations.

It is realized by the Committee that such pooling would involve very
important changes in present governmental policies and that many other
serious problems would be raised, but it feels that such a principle should be
recognized to be most desirable for the ultimate success of international
action in thiS

It is our considered opinion that the contribution of outside agencies
'achieves the best results when it is limited to aiding the programmes of
co-operation evolved by the universities, or tp suggesting constructive areas
of collaboration. Inter-university co-operation is most useful when it is
undertaken as a result of direct negotiation and arrangement between
universities themselves, and when, universities enjoy the utmost freedom
in the initiati d execution of the programmes in question.

4. Reciprocity.

It is suggested 'hat collaboration between univ r ties should be based
on the mutual recognition of university standards d of the equality in,
nature, if not in resources, of universities. The prin ple of reciprocity may
not, in present circumstanc s, be strictly adhered in the sense that a
younger and less developed u iversity be expected to s nd the same number
and type of people to an of er and more deireloped one. The main point,
is that the feeling should be rented that an exchange IS taking place, that
a process is being initiated wl ich will eventually lead to a genuine exchange
between two bodies which art of the same ospecies", and profoundly, ,akin.
Both superiority and inferiority complexes should be eradicated.

New universities in economically underdeveloped countries are in Many
cases able tb provide Services which are not obvious at first glance. There
is no doubt that such universities can be helpful to older universities in
fields.,such as archaeology, philology, comparative religion and philosophy,
history, economic, and social studies, and various other areas of investiga-
tyin. Every attempt should be made to discover and make use of the
contribution which a less developed university can make.

5. Long-term or short-term arrangements.

It is suggested that long-term\ arrangetnents are more valuable than
short-term ones. On the one hand, their benefit becomes cumulative and,
on the other, they are not as subject as the latter to change of policies or
financial exigencies. They afford a surer ba1is for sound planning.

Short-term arrangements are most effective when they are entered
into in the context of the university's long-term needs and plans.

In view of the fact that outside funds are usually subject to annual
decisions, it is most important that contributing outside agencies allocate
'funds which are, as far as possible, free from this restriction, so that the
planning and execution of the arrangements can be carried out with a
tense of assurance and continuity. Whenever, as is often the case, such
agencies cannot guarantee long-term financing, it is important that they
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explore the possibility of ,establishing financial arrangements that will
enable them to give at least six months notice of the termination of any
project.

6. Duration o/ exchange prolessorships orlecttireships.

Short visits of professors for a few days are, in many cases, not very
helpful. Although they bring certain educational and international
benefits, these benefits are not always commensurate with their costs. It
is suggested that exchange visits by professors should be sufficiently long
for the professor to render a genuine contribution to the university. For
old institutions with developed and continuing programmes, no less than
one month should be allowed for these visits. For programmes of assistance
to new universities, the minimum time, in the Committee's view, should .
be six months.

7. Integration of exchange teaching with university curricula.

When teaching by exchange professors fails outside the regular cu rd-
tuluin of the university, it usually does not have the same impact as when
it forms part of the curriculum. Jt is suggested tlult, as far as possible,
institutions should strive-to integrate exchange programmes within their
curricula. The professor would thus share In a definite part of the pro-
gramme required from the students, giving his own pitrticular contrigution
to it within-a definite context rather than in an incidental manner. .

It is important that these and other programmes of collaboration be .,,
Integrated within the particular academic units of the university. When'
ever they are Isolated by themselves .or set up as independent units, IVA
lose in their total or cumulative effect and do not adequately promote the
Integral and long-term development of the university. -,

8. Regional or world-wide co-operation.

Regional exchanges between university teachers and students and the
establishment of departments or institutes to serve particular regions. such
as the Regional Faculty of Social Sciences at the University- of Chile, or
regional institutes for the Arabic-speaking countries of the Middle East--
are valuable forms of inter-university co-operation. They reduce the costs
of such co-operation and help the cultural' development of the region.
Students participating in these exchanges pursue their studies throughschlanguages and in cultural atm eres which are familiar to them and
become more firmly attached their roots. ,.

Completely different from. such efforts to develop within a special region
educational facilities of outstanding quality, is the wider exchange of
students and professors of different cultures. In this case, to which the
East-West Major Project of Unesco is directed, the purpose of the exchange
Is to introduce the teacher or student to a culture different from his own.
It should be emphasized that exchanges of this kind are of vital Importance
to Western universities and Western communities which, In most cases,
have but a meagre knowledge of Eastern culture, history, and philosophy.
In many respects Inter-university co-operatlit a an be most fruitful when it
brings together universities of different political and ideological tendencies,
or when it is directed to the development of mutual understanding between
East and West.
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9.- Technical assistance or cultural exchange.
It is suggested that, great as has been the contribution of programmes

of technical assistance to universities In economically under-developed
countries, the time will soon arrive,4if it has not already done so, when the
idea of technical assistance will cease to be attractive to these institutions.
Cultural exchange lies more within the tradition of inter-university co-
operation, and it is believed that this co-operation will be enhanced and
activated if its integrity is preserved, and if it is not dominated by pro-
grammes of technical assistance.

As a result of the dc- emphasizing of technical assistance and the empha-
sizing of cultural exchange in inter-university co-operation, more balanced
programmes of collaboration will be undertaken. While universities In
economically under-developed countries are in need of technical assistance
for the development of professional education, there is no doubt that there
is an overall need for exchange in the humanities and social sciences. If
universities are not only groups of technical institutes rind professional
faculties, but genuine centres for the discovery and the promotion of uni-
versal human values, then the need for exchange in the humanities is no
less important for the future of the universities and the world as a whole,
than the need for the diffusion of technique , oven if the latter may seem
more urgent and pressing.

10. Recruitment.

In programmes involving agreements between two Universities, it
seems 'that the best results in the recruitment of personnel have been
obtained in those Instances where the agency responsible for recruiting was
the regular academic unit or department of the university concerned. Such
departments arc usually more cognizant of the available candidates in
their fields, and could do a much better job interviewing and evaluating
credentials and attracting outstanding people than could special recruiting
agencies, either within or without the university.

Taking into consideration the difficulties in recruitment alluded to in
the previous chapter, it is suggested that these difficulties would be reduced
if the responsibilities for recruitment were delegated to those who are pro-
fessionally active in the respective fields in the universities, and able to
judge the professional qualifications and motivations of the available
candidates.

11. Student programmes.

In the matter of student exchanges, it appears that greater value is
derived when such exchanges are made on the graduate level. Graduate
students are more apt to benefit from them in their specialities than fur-
thering undergraduates.

However, there is a very good case for encouraging exchanges of under-
graduate students for the purposes of general education and the di/fusion
of international-mindedness and inter-cultural understanding. But such'
exchanges, to be of genuine benefit, must be carefully planned by both the
sending and the recipi nt universities, whether it be in the selection of the
students, the elaborati m of the academic and extra-curricular programmes
concerned, or in the 1, revision. of adequate housing and other material
requirements.
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12. Diffusion o/ information on university needs and resources for the pur-
poses o/ co-operation..

Mention has already been made In the general recommendations above
. of the need for an information centre on university collaboration. However,

the effectiveness of programmes of inter-university co-operation will be
enhanced also by diffusing as widely as possible information on university
needs and possibilities in this field of mutual co-operation.

Serious consideration should therefore be given to the possibility of the
establiShinenf of A co-ordinating agency within the framework of the IAU
or Unesio. Such an agency would be helpful to universities by serving as
a clearing house for their needs and thCir available res rces for co-opera-
tion. Some services are already provided by the Intc a onal Universities
Bureau, the permanent secretariat of the IAU, bu t le resources at its
dispillal arc very limited. Adequate means should be founefor the
developinent of this work, whether within the IAU or in other contexts.

The Committee concluded its report with the following statement:
"The university is a unique institution. It is dedicated to the pursuit of

truth. Truth is not the monopoly of any one nation, rave or culture. Hence
the task of the university is basically universal. VVhile it has resjionsibi-
lilies to its own sociejy, it has also a distinct responsibility to promote
universal values and to serve mankind as a whole.,

Thus the Committee cannot but emphasize again, at the conclusion of
itg report, that international co-operation is of the essence of the university.
To be genuinely effective, this cooperation should grow as the result of an
awakened sense of responsibility on the part of the universities, of sound
planning of their resources and needs, and of full freedom in the promotion
of co-operation among them, as well as in the discharge of their tasks in
general."

*

._J

Another study dealt with the areas and patterns of international university
co-operation.

It was made by a Working Party specially set up by the Administrative
Board o/ 1A11. The members of-this Working Party were: Dr. 1. Gonzalez
G., Rector, University of Cbncepcidn, Chile; Dr. G.P. Gorshkov, Professor,
University 01 Moscow; Dr. B. Jankovie, Rector, University of Nit, President
of the League of Yugoslav Universities; Dr. Mohammed Moms' Ahmed,
Rector, University o/ Cairo; Dr. R.M. Myers, Pro-Vice-Chiincellor, Uni-
versity of New South Wales, Kensington, Sydney; Dr. G.D. Parikh, Rector,
University of Bombay; Dr. A.T. Porter, Pri cipal, University College,
Nairobi, fluiversity of East lrica; Dr. K. hompson, Vice-President,
Rockefeller Foundation; and M.J. Sirinelli, Red r, University of Limoges.
They met in Paris from 8 to 11 April 1968 under th chairmanship olDr. C.K.
Zurayk, then President of the Association. The ununary Record of their
discussions, included in Paper No. 9 of the Assoeia ion* is reproduced below.

International Usilveraylu Coquirrallon, IA11 Paper No 9 ; 1909 101 p. ISBN 92-
9002-1 IS-2.
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AREAS OF INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
CO-OPERA.TION

A. Teaching and studU

1) Exchange of Teachers.

It was agreed, firlit*of all that there was a shortage of teachers in all
parts of the world, though this was more acute or even dramatic in some,.
countries than in others. At the same time that many new universities
were being set up almost ex :Alio in the developing countries, universities
in the developed countries were passing through .an unprecedented crisis
of growth, caused by the conjunction of many different factors: the "demo-
cratization" of higher education; the rapidlnerease of the need for specialists
in economic systems depending more and More on scientific technology, and
the explosive expansion of knowledge itself. As Dr. Thompson suggested,
thfs situation, could be temporary and was likely to become gradually
stabilized. But for the moment it created a condition of extreme tension,
for everywhere the need for co-operation and mutual aid was risihgdrama-
Deafly at a time when it was becoming more and more di nit to satisfy.

In some ways, the shortage of teachers had only a li cd influence on
exchanges in the full sense, that is to say on exchanges based on reciprocity.
The professor going lo teach elsewhere was in those cases replaced by a
foreign colleague so that in terms of numbers the situation good or bad.- -
was not changed. Traditional exchanges between welPeatablished dniver-

. sities were not greatly affected ty the shortage of personnel. Clearly
they could be greatly extended, and they were still encountering an exten-
sive series of obstacles of an economic, adrhinktrative, or even political
and psychological kind, as would appear later, but they were not a critical
issue at the present time. The sense of crisis often in an extremely urgent
form; arose principally in the universities of certain areas of the "third
world", which still needed a large proportion of foreign teachers and which
had the greatest difficulty finding highly enough qualified ones, or in
retaining their services for periods long enough for their presence to be
really effective. For these reasons the working party gave' its main attention
to the international recruitment of teachers for universities in CoutitrIeN.
most affected by the present crisis.

International recruitment, it was noted, raised a series of distinct
but inter-connected problems: problems of "spotting" candidates for
teaching posts abroad; problems of mobilizing teachers for this lot of
co-operation, notably by suitable career arrangements; problems of fln cc
problems arising from travel restrictions.

a) Identification of teachers for posts abroad.

With regard to the identification of potential candidates for posts
abroad, many universities did not seem to know where to look when they
needed to recruit foreign help.or were, to say the least, reduced to a limited
range of contacts based on historical factors or the consequences of the old
colonial system. For example, an English-speaking university in Africa
had contacts with the United Kingdom, and a French-speaking one with
France, but neither was sure of the procedures to be adopted in seeking
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candidates from other countries. In many,eases, these tratlitiomisources
of recruitment were no longer adequate, either quantitatively4or qualitati-
vely (even if new conditions were borne in mind, such as the considerable
efforts made by Che United Arab Republic to help other African unlvers ties).
Quantitatively, it was not possible to find teachers in adequate num ers.
Qualitatively, they had a tendency to prolong the structures and out! ok
of the old metropolitan countries and thus hinder the adaptation of unive
sities, to national needs, at the very time that discovery of new solutions
could be helped by the presence of teachers from other regions and by the
confrimption of differing traditions within the same university.

Accepting this general definition of the problem, thc working party
examined several kinds of solution.

First of all the qtlestion was raised as to whether this matter could be
dealt- with on a world-wide scale,.nt full international level and by inter-
national means. Undoubtedly, !iris solution would be the most compre-
hensive and probably the most satisfactory if it could be made Workable.
The working party therefore examined the conditions and methods by
which such a system might be organized.

Internalfonal list o/ leachers Itor posts abroad. )4.4

One possible method would be the compilation and regular publication
of a list of persons ready to accept teaching posts In foreign countries.
Discussion of this idea, however, immediately fevealed a number of serious
objections to it:

--The drawhig. up of such a list on the full Ib lernallonal scale would
represent a very considerable task and one whichwithout mentioning
costs--would involve such delays that it would be largely out-of-date
before it- appeared.

--A mere list of names would be quite intu.lequate. To be really worth-
while, such a list would have to Include an element of. evaluation "or at least
objective comment on those concernedandthis would make It still more
difficult to-complete and publish.

Teachers of real quality would doubtless Ins reluctant to alloiv their
names to appear in a document of Otis kind, even if they were perfectly
willing to accept the offer of a particular post in a .particular foreign uni-
versity,. There would also be great danger that such a list might contain
a high proportion of people whose careers had been undistinguished In their
own countries.

It was important to bear In mind that these objections seemed to be
corroborated by a practical experiment whielt had been tried by Unesco
some years ago in collaboration with the IAIi. Unesco had prepared a list
under the title "Teaching Abroad" and this had been distributed as a'
supplement to the IAU nutieffn. The experiment.had not been successful
and was discontinued.

With these facts in mind, the wor king party decided that it was unable
to recommend the drawing till of an 'international-list of candidates for
teaching posts abroad.

As Dr. Thornficon stressed, hoWiever, it recognized the value of the lists
prepared (notably in the USA)- by a number of scientific, disciplinary or
professional organizations where standards were generally spbaking rigo-
rims. In certain cases, consultation of these -lists could be very useful,
but tire' working party felt that multi-disCiplinary international lists of the
kind Mentioned earlier could not be- drawn up in the sante way...
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List 01 vacant posts.
Another typ-e of list might be concerned not with candidates fOr Vacant

posts, but with the posts themselves. In this field there was an important
example of an international list, for Unesco had published since 1963 a
brochure entitled "Teachers for Africa", which set out posts vacant in the
African- universities (except for the United Arab Republic where .a special
situation existed, In that this country Was itself giving important assistanee
to others). The working pafty agreed that this list was of great value and
exliressed the hope that it would be continued and, if possible, extended to
other parts of the'world, particularly Latin America and Asia.

Oternational in /ormation centre_

Beyond the publication of lists, a more ambitious form Of action was
theoretleally'Possibles Thib would consist of the creation of an important'
agency, for information and selection which, on a permanent basis, could
maintain registers of eventual candidates for teaching posts abroad and
vacant posts,in different countries, put the parties concerned in touch with
each other, and be able to-supply Informalfon both about candidates and
posts open for recruitinett. By keeping its information constantly up-to-
date, and by ensuring continuous contact between supply and demand,
such an International university labour exchange might be able to overcome
many of the shortcomings pointed out by the Working party in the mere'
issue of lists. However, for snail an exchange to work satisfactorily at the
international level it would require a large and costly establishment, almost
certainly needing computers, and it was not at present clear What agency
would be able or willing to finance it. There was a further danger that it
might introduce an undesirable element of bureaucratic or technocratic
de-personalization into the field of university recruitment, in which the
personal element should be of the highest importance.

Better use of existing services Recommendation. -
Finally, such an agency would involve a waste of resources in so far as it

might duplicate recruiting services already in existence or which were
beginning to grow up in the developed countries and within certain cultural
areas such as the CommonWealth. The working party agreed that at the
present stage at least it was precisely these services which offered the
greatest promise of improving the present situation. It therefore recom-
mended-action on three main points:

the strengthening and developmentof existing national and regional
services, whether governmental, university or inter-university;

-the establishment of links-between them, if possible through en-ordi-
nation first. of al) at the regional level (geographical or cultural region's and,
as need arose, their progressive enlargement);

the establishment of better arrangements for existing bfreaus and
services to be more widely publicized. In this conflation it was noted
that Unesco's Teachers /or 'Wien listed these and that the World 'List. of
Universities published by the IAU tried to mention them systematically in
its sections dealing with university Orgiltilzations in each country. Taking
,these lists as a base, the working party believed that more direct relations
between them could be established. University heads who seeking to
recruit. foreign staff could, for example, make personal contact with the
organizations In question. Personal visits of this kind could at any rate
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-. -be the beginning of more regular relationships and universities might tlieusend lists of their needs more systematically. In spite of the generalshortage.tof teaching. staff, a number or universities were perfectly ready toallow members of their teaching staffs tO go abroad, but were preventedfrOm -doing so by their ltrck of exact information concerning 'needs.Dr. Gorshis.ov, for instance, gave specific examples of this and suggestedthat where Ministries existed which were responsible, for the whole field ofhigher education in a country, universities which wished to obtain theservices of teachers from that country should send precise lists of theirrequirements to them. lArtere MI istrie,s of this kind did not exist theprocedure would doubtless be less simple, but requests could be sent toother governmental, non-governmental or inter-university agencies whichwere specifically concerned with teaching abroad.

Role of recruiting services and their limitations.
Lastly, so that no misunderstanding about the filnction of these centralservices and bureaus concerned with recruitment should arise, the workingparty stressed that their role should normally be limited to that of interined-iaries. There should beno question of some kind of bureaucratic substi-tution' for universities in the essential matter of the choice of their. staffs.Their task .should be to bring those concerned into contact with each other^ universities, faculties or individual professorsand these should havecomplete freedom to reach agreement on the details of their mutual arran-gements.; In the view of the working party, co-operation which arose fromdirect contacts between universities was the ideal one. As t fr. Gonzalezstressed pfi.rticularly, this guaranteed more clarity and more continuity Inthe engagements.entered into and these elements were essential for realsuccess. On an internatio al scale, however, universities still knew little. about each other and in ia

was
organizations were necessary to supplyappropriate infarmation. t waS' essential that such agencies should not ,,themselves be,,esponsible for choices, and that within the framework ofa given programme of technical assistance, for example, a universityshould not have people allocated to it without its own agreement. Thiswould be a form of neo-col alism, d in certain cases in fact it -alreadyexisted. In every case

tfin and.
was important for "assisted" universities to,have.`' the decisive word in the Choice of those who would assist them.

In the present situation, this choice could be- made from only kverylimited number of persons, and in addition to the no identify them,it was elly necessary to increase ?their numbers as much as possibleby mobi$Ping more teachers for the tasks of international co-operation.., ....9
b) obilizcition of teachers for posts abroad.
Increase numbers.

raised problem quite different from t ,s#e of identification mentioned
This incre se of the number of acade staff available for co-operation

above. They ffect it a and policies of every university very pro-foundly. It was merely a atter of creating informationagencies andothers concerned with negociations and contracts, but of creating actualreserves of people 'within the university field and of setting up structureswhich would allow these reserves to be guided into co-operative work.
Non-university organizations were certainly able to give considerablehelp in this field. Unesco in particular had been operating training
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programmes for a number of years for teaching staff in African and ,Catin

American countries. These progiammes had already trained some
250 teachers and the working party hoped that they could he extended.

Such an extension, however, could not reasonably be expected to meet

already existing needs and those foreseen in the future. These were so

great th only a powerful effort on the part of the university community
could m t them.

As a me ure, ticerefore, the working party recomMended that
universities which were willing to provide help for othersand this in the
main meant the universities of the developed countriesshould make
systematic attempts to create and fill a number of posts beyond their own
immediate needs. The meeting of heads of African universities in Khar-
toum in 1963 had expressed the hope that this level of "excess" personnel

should be carried to 20%. This was an ambitious figure which could not

be applied automatically and would have to vary according Co disciplines,

but it had the merit of staking a claim and highlighting the size of. What

needed to be done.
The working pally was not itself ready to put forward a precise per-

centage in this way. It also believed that expressions like "excess" per-
sonnel or "over-staffing" were ambitious, and could giVe the impression
that co-operation was not a normal and essential university function but
something superfluousa luxury.

In its view the iniportant thing was that universities § hould try as far
as possible to recruit adequate staffs, thatis to say staffs capable,_over and

above the eds of each institution, of Undertaking the crucial work of
co-operation. ch a deliberate recruitment policy would require pro-
longed efforts of pe suasion among the authorities responsible for credits

,,..-for the creatiWof university posts. But .good examples could be conta
" gious.

Changes in career systenajauguring co.-operation.

It was also necessary for this reserve of teachers to be actually available
for co-operation, and this involved special arrangements in career systems.

Many university people hesitated to accept a post abroad because of the
negative effects which a prolonged absence could have on their careers in

their own countries or their own universities. In consequence there was
either complete abstention, or limited application for engagements of short
duration which in fact were sometimes merely half-engagements, sincc those
concerned made only a physical move, but morally and intellectually
reitained at home. As Dr.. Porter pointed out, a visiting teachemight
take up to a year to install himself and then leave with little accompliShed
other than the elements of a teaching system conceived more in relation
to the interests of -his own career than to the real needs of the university
he had visited. For a period abroad to yield all its benefits, particularly
in a yoUng university where it-vfaknot a matter of playing a-part in a solid,
and well-established system, but of contributing to the creation and con-
tinuation of new structures, it had to be sufficiently longsome members
of the working part*: considered i -to be, four or five years.

The problem thus, consisted in arra ing ways in which teachers might
be absent for relatively long periods without harming their careers. A

number of promising solutions had been found in some countries And
universities. -.4r1
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From the format point of view these solutions were simplest in t
an

case
of State universities, where the academic staff were civil servants en ying
all the benefits of this status. This was the case in France, for example,
where periods of work abroad raised few problems, particularly in relation
to a group of French-speaking countries which had entered into formal
agreements with France by which the French universities undertook to fill
certain vacant posts in the higher educational institutions of the other
country. These secondment procedures varied according to whether or not
the teachers concerned held established posts in France. When an estab-
lished teacher was going to a foreign post, his appointment in his owi

,)university was maintained and the Ministry of Education supplied th
necessary credits for a substitute during his absence. In the case of youn
teachers, not yet 'holding frial appointments but who had passed th
competitive examinations foOhe university career (agregation), the pre I-
dent of the jury conducting their examination could offer them appoi
ments to posts in French-speaking countries and, if they accepted, posts
in French universities were then reserved for them, and they could take
them up three or four years later. The same process was carried out in the
United Arab Republic where universities were also Stgte institutions, and
where professors who accepted foreign posts, usually for periods of four
years, kept their home appointments until their return.

Special career arrangements had also been made' in countries Avhere,, -
university .appointnients were not linked to the State. Dr. Sloman had
mentioned in his report the: "home base" system used in the United King-
dom, as well as a number of other arrangements as part of direct agreements
between universities. Iu the United States a number of solutions had been
found despite the short-comings, at the Federal level, of the International
Education Act. Solutions of this kind were frequently found by organiza-
tions like Education and WO'rld -Affairs or the Rockefeller Foundation
which, with others, provided funds enabling some American universities
cand Canadian and English ones alto) to create extra posts in the social
sciences. Dr, Thompson felt, however, that it was doubtful if programmes
entirely suppOrted by external agencies, and intended to create a kind of
co-operation force, would attract the best candidates. It seemed preferable,

n if efforts were supported from outside, that they should be incorpor-
ated within university systems themselves. A number of formulae for
this could be considered. A faculty 'of agriculture, for example, could
have an "international" department whose members would spend three or
four years abroad, thus working for international co-operation and, on their
return, enriching their own university with the experience they had acquir-
ed. Another faculty might appoint a number of young teachers whose
services it would not itself need for a number of years and who could thus
carry out a prolonged mission abroad. Generally speaking, Dr. Thompson
suggested, many young university people were keenly interested, in the
chance of working abroad (particularly in the developing countries) and
were more and more aware of the advantages on professional, cultural and
human grounds which thi§ offered. Universities themselves, however,
seemed to have rather conflicting attitudes. Some of the most important
were open-Minded in this question, and ready to admit the value some of
their staff-members might draw from direct experience of foreign countries
and different cultures, an experience which at the same time could be of
value to the university. But there were less well-established institutions,

J which took a very different view, since they were anxious to consolidate\ r
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Weir own reputations, and wanted their academic staffs to publish as mu ii
as possible and not to be distracted by absences abroad. It had to be
remembered also that, th0: legislatures of some American states which the
Land Grant colleges has ,asked for financial aid to cover work dd by
academic staff had turned/ a deaf ear. The "education" of those ncerned
seemed necessary.1

It should be borpt in mind, moreover, that the advantages to be
gained from long periods spent in the developing countries were not the same i,
in sill academic disciplines. They were more obVious in medicine; tropical
agriculture or anthropology than, for example, in high energy physics, but
they could be very important in many fields which were of crucial importance
for the developin &dries. A clearer recognition of this was evidently',_
necessary in- u rsity circles. A period gi 1 o co-operation- was not a
"sacrifice" f the donor, but could, on the contra se particularly useful
to him. The working party thus expressed th\ wi h that universities
should consider periods spent abroad by member' 1 , ..their staffs as an
integrapart of their careers, and ensure that thos I who undertook them
were in no way penalyed.

However, if workin co-operation should not interrupt the careers of
those involved, the work itself ,also had to be 'continuous. Much of its
usefulness wottld be lost if it was not followed up. Before ending its
discussion of this question, the wo arty recommended that university
teachers working in foreign univer 'ties s uld try not only to ensure their
own teaching and research while there, ut to train those who would
succeed them.

.
e) Financing of teaching abroad:

Optimum use of available funds.
This conjern with continuity provided a starting point for the working

pally in its discussion of the financing of teaching abroad. It felt that the
resources available for this type of co-operation were inadequate and, that
their effectiveness was often reduced by excesilive dispersion. Consider-
able sums were spent on short-term arrangements, some of which were
'lightning visits' by professors who had no time to grasp the local university
situation in all its complexity (and who, as Dr. Porter pointed out, were
sometimes made ill by the prodigality of their welcome) and who deppted
after the rapid formulation of over-hasty advice or the drawing up of a
report which was merely shelved indefinitely.

It was vital that available funds should be used for longer visits which
would give positive results and stimulate a real continuity of effort.
Dr. Thompson stressed that annual credits were nottreully a very god base
for financing these activities, since they made it impossible to ensure any
long-term planning. In the case of many programmes orco-operation it
was essential for funds to be provided or guaranteed for long periods of
time:

Moreover, as Dr. Gonzalez urged, it was generally desirAble that a
university benefiting from a programme of co-operation should itself bear
part of the cost. This financial involvement from the beginning offered
some hope that the work could be carried on when the programme itself
had ended. It could be suggested that a university receiving a foreign
teacher should pay his local expenses and part of his remuneration, using
funds from one of its own vacant posts, a procedure usually possible in
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most universities. The other university concerned (or other grganization)
shoul cover travel costs and, when necessary, pay part of his salary so that
he co d continue to' Oceive remuneration on the same stale as at home.
It was lso important Ibr universities receiving foreign colleagues to define
clearly the facilities they were ready to place at their disposal:i offices,
laborat ri , library services and auxiliary staff. Precise plans should be
made f r the continuation okactivities initiated by a foreign guest, based
particu ly on the young staff that he would train. In the other direction,
it was ss n ial for universities sending young teachers and research'workers
abroa to guarantee posts for them on their return.

e working party endorsed these various remarks and recommended
that funds available for co-operation should so far as possible be employed
not in isolated operations but In programmes which offered a certain conti-
nuity, and that their financing should be arranged in ways that encouraged
long-term planning,

It also recognized rthht, in questions of finance, it was often neces-
sary to look for ways which avoided the use of foreign currencies, a matter
on which Dr. Gorshkov insisted. He gave an example of such a method,
similar to the earlier proposal of Dr. Gonzaleztha th "sending" univer-
sity should be responsible for travel costs, which it co d eet in its own cur-
rency, and that the "receiving" university should re ponsible for local
expenses which could be paid in the relevant natioha currency. With
some of the difficulties of foreign exchange avoided in th's way, and parii-
cularly if the exchanges were on a reciprocal basis, it was relatively easy
for two universities to accept comparable expenditures.

Scale oh funds.
The working party did not hold a long discussion on the question of the

scale of funds available for co-operation. These were considered td be
inadequate, and it could only recommend their increase by all possible
methods.

Inlernaltonal financing.
More time was spent, however, on the question of intbrnational Iffitny-

ing ofTo-operation. Bilateral governmental assistance, and even the he p
provided by some private organizations, as Dr. Moursi stressed, ran the risk
of involving political conditions or at least of choices made in terms of
political criteria, whether these were admitted or not. Help which was
administered thrbugh an international fund provided the greatestsgaarantee
of objectivity, ant& the work done-in this field by Unesco, or using. Unesco
as an intermediary, for example, was of the greatest value. A difficulty was
that international funds came from national .sources-- the some sources
which provided bilateral programmes and which they were most reluctant
to abandon. A further difficulty was that the administration oectopera-
tiire help through an international organization would involve large and
expensive agencies and these could hardly avoid_o certain bureaucratic
clumsiness.

Though it could not, under present conditions, advocate complete
international financing of co-operation, the working party expressed the
hope that additional funds which could be obtained for it should as far as
possible be administered by to international agency, which could exercise
the greatest care to ensure that coherence &lid continuity which the working
party considered to' be essential for all aspects of assistance.
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d) Obstac/ les arising from travel restrictions.

Examinatibn of uroblems raised by co-operation in the matter of staff
showed at once that it was necessary to study the obstacles to it: the
shortage of teachers was an obvious one, probably the most important;
the lack of financial resources was another. But beyond these ob$tacles
rooted in present conditions and partly responsible for the present; crisis,
there were others,of a more permanent natifft. Thcy were lep the product
of an internal educational situation than of general political and ultural
conditions. r

Linguistic obstacles.
0 Linguistic obStacles were among those. These were, of cour e, to some

extent an "Internal" aspect of university co-operation, since the raetice of
such co-operation tended to redtrOe them, and communicati n between
cult es based on different languages was one of the purposes f co-opera-
tion. The multiplicity of langua eswhether this was reg ded as ,the
curse o el or as ahappy floweri of diversitywas somet ing affecting
not only universities but mankind a whole, and would do so for along
time to come. It was only too .41rvious, however, that it handicapped
exchanges of teachers. There was>,only one way of overco ing it .in the
long run--the raising of the linguis lic standards of student and teachers,
especially in the main internationi languages.

In the meantime, to face up In urgent needs, some limbers of the
working party, particularly Dr. Porter, suggested that the e should be no
hesitation in using the techniques at simultaneous interpret tion or ordinary
consecutive interpretation where necessary. This solutio was obviously
useful In a nuinber of cases, particularly where the Ian uage used by a
visiting'professor and the content, of his subject were stffficient4, known
for translation to be effective, Such a system, however, could only be
syStematically employed by a university which already NA people able tb
operate it, and that was in many Cases to beg the question. Professional
interpreters, highly enough qualified to be able to translate lectures at
university level were still rare, rarer in fact than feachrs themseives.and
certainly not less "expensive".

Is The problem was less difficult in the Case of the exact and natural
sciences than in the humanities. e krince employ language which is
largely international and deal in c ncepts and terms w ich can he exactly
translated from one language to m other. Yet, as Dr. Parikh stressed; it
was in these latter fields that exchanges and, above all, tic diversification of
exchanges were most desirable. For natural selences nd technology one
could, if necessary, be content with the kind of exchan es that arose from
traditional linguistic affinities (such as those between It die and the United
Kingdom).. 111 the humanities, on the other hand, a r wider range was
called for and even a university which was well equipped in (ill fields of
study needed to seek the co-operation of university teachers from other
cultures. This was all the more true because of the real difficulties mention-
ed by Dr. Sirinelli, who stressed that "linguistic" obstacles are not limited to
language in the narrow sense of the word, but Involve a number of intellec-
tual processes and systems of cultural reference mort or less explicit, us
well as methods of presentation which are of the gr.atest importance in
communication and which are distinct from the language itself, even
though they impregnate it. Ag st such difficulties of comprehension
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there seemed to be no' other remedy than actual exchanges themselves, for
which the knowledge of foreign languages was a necessity. .1

For these reasons the working party expressed the wish thatZunkversities
should be more systematically concerned with extending and deepening
the linguistic formation of their student's and, above all, their young tea-
chers and research workers who would later undertake actiVities In the field
of international co-operation.

Dr. Gorshkov gave an interesting illustration of this. Foreign students
arriving in the Soviet Union with no knowledge of Russian twere able to
achieve a sufficient 'knowledge of that language in the course of one year of
intensive study to beahle to follow normal university, teaching.

Dr. Parikh pointed out, however, that one conld onlY learn a foreign
langnage well if one had a strong inner motive for doing so. Courses in
foreign languages as such were inadequate if they took place in an atmos-
phere of indifference. Their real value could only be achieved if universities
tried to animate stndents with the interest, curiosity and real desire to
know a foreign tongue.

Legal and administrative obstacles.
Legal and administrative arrangeMents in a number of countries

constituted more obvious external ob4acles to co-operation.
In 'the first place, restrictive regulations adopted by governments in the

granting of entry and exit visas were often a source of difficulty in exchanges
of university teachers and students. In these circumstances, the working
party considered whether the establishment of a kind of Laissez-Passer
similar to that which the United Nations issued to some °fits collaborators
and experts could be envisaged for certain categories of teachers and
stndents. For students, such a proposal was quickly seen to be ntopian
in present circnmstances, and even for teachers it seemed unlikely that such
It step could be quickly achieved in the present climate of distrust existing
between certain governments, together with the suspicion some of them

*showed towards intellect-bals.
Thus the first task seemed to be the changing of this climate and

obviously this would need a great deal of time. A change for the better
had appeared in recent years, but the extent of what remained to be done
was obvious if the present situation was compared Ali that found In fairly
recent periods of history. In the eighteenth century, for example, during
the wars between England and France, eminent literary and scientific
figures were able to travel freely from one country to the other. More
remarVable still, British warships in the Pacific were under orders to givt\,,
suppc(rt and assistance to French vessels engaged on scientific voyages
them. Circumstances were very different in our age, but it would seem
possible for universities, both individually and collectively, to try to pros
governments to adopt more liberal policies regarding the issuing of vi As

I to university staff. ,\
The working party hoped that the Secretariat of the IAU would keep

in touch with Unesco in any measures that could be envisaged for the
granting to university teachers (an possibly to students) of an interna-
tional document which, though it coullkhardly be a "university passport",
might assist in their applications for visas. As Dr. Porter remarked,
however, it was not advisable to seek to multiply privileges--i.e., prero-
gatives beyond those of other citizens -for members of one group or section
of society simply because they belonged to it, rather than to assist them in
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accomplishing a specific task. Obviously university people had specific
ilsks to perform, but any facilities accorded to them could only be justified
efause they furthered those tasks.

, Another obstacle of a legal and administrative nature affecting the
mOement of teachers was that of double taxation, which meant that in
so40 cases they were required to pay taxes both in their countries of origin
and .in those ley visited. A number of measures had already been taken
arnoklg certain governments for the elimination of double taxation. The
workkng party felt that it would need to dispose of more detailed information
on these arrangements before, it ,could offer any suggestions by which they
might' be extended and systematized.

Import duties and other customs charges affecting the movement of
teaching'. and research materials constituted another obstacle to co-opera-
tion. Here again, a number of measures were already in force, such as the
Agreement for Facilitating the International Circulation of Visual and
Auditory Materials of an Educational, Scientific and Cultural Character,
together with others negotiated under Unesco's auspices. It seemed,
however, that this convention- was not always respected, even by govern-
ments which had ratified it. Not enough efforts had been made to ensure
that junior c oms officialS were fully informed. Here again, the working
party believe( tat the first action to be taken consisted of a critical exami-
nation of the arrangements already in force, so that an informed opinion
could be reach ed both on methods of making these arrangements as effective
as possible a d of identifying fulfiller measures which might appear neces-
sary or desir ble,

Lastly, t to working party dealt briefly with, the question of travel
costs, partie arly by air, which were high enough to constitute a serious
obstacle to t o movement of university people. In this matter students
appeared to b in a better position than teachers since most airlines accorded
them special facilities. This situation was not in itself unfair, as the
financial reso rees of students and their organizations were generally even

%more limited than those of teachers and universities. It remained true.,
however, tha there was a need for systematic examination what could
be done to'h 1p university teachers.

On all it eso points the working party suggested that he next General
Conference o the Association (as completely informed as possible on the
situation) would doubtless offer the best oppturtunity of considering common
action which could be undertaken or recommended by universities collec-
tively.

At the same time, being.fully aware that the llbenilization'of adminis-
trative practices and rules largely depended on the climate and mental
attitudes of any given country, the working party underlined the responsi-
bility incumbent on each university to assist in improving these attitudes
and recommended that they should see what could be done at a national
level by governmental negotiations.

II) Student 'exchanges.

In the course of its survey of problems of a general kind affecting all
categories of people engaged in co-operation, the working party had fre-
quently, referred to students. Its discussions under this heading could
therefore be limited to questions directly concerning them.
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That study abroad was in general MI enriching experience was a truism
that no member of the working party wished to contradict. At a time of,
life when people were still receptive, study abroad not only widened the
cultural and human experience of the principal beneficiaries, but was
important for their fellow-students and the university teachers in the
countries where they worked. In the long run, and perhaps more effectively
than mans, other kinds of co-operation, study abroad contributed greatly
to international understanding and peace.

Such studies would not raise problems but for the fact that they were
expensive in terms of money and so often of time, and obliged to take place
in a world so marked by socio - economic disparities. For these reasons,
however, they were a rare privilege and it was important to allocate them
as welras possible among beneficiaries who could draw maximum advan-
tage from them, both for themselves and for the societies to which they
belonged.

These problems occurred with very different degrees of acuteness
depending on the country and its level of economic development.

a) Student exchanges between developed countries

Obstacles wore not particularly serious in the case of exchanges of
students among the developed countries. Because of the heterogeneity of
university programmes and systems, periods of study spent abroad could be
difficult to integrate with normal studies without loss of time and perhaps
some initial confusion. It could be held that, in many cases, loss of time
of this kind was largely compensated by tine intellectual and cultural benefits
which, em obtained in the course df study abroad. Difficulties of adapta-
tion were probably less important in the case of advanced studies and
research work, but the working partyalid not feel that it could recom-
mend the limitation of exchanges to this level, since many young' students
certainly penoflted greatly from it.

b) Exchanges alween countries of difleren1 economic levels and regional
exchanges

A very large part of student movement was from developing countries
to developed one!, and it was here that difficulties were most serious.
There was a real risk that devloping countries would ugP their tragically
limited resources in sending students to developed countries who would
then, seduced by the better working conditions that they found, decide to
remain permanently, in this way increasing still father. ,the gap between
the two types of country. Given this danger - -not at all dtheoretical one
a policy had taken shape in recent years which could be summarized as
follows: students should prepare their degree in their own countries,
and only go abkmd for more adv d k.

Experience seemed to show that it was the younger students, still
immature, who yielded most easily eo the attractions of Ole "developed"
world, and who encountered the greatest difficulty in readapting them-
selves to their own countries whose problems had not been of much concern
to them in their earlier years. Advanced students, on the other land, gave
evidence of a greater feeling of responsibility towards their own countries,
since the necessary awareness of social and other problems had been formed
in them before they left home.
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Though it did not dispute the general validity of the formula mentioned
above, the working party believed that it was over-simplified and needed
closer examination.

In the first place, caution was necessary in using expressions like
"advanced studies" or "postgraduate studies". They could be used in
reference to systems of very different-levels; in some they bore little relation
to any clear structural/ articulation of programmes of study, and were
quite vague. So long as this lack of clarity was recognized, however,
they had enough indicative value to be useful in a general discussion: An
important reason why this'division "undergraduatepostgraduate" could
notbe too rigidly used was that certain types of teaching were completely
lacking in the universities of a considerable number of countries, and that
in solne cases their character was too marginal or-too specialized for them
to be organized economically in those countries in the immediate future.
Though the numbers involved were not large, it was essential to send
undergraduate students abroad in such cases, so that they plight receive
teaching of this kind, so often necessary for their own countries. A second
reason, perhaps the most important of all, was that the systematic sending
of postgraduate students abroad would depvive the universities of the
developing countries of the possibility of forming their own departments
for advanced study and research, thus condemning them to. a degree of
permanent backwardness.

The working party therefore believed that it was the precise needs of the
country and university in question which should be the determining factors
in the choice of students to be sent abroad.

-The term 'abroad', however, was a very witle one, and in order to avoid
the difficulties which arose from this at different levels of development,
the working party, adopting a suggestion made in Dr. Frondizi's report,
strongly recommended that universities should try to arrange their co-ope-

se ration and exchanges at a regional level. Since all the universities of a
region--and particularly a developing regioncould not cover all disci-
plines, it would be useful for a degree of specialization to be established
among them, each one concentrating its efforts on the disciplines and level
of advanced study and research in which it was already best equicped.
With the help of other universities of the region, both in staff and reso rces,
some of,them could thus reach the highest rank in a given discipline and act
as magnets for the most gifted among the research workers and advanced
students of the other countries concerned. The Cardiological Institute of
the University of Mexico was cited as an example or what could be done in
this way. The working party felt, however, that it would be wrong to
hold to a single formula of this kind too dogmatically. Particularly at the
level of fully-trained young research workers, it was necessary for contacts
to be maintained beyona the frontiers of regions, and lastly, it was stressed
that the dangers of periods of study abroad would be greatly reduced if
universities tried to guarantee posts to returning students.

Where necessary regional co-operation at the level of advanced studies
could also be extended to undergraduate studies, particularly in certain
disciplines affecting only a small number of students.

Here the working party again believed that it was better in many cases
to help universities to organize their own teaching, rather than to make up
for gaps in their own programmes by means of awards for study abroad.
It noted, moreover, that the awarding of grants could raise delicate pro-
blems in some eases, particularly when they were administered by selection
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Commktees or other services which were not necessarily verkfamillar with
the eddcational systems from which candidates came. Far from being the
best students, these were sometimes those who had failed to obtain a
university place in their own countries, and were seeking 4o make up for
this by securing admission to a foreign university. This Was often a real
difficulty and it was hard to see any general remedy for. t. It could
simply be emphasized to those responsible for the award of stiiirdy grants or
more generally Tor the admission of foreign students. The working party
finally mentioned the Importance of the exchanges and programmes
orgabized by students themselves in different countries, usually for short
periods. The value of these activities largely lay in the fact that they were
not -controlled by the university authorities and therefore kept a hrgh
degree of spontaneity, and the working party for these reaSbnslelt that it
could not formulate any recommendations concerning them, but believed
that they deserved to be encouraged, though not in a paternalistic way.

c) The "Equivalence" problem

The problem of study abroad raised the issue of the recognition o these
periods of study and of foreign qualifications the problem usually re erred
to as that of equivalences.

A university agree had sometimes been viewed as a kind of currency
- a Way in which knowledge could be "calculated". ''his "unit of v lue"

In knowledge could be transformed (some would say degraded) into a unit
of exchange, but one which was not recognized everywhere, a curr ncy
which was quoted only within limited front! rs and which was not fr ely
convertible. Students who had carried but ngthy studies abroad i us
ran the risk of seeing part of the results of eir Work unrecognized, Ind
this was obviously not a minor problem if it as borne in mind, as Mr. 1 ra-
per° pointed out, that the number of pers s undertaking studies abr ad
had risen from about 156,000 in 1955 to ire titan 360,000 in 1966.

A distinction had to be made between c civil effect of university qu II-
.fl that is to say, the rights tl y conferred with regard to t lecations
exercise of a profession, and their pcadq lie effect that is to say, the vat to
which was given to them with regard 4o access to a higher level of stud
In practice, the one influenced the her and the Secretariat of the IA ,
for example, received many requAls for information from governme t
departments wishing to evaluate a6ttniversity qualification so that its holdcr
might be placed in a relevant,frofessional hierarchy. The two aspect'
were distinct, however, and i korganization like the IALI obviously coul
only 'be concerned wili tl . academic one, though this raised problem.
enough. Moreover, beau of this complexity, Unesco had also decide
to concentrate its Kesel efforts on the academic aspect of degrees and
diplomas.

Some of these ci, iplexities were more or less subjective in nature.
llow could it be expt led that personal pride would not be involved In this
question of univer y degrees, for their very possession .fostered pride In
those holding the ? Moreover, If the notion of a "currency" were taken.
further, people ere suspicious of -"coins" unfamiliar to them. This led
to genuinely jectir, iffIculties, arising essentially from the diversity
of univetsit s Most of the efforts made on the national, bi-lateral
or Intern al ev61 to solve this problem had failed because of this
diversity, andIieenuse of the difficulty of establishing valid comparisons.
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The partial and disappointing results achieved so far were due to_them. For
example, many of the at empts at solutions which were recorded in the
Collection of Agreements blished by the IAU had never been followed up.
For these reason/the wo ic ing party approved the ilecision taken by Unesco
to carry out a systematic examination of this problem, and prepare for
measures which could . eventually be taken in the Corm 11 conventions

- following a series of studies and meetings as outlined in the discussions by
Mr.,Trapero. AS a sequel to the study carried out in 1965-66 by the IAU
on "Methods of Establishing the Equivalence of Degrees and Diplomas for
Academic Purposes", Unesco had decided to prepare a glossary, which
would be issued in French, and would try to define some 1,500 university
terms used in 60 countries as well as a pilot project on the comparability
of mathematical studies. In addition, Unesco was developing a documenta-
tion centre which relied frequently on the TAU when consulted about i

individual cases, but Which was also intended to aid governments in the .

organization of equivalence .sprvices and in the negotiation of agreements.
Seminars briaging together specialists from equivalence centres in various I
countries were also foreseen, and finally, in order to help it in planning
a general policy and strategy in this question, Unesco was holding a meeting
of experts in Moscow June 1068, at which.the IAU was invited to be repre-'
sented. , * .

The working party noted with interest Unesco's plans in the equiva-
lence field and in view of these, with which it hoped that the IAU and
universities would ipe closely associated, decided not to recommend other
initiatives at the internatiohal level. It believed nonetheless that unlYer-
sities should themselves continue to examine this problem, and expressed
the hope that the IAU Secretariat could maintain the consultative services

hich it afforded in this field.
It must be recorded, however, that Dr. Gorshkov wondered whether

the problem was not being made unnecessarily complicated, and whether it
would not be possible to reach rapid agreement among universities on the
basis of relatively simple criteria, such as the number of years of study
required for a particular degree or diploma.

Nor

iii) Co-operation with regard to slttdy programmes and textbooks

a) Study 'programmes

It hadircquently been maintained, particularly by Dr. Sergeov in the
Developmen't Committee of the IAU Board, that the universality of certain
naturai sciences, like physics,and chemistry,ought to make it possible to
draw up common study programmes, and that this could be done by
specially qualified scientists from different countries.

The advantages of common programmes were immediately obvious
they would solve the problem of equivalences by practically eliminating it,
and they would make it much easier to pass from one university to another.
Moreover, since they would involve co-operation between specialists from
different countries, they would incorporate very wide experience and offer
guartintees as V6 their quality. These arguments, however, did not con-
vince some members of the working party. In the first place, it seemed an
illusion to Imagine that universities with long experience of autonomy
would follow programmes wiiich had been drawn up outside their own walls
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by an "oligarchy" of exports, even if, as Dr. Parikh suggested, they-were
merely put forward as suggestions. t

Furthermore, despite the evident importance of the equivalence prot-
blem, it could be questioned whether its solution should dominate all
university teaching. Would it be worthwhile to sacrifice ta-lt all the
invention, initiative, and experiment which a university could' SltOW in
the organization... of its own teaching which, together with' the, fact that
these things stimulated the internal life- of an institutioncould also .be
very useful at a time when the rapid evolution of knowledge required
cons/ant ,adaptation in study prdgrammes?

Lastly, us. Dr. Myers observed, a study programme on paper did nqt
mean very much: everything depended the teacher, the .taught, the '
methods employed, and the resources av liable. The homogeneity intro-
duced by common programmes.would per aps be a fallacy and the source
of misunderstanding -rather than clarity. - - .

Did this peon that any form of International co4-operation wad to be
avoided in study programmes? The working party did not take this view.
'Obviously universities could derive benefit from exchanging their expe-
rience and, as Dr. Myers and-Dr. Porter stressed, the international, exchange
of teachers is one of the best ways of ensuring this mutual fertilization,
particularly when foreign teachers were asked to take a direct part in the
drawing up of programmes.

Moreover, even if programmes were not worked out in commute, uniVer-
sities certainly needed to know what was done in other places and to
borrow and adapt for themselves everything they found useful. Thus the
exchange of information about programmes was certainly useful.

Lastly, if it was not unanimous concerning the value of.common -pro-
grammes, the working party was able to reach agreement on these latter
points and recommended that universities wishing to improve their study
programmes should use the experience of universities in other cOuntries as
widely as possible through the exchange of documentation, and above all
by making the fullest possible systematic use of the help of foreign teachers.

b) Textbooks' ' ,
"" .301INWIIM,111111

Linked with the question of common programmes was that o the
editing of common textbooks byr international teams. If common pro-
grammes were adopted, common textbooks would be a logical conse-
quence and the same argtiments Could be used in favour of both of them.
However, the two questions were not at all identical, since the same text-
books could be used in-different study programmes, their primary purpose
being to set forth certain basic areas of knowledge. It could not be denied
that textbooks written jointly by excellent teachers from different univer-
sity horizons would offer particularly useful and interesting syntheses, and
there was certainly no reason to discourage initiatives of this kind.

The main question was to know whether they should be encouraged as a
priority, and the working party seemed unconvinced about this. The most
urgent problem was not so much that of editing new textbooks as that of
making those already in existence -- and which were often excellent-- more
widely available, particularly in the universities of developing countries.
The urgent task in which international co-operation could be useful was
that of a wide distribution of up-to-dote textbooks at reasonable prices for
the poorer universities and, in some cases, their translation.
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A distinction should be made, moreover, between the editing of com-
mon textbooks and the attempts made to harmonize the outlook and to
correct .errors of perspective due to national prejudices in various social
disciplines and the humanities. Various consultations which had takpn
place in Europe concerning history textbooks and Um elimination of over-
nationalistic interpretations were a Useful example of this. It was clear
that initiatives of this kind, serving both truth and peace, deserved encoura-
gement and§the working party approved of them unreservedly.

Lastly, textbooks were 'obviously not the only hooks of importance in
university teaching. Certain scientific and learned publications, by their
very nature, could only be produced by international teams. of scientists
and scholars. This was the case with the History of Mankind - Scientific
and Cultural Development, undertaken with the help Of Unesco, and mutiny
with the History of Africa, also due to the initiative of that Organliation.
These were two somewhat spectacular examples, but co-operation between
imiversity colleagues of different countries on more limited projects had
also been most successful, and the working party unanimously agreed that
initiatives of this kind should be supported and extended.

B. Research

Co-operation with regard to publications of thc kind which the working
party had just been Considering affected research as much as teaching, and
these two activities were so intermingled that many of the points exiinined
by .the iVoilting party with regard to co- operation in teaching were equally
relevant to co-operation in research, "and:the conclusions reached could' be
.applied to both of thein, partleularlymith regard to exchange and travel
restrictions. ?.:

I). The place of ,research In programmes of co-operation

The unity of teaching and research was the first principle which the
working party wished Co reaffirm in dealing with this point of its agenda.
There seemed, to be a tendency in some countries to move research away
from the universities on the pretext that their teaching work was urgent
and should be given priority. It was not possible, of course, to forbid
universities to carry out research, but the method usedvas that of withhold-
ing the 'necessary, financial resources and a vleions., circle thus arose, for
the more researdi was neglected In universities 'the, easier it was to find
excuses for excluding it altogether.

The working party Aelt that it shouldle continually 'repeated that
teaching not kept alive by research would 'tleellne in quality, and that
research was stimulated by teaching. This, 6f course, did not imply that
universities should monopolize all research, and still less that they should
consider .their teaching responsibilities as secondary or subordinate (as
same perhaps tended to do), but it did mean that there would, be the
greatest danger if universities allowed themselves JO be deprived of real
research facilities.

The working party insisted that what was valid for university work in
general was also 'valid for that part of it devoted to co-operation, and this
should not be considered.ln any way a separate category, except In the
methods required for In other words, it was vital for co-operation
programmes to be integrated Into those of research as well as teaching, for
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without this they would lose their drive and their true university character.
In particular, it was desirable that teachers working in foreign universities
should not confine themselves to giving lectures and courses, but should
also play a leading part in research activities'.

Difficulties arose .in the application-of this principle, however, both in
detail and in general terms.

Among the detailed difficulties, Dr. Gonzalez mentioned one which
arose particularly in the political and social sciences. In countries where
"imperialism" or '"nro-colonialism" were sensitive subjects, public opinion,
and above all student opinion, were most reluctant to see research on matters
closely affecting explosive political or social conditions carried out by
foreigners, particularly if they came from countries suspected of 'wanting
to exercise pressure in their internal affairs. In these cases certain precaut-
ions were necessary, the most important being tat foreign research -
workers should form part of competent local resear groups. The project
in any case should be clearly under the auspicesof a university itself, and
not be the responsibility of an individual. 4

Dr. Porter stressed the wider danger of "neo- colonialism" in research
matters. It sometimes happened that foreign scholars and scientists
limited their work abroad to research which interested them personally
(or their own universities) and gave little attention to local needs and
priorities. They were so times interested in foreign situations simply
because these offered parti larly clear "laboratory" examples of problems
they were concerned with. When they left they took with them the whole of
their documentation, tapl-recordings, perforated cards and other research
materials. The university which had welcomed them sometimes received
nothing more in return than complimentary copies of a book based on the
research done. All the raw material, so to speak, was used to enrich the
"sending" 'university and the whole procedure was dangerously close to
exploitation. -,..--.....,

The working party therefore emphasized that it was not enough for
foreign visitors to -"do research". Their research should be integrated in a
0-operative plan. It should arise from and belong to such plan. Arising
from a plan meant that research projects should be covered by a clear
understanding between all concerned d should include participation by a
local research team. Belonging to a plan meant that its results should be of

%genuine benefit .to the host university which should ube able, where appro-
Pilte, to carryon work of its, own in the same field and with the aid of
research teams trained by visiting colleagues.

The hostunitversity should also be able to put thknecessary. material
and equipment at the disposal of its visitors. This touched on a material
difficulty connected with the financing of co-operation, a sabject already
examined by the'working party. (ie obvious means of securing this was
the greatest possible increase of funds for co =operative work, and the,
working party stressed this once more in this connection. It returned also'
to another of its earlier recommendations concerned with regional co-opera- is
tion among universities. If certain universities of a region, by agreement
with each other and in terms of their various resources and capacities,
developed special competence in particular fields of knowledge, regional
research centres could be increased and more adequately equipped. Estab-
lished in this way, such regional centres would be in a better position to
apply for help coming from outside the region itself, on the principle
that one only lends to the rich. Finally, they would be able to carry out
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co-ordinated research programmes of value to several countries. Examples
. of this kind of regional co-operation were already in existence and the

working party recommended their systematic extension.
,

ii) Co-operation with regard to scientific and scholarly. information

Regional 4esearch centres could form a basis for region tres of
scientific and scholarly information. An important aspect of co-o thin
in research was in fact not concerned with research workers as such, but
with the scientific and scholarly information communicated in, the tradi-
tional and still predolninant way through publications. There was some-
thing of a. plethora'4rthese. The output of publications, and particularly
periodicals; was a serious problem for universities in developing countries,

/ which lacked the necessary foreign exchang.for buying them and were
unable, because of the comparative penury of publications of their own, to
operate exchange agreements-min a large scale. Unesco coupons were one
way of acquiring cultural and scientific publications without foreign
currency, but these coupons were chiefly designed for individuals for whose
benefit governments had agreed to waive their normal currency regulations.
They were not suitable for the more massive purchases which universities
needed to make. Even though a number of well-established universities
were generous in their gifts and loans to less favoured institutions, even if
the organizations financing co-operation increased. their aid, as the working
party hoped they would, it seemed unlikely that all needsxould be satisfied
except by the systematic organization of information exchanges through
competent regional centres.

Centres of this kind could not only facilitate the flow of publications,
but could'also be gradually equipped with the electronic and computerized
machines which allowed information .to be both stored and quickly avai-
lable in ways which have no precedent in the past. Experinaents of this
sort had already been' carried out in Europe, notably at the CERN in
Geneva. As Dr. Jartkovie pointed out, there was also an information
centre -for internatjonal law in Geneva which used a computer that was of the
highest value. Information techniques of this kind gave every promise of

-solving a large number of problems of documentation, and the working
party recommended the urgent creation of centres which could be rationally
used in this way.

C. University Administration and Organigatior

i) Administrative Structures

As universities were starting to play a more and more decisive role in
social life, they were requiring larger resources in men and money. They
were complex enterprises, often established in countries which had few
resources to give them but at the same time looked to them for ever-
growing services. In some countries it could be said that bread was almost
literally taken from the mouths of the people to feed this Alma'. Mater, and
it was not surprising that their performance was watched most critically.
This implied that efficient university administration was now a vital matter
in the already developed AS much as in developing countries. In university
matters, however, it was cxtraordinarily'4difficult to define efficiency, and
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perhaps still more difficult to. be "efficient". the traditional universities,
the fact had to be faced that little attention*ad been given to such -a
notion. Their administration was entrusted to diAinguished scholars and
scientists, or to committees of them, and from outs these could give
impressions of amateurism and lack .of rigour in their mating rial processes.
Many universities in developing countries had inherited thes tructures,
though their need for tight administration was particularly stro The
principles of economic productivity, however,could hardly be applie to
education and research, even. though it was true that some of the financi
and accounting procedures used in commercial firms, for example, could
help to rationalize those used by universities. Dr. Porter felt that too
much efficiency had a dehumanizing tendency and it was a necessary part
of intellectual life to keep renewing and changing the structures within
which 'it was maintained. Intellectual life might be harmed if it was
constrained within bureaucratic procedures worked out by professional
administrators, however rationally conceived. Students, in any case,
seemed determined not to be reduced to the status of "perforated cards"
in the name of efficiency.

The problem here was obviously an enormous one. It also seemed clear
that international co-operation concerning it had been far more sporadic
and fragmentary than in matters of teaching and research. This was
perhaps because university administrative structures and methads were
sometimes closely linked to general national and institutional structures,
and to the particular mental habits which were both the origin and the
consequence of these. The IAU, it was noted, had begun some compara-
tive work on this in its first study on the administration of universities,
and although this was only a fliSt step, the working party hoped that it
would be continued.

J.Inesco was also active in sending expert teams to help in the organiza-
tion or .reorganization of a number of universities. These teams were
composed of university people from different traditions, and could thus
help in working out new and original methods. The working party hoped
that this work could be continued and expanded both by Unesco and by
other bodies engaged in co- operative activities.

ii) Specictl administrative areas

The problem of university administration was not simply that of esta-
blishing, and operating institutional structures, but involved a number of
highly specialized activities Where the multiplication of exchanges would,
be useful. The working party listed some which seemed particularly
important' to it:

a) Methods of financial administration and accountancy.
. b) Libraries. The management and organization of libraries had

recently been enormously improved in a number of countries and it was
important for this progress to be generalized: meetings and exchanges of
librarians were therefore necessary.

c) Social, services for students, particularly health services, including
mental health. Neuroses and sometimes,- psychoses seemed specially
frequent among students. A number of international meetings and dis-
cussion groups had already been organized in these matters, but many
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universities in the developing countries were not .closely connected with
them and it was important to help them to take part.

d) Linked with the preceding problem, but nonetheless distinct from it,
was that of student guidance and counselling services. A number of inter-
national meetings on these subjects had been held but they seemed still
too limited in scope.

e) University architecture and campus planning.
For all these matters the working party recommended the increase of

exchanges and meetings of specialist twins. It was aware that its list of
problems had left out the most urgent problem,of all with regard to modern
universitiesthat of participation by students in university affairs and
government. This was considered to be so important a question that the
working party felt that it should be studied separately, and not as part of a
rapid survey of the various fields of international co-operation in adminis-
trative matters.

The working party noted with interest that Unesco was intending to
call a meeting on this problem. It stressed the need for such discussions,
both internationally and regionally (as the Conference of Rectors and Vice-
Chancellors of the European Universities proposed to do at its Assembly
in Bologna in 1969), but did not formulate precise suggestions on this
subject.

PATTERNS OF INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY CO-OPERATION

A. Basic principles governing agreements

The various patterns of international university co-operation, together
with the various kinds of agreements negotiated and the ways in which
they were put into effect, were quite fully described in the reports prepared
by members of the Administrative Board. The working party did not
undertake their detailed examination or offer opinions on the virtues and
vices Of the various types. It tried instead to establish criteria that were
desirable for all of them, and to show by one or two examples how these
criteria could be adapted to different forms of co-operation.

Universities, in any case, could hardly have a free choice mon all the
possible patterns. Their choice was determined by their n charter or.,"
coastitution, by their relationship with governments the so ties
around- them, and by the institutional habits of tb,ose soci
In a number of countries, for exinple, the government usually intervened
in all questions of foreign affairs, the foreign relations of universities in-
cluded. In others, even though universities could freely, make agreements
with universities in other countries, they could not finance them vthout
government aid, so that such agreements sometimes remained mere declara-
tions of good intentions if State aid wa not forthcoming. In sofne cases,
moreover, universities were unable to aik directly for governmental help.
Given these facts, there could be no question of, for example, advocating
overgeneralized regulations or of declaring a preference for purply university
agreements as opposed to intergovernmental ones.°

The patterns of co-operation were not at all irrelevant, however-- they
determined its content and spirit. It was important, therefore, to pay the
closest attention to these patterns, 'above all when they invoived two
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contracting, parties of very unequal power and resources. Even betWeen
universities there could be agreements which camouflaged a kind of Intel-
lectual exploitation under the guise of assistance.

The working party thus insisted that every pattern of co-operation
should be based on authentic mutual consent. With this principle esta-
blished, it .drew,a number of conclusions.

Methods for full university
'participation in agreements

In the first place, whatever kinds of agreement were in question, it was
necessary for universities themselves (or their faculties and departments)
to be' closely associated with their A.agotiation, if possible from the very'
beginning Only in thlisway could there be a guarantee that the clauses
of the agreement were freely and with full knowledge accepted by those
who would carry them out, and who would thus be personally concerned,
ensuring the subjective motivationtecessary for full success in co-operative
enterprises. "Consent" should not be understood as a passive attitude,
the mere acceptance of methods established by others, but as active invol-
vement and the will to seek success.

This kind of participation was clearly most difficult to ensure in pro-
grammes supported by outside organizations or arising from intergovern-
mental agreements. But even in these cases solutions could be found and
Dr. Sirinelli drew attention to two types of agreement concerned with
different fields, but ensuring co-operation between governments and
universities.

The first type was quit of an agreement made between, two govern-
ments foreseeing cooperation between universities, but expressed in
general terms' hich simply constituted a framework. . Once this framework
had been laid down, the universities thernselveadecided in detail what they
were able and willing to do, in this way providing detailed content for the
agreement In the form of a protocol generally established for a petiud of
die year. This formula seemed particularly useful where two countries
were linked in, programmes of general assistance within which university
co-operation was inserted as one of its elements. B it was equally sui-
table in the case oaf countries where universities we ly developed and
established on both sides. The governmental agree A. t was then limited
to an engagement to co-operate and to the placing of s seethe resources at its
disposal.

formula consiilltd of.requcsting the,governments concerned
to,,ratlfy an agireement made between two universities, and to provide money
for its execution. This method was specially ite:pful when two universities
wished to help each other 1,,A their countries had no general agreanene for
mutual assistance.

Moursi mentioned a tird variant, which consisted of asking govern-
ments to allocate some of thelhnds they made available for co-operation
to a council of universities-or of rectors, Which then assumed responsibility
for the application of intergovernmental cultural agreements.

. The question of mutual consent and Teal participation by both parties
could arise, however, even in relation to agreements negotiated directly
between Universities, particularly when one of them was wealthier and more
powerful than the other: Ir. Thompson and Dr. Porter both emphasized
this danger. Co-operative programmes were sometimes "distributed" by
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rich uniAtsities to poor ones and c d out in such a way that they were
of greater tidvantage to the "donor' titution than to the "recipient".
Choosing the persons to be sent, and ret ing sole financial control of the
programme; the former could thus benefit from the facilities of the latter
ii*;-order to carry out work of interest to itself and to strengthen its position
in the region, while the latter received only the crumbs. Here again
cultural colonialism could arise, attempting to pass itself off as generosity.

Such activities could properly be called scandalous and to avoid them,
as Dr. ThompSon suggested, the presence of a third financing agency could
be very useful. Such an agency could act as a mediator and remind the
donor university of its ohligatiOns, in this way strengthening the position
of the recipient.

Ih this context the working party expressed some hesitation about the
(ree-eici4ange system recommended in the American docnment submitted.
This could be desirable among universities of roughly equal resources, but
tree exchange seemed premature in situations Still' marked by imbalances
and distortions. It:might make these still worse by contributing to that
enrichment of the rich and impoverishmer4 of the poor which could be
observed in the present world situation. Though it was an ideal far the
future for the time being it needed to be accompanied by the idea of service
and planning. Reviewing systematically the recommendations it had
already formulated with regard to other points of the agenda, and recogni-.
zing the value of free contributions to collaboration among the university
community all over the world, the working pkrty put forward te following
desiderata for agreements made betwcelr and poor universities:

i) that they should be as clear and precise as possible with regard to
the undertakings and the arrangements for their application :and should
Mention if possible, as Dr. Jankovid suggested, the persons responsible for
carrying them out;

ii) that they should involve responsibility for both parties in the choice
of these persons and in the financial administration of the programmes,
whatever the sources of the funds provided for them;

iii) that the progranimes should not be foreign initiatives within the
receiving university, but that the latter should to far as poiSible take part
in them with its own staff and its own resources, so that later it could -
follow them up on its own;

iv) that programmes undertaken should be of adequate duration even
. where-a definite date. of cNthelusiou was. fixed.. In some cases they
. d in fact create the very conditions in which they would no longer need to be

continued. With many governmental agreements, annual State budgets v.
were an obstacle. to long-term financing, but general agreements could
often be made and annual details fixed by special protocols. To these,
general conclusions Dr. Pdrter added that in some cases universities in
developing_co ntries would prefer to dispense with ingr-university agree-
ments and t it place receive supplethentary fund irectly, which would
enable them to e their own initiatives in recruit g research Workers anti
teachks needed r their development.

-.Finally* t orking party, stressed that t e same principles of mutual
consent and authentic participation should, mutatis mutandis, apply to

- programmes carried out under the auspices of international organiz ions
, like Unesco, WHO and FAO. Memtaerr.I of the working party who had hyd
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.11.0personal contact with ome of these programmes valued them highly, and
were p,artgularly irri ressed with the advantages arising from the interna-

1 tional composition f the teams and misoimis sent out. The only reserve
4 fo ulated was- t at sometimes ,lie -universities involved did not take a

ei enoughkar in...the choice of their members.
The great gencies of the United Nations were not the only interna-

tional organiz frOns helping to finance co-operative programmes. Some
. --of-them arose from re ional init' , and the fact was that there were

many institutions of reat diversity wh were helping in the work ,of
co-operation with multiplicity of progr mes in. consequence. The
working party wondered whether proliferatim of this kind did not load to
waste, and if It ought to recommend some rationalization .of these efforts.
It decided, however, to support the view of Dr. Gonzalez who felt that in
general the more programmes there were the better, so long as they were
the result of genuine goodwill on the part of both their prontaters and their
beneficiaries. Their very miiltiplicity, was a source of useful experiment,
and any attempt to group these initiatives too systematically might lead to
a kind of central bureaucracy, reducing still further the margin of initiative
and negotiation left to universities in developing countries.

The working party recognized, however, as Dr. Sirinelli pointed out,
that the multiplication of inter-university links and "jumelage" agreements,
when they were not accompanied by adequate finanCng, inevitably led to
agcortain dilution of co-operation. In extreme cases such agreements,
when there was no money to back them, were merely a kind of gesture of
courtesy which universities in different countries made to each Other.

One kind of agreement, not often encountered but which seemed to
Dr. Parikh to need mention, was that which united a group of universities
in several developed countries in helpkg t set up a university in a deve-
loping one. Recognizing that universitiesrhad a natural tendency to create
others in their own image, the working party agreed that this kind of colla-
boration could be particularly useful in the setting up of an institution

. attempting to ansIger needs and thus wanting to profit from a
variety of models.

C. University agencies and activities

gain interest of the working party was concentrated on agreements
and arrangements concerned with mutual uthiversity programmes, but It
did not overlook the fact th t other fArms of university co-oAration existed(1

and in particular membersh of international and regional university,
organizations. Since it was .]ping to prepare for a Oenerel Conference of

--the IAU, the working party felt that it had no need to stress to such a body
which was itself certainly the best judgethe value of these forms of
collabor ttJon. 16

.

netheles,S, it wished to mention some original arrangements for uni-
44vers y.consultation which were permanent in character though they did not
- lay lye individual membership in a particular group. An excellent example

f this was the seminar which under the title "The University To-day" was
organized every year by the League of Yugoslav Universities. This provided
an occasion forIthe teachers and students invited from various parts of the
world to exchange views on important univrorsity problems. Dr. Jankovid

.gave additional details of these seminal3' and invited his colleagues of
the working party to come to see for themselves how they operated.
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EFFECTS AND PURPOSES OF INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
CO-OPERATION

A eneral definition of the purposed of international university co-oper-
ation' as not difficult to agree upon. There was complete agreement that
its pur ose was on the one hand to help universities in different countries
in thei essential tasks of teaching, research and development and, on the
other, o reinforce international understanding and thus contribute to the
maintehance of peace. These purposes in fact were so self-evident that
they had been implicit in all the discussions of the working party.

An abstract discussion of them at the opening of the meeting, even
though 'it might have seemed logical to begin in this way, would have been
of little interest. On the contrary, ii *corned much more rewarding to
return to a critical re-examination of the purposes of co-operation, having
considered some of its actual effects. Only by a comparison of purposes
and results was it possible to re-define them. In any case, this was the
method adopted by the working party, which attempted .at this stage to
evaluate the effects of co-operation.

r*

A. The '/]eels co-operatioti

i) General elects
It was obvioualeht once that no exact balance sheet of the effects of

co-operation could be established. In some cases those effects were strictly
speaking imponderable, and the most profound of them were those which
affected the minds of individuals. Some sort of measurement or at least

aluation could be attempted, but co-operation was so integral a part of
he whole of university activities (though not always widely enough prac-

tised) that it could hardly be calculated, so to speak, in a separate account.
Throughout all its discussions, moreover, the working party had been

) constantly dealing, explicitly or implicity, with the effects of co-operation,
/ since it was on the basis of the experience gained in a particular field or

form of co-operation that it had formulated its recommendations. Despite
this, it wished to recapitulate them and to examine closely some of the
pitfalls to be avoided ikco-operation was to yield its best results.

Firstly, on the creet side of the balance sheet, it was beyond dispute
that co-operation was not merely beneficial but in the strictest sense"'
necessary. Without It many universities would have been unable to live
or dpvelep, ethers would have sunk Into provincialismall would have been
worse off. The number of universities directly involved in systematic
co-operative activities was perhaps relatively small, but since communica-
tion was a fundamental element of all university life, co-operation produced'
results of benefit to everyone, an atmosphere felt by all and which extended
across the entire world community which universities formed. This was
often a slow process, however, and the working party had several times
stressed the need for a quantitative increase in co-operation. It was also
sometimes affected by distortions, and this meant that there was also
need for qualitative improvement.

II) Special elects: the "Brain Drain"
One of these distortions had already phun frequently mentioned by the

working. party. Programmes which wore badly conceived or too much
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under the influence of the stronger party led to a sort intellectual exploi-
tation and thus to lingering resentment, and this, of course, was the last
thing ddired both on practical and psychological grounds. In the long
run a multiplication of thoughtless or harmful programmes could actually
increase the troubles existing between rich and poor countries and present
even in intellectual circles.

A second difficulty was more specific. This was the phenownon
known as the drain brain, and the working party gave special attention
to 0. It agreed first of, all that this phenomenon was not inherent in
co-operation, neither wasalkan inseparable consequence of it. Co-operation
involved the movement of persons and this in fact was one of its purposes,
but it did not imply a kind of one-way traffic and the draining away by
some countries of talented individuals from others. Some essential dis-
tinctions were needed in discussing these matters./ There was a purely university aspect of this problem affecting university

,.) teachers an4.research workers; there was also an economic aspect affecting
technologists, doctors and, various professional people.

a) On the purely university level most members of the 'working party
felt that the problem was not excessively graverat-least on the world scale
and except in one or two special situations. piefbelieved that any res-
triction on freedom of movement and residence within the world-wide if
university community would have far -More serious consequences in the 9

long run than the brain drain ithelf. .

With regard first of all to- Young research workers of really ohtstanding 0
ability it was inevitable and even desirable that they should seek out the

) best possible conditions for their work and that they should go'abroad and
stay abrotwrif these conditions could not be found at home. " Their work
was. of benefit tO the entire learned and scientific world, and their talents

'4.would be stultified if they wire obliged to remain in countries where they
could not be fully used.

With regard to what might be called "run of the mill" teachers and
research workers, there were undoubtedly thou who settled abroad when
they would have been able to db useful work in a university of their own
country. But Wseemed that this happened comparatively rarely when the
sending universities guaranteed posts on their return Mr people whom it

jsent abroad, in cases where such study was carried out within the frame-
work of clear and coherent agreements related to genuine needs, and in

42:r cases where the stronipir university did not seek to use its co-operation
programmes as a disguised form of recruiting. In These matters the working
party reiterated the recommendations it had already made.

It hoped that all universities would in time be able to offer posts to .
.their younger staff which would both attract them and retain them, but it
recognized that thi hope partly assumed that the problem had already been
resolved. In an case, this objective could only be reached, through a
general reinfor ent of co-operation.

b) The ain drain seemed a much more serious matter in a number of
sectors of active professonal life such as technology and medicine, and in
some instances the losses were extremely grave. This effect'of the pheno-
menon, however, was caused by economic and social factorsparticularly N,

different levels of prosperitywhere universities as such had comparati-
vely little in fluence.. As Dr. Jankovic pointed out, the 'brain drain also
occurred not.only between different countries but from one regliion to another
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within the same country. Only in cases where universities trained students
for careers in, which there were inadequate openings, within their oWn
country could they be held at least partially responsible for the brain drain.
When they did this, of course, they were in effect encouraging a number of
their graduates to emigrate, and this raised some delicate problems, parti-
cularly in the developing countries. As Dr. Parikh emphasized, projec-
tions of manpower needs were often based on unjustified hypotheses.
These projections, he believed, were usually inaccurate. In any case
universities were not merely professional schools and it was normal that
they should be concerned with scientific and other disciplines which were
not immediately useful on the labour market. However, in this matter it
was one thing to prepare the foundations of tbe university's own future and
quite another to give too important and too premature a place t, studies
NI/10.h had no real mallet. This, at least, was the opinion cif Dr. Porter and
Dr. Shine'''. The,forecasting of manpower needs was ceytainly precarious
and required constalt revision, but it could give indicat Ons often corrobo-
rated by common sense. An extreme example of t s was quoted'. It
coirld reasonably be asserted that Africa had no pr ority need of large
numbers of Greek or Sanskrit scholars, but it was d Irani that it should
have some.

The other side of the medal was that univcr ties in the developed
countries sometimes educated students coming to t cm from the developing
areas of the world in specializations which could of be used in their own
countries. This happened in medicine for inst cc. The ultra-scientific
aspects of medicine, relying on repstly equipme and methods in the most
advanced countries, were ',relevant in the p mitikre conditions of many
areas of the world. This, however, was a delicate problem, since the
institution of special training for student from developing countries,
however excellent in itself, could look lik "second - class" training if it
was carried out in the same institution alongside more "normal" training.

'Dr..Gorshkov said that this problem was perhaps most easily avoided in
an institution like the Peoples', Friendship University/ in Moscow, which
had been specially set up for .students from the developing countries.

B. The purposes co,operation

How could the double purpose of co-operationthe mutual strengthen-
ing of universities in their own tasks and the deepening of international
understandingbe clarified at the close of this detailed examination of its
areas, patterns and effects?

In the first place, some general formulation embracing both the univer-
sity and social aspects of co-operation seemed to be called for, and Dr. Parikh
proposed the following, which the working party .approved: the peaceful
development of human abilities and resources is a common responsibility
for all universities, and the discharge of this responsibility through common
action is the fundamental purpose of co-operation.

If there was a single fundamental purpose of co-operation, however, it
had a dialectical nature, or one which gave rise to e dialectical movement.
Co-operation aimed at the development of hiunan resources, but did so in
Its own special way. It sought to bring about conditions in which every
university (particularly those in developing countries) could base itself
primarily on men and women from its own country. When this stage was
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achieved, however, another immediately would take its place, fOg these men
and women could not reach.their full cultural, scientific and Minim develop-
ment without integration into the worlaXvide university community, in a
full and not merely an abstract sense. There was a "technical assistance"
side to university co-operation which would decline in importance in the
long run, and a permanent and regular One which would, on the contrary,
be intensified in the future. The working party insisted that these were
not two entirely different kinds of co-operation, but two stages of a single
movement. Even if different methods were needed in these two stages,
each of them needed to be animated by the same spiritthe university
spirit.

THE PLACE OF INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
CO-OPERATION IN UNIVERSITY LIFE

In the light of the working party's discussion of purposes the conclu-
sion was obvious that co-operation should not be viewed siF eimarginal or
extraneous university activity, still less as a luxury,Thich could only be
afforded when more necessary things had bee ro ed for. Co-operati
must occupy a central place in university a Niti it was an integral, art
of a university'sfunctions.

The working party had no difficulty Being about this, bq readily
recognized that such gener izati more precise definition.

In the first place, it woul magine that all universities
could play an equal part in activ, -oper i , and the fact was that many
of them remained more or les side the present interne onal exchanges
and programmes. Even in so cases, however, they. eceived Innume-
rable outside contributions 6r their own activities, an ould only function
effectively by drawing r larly from the common untai knowl ge
and culture. They we involved in co-operatio if they di not =-7-
realize it, just as Mop cur Joprdain wrote pro t was imp9r t to)"
them to realize this, /and become more cons sly aware of i at they
owed to co-operationf and thus be prepared cultivate the I ematiOnal
spirit more intensively within their own ecinctswhat m t be termed
university internationalism.

It had been argued that universities should seek to the most interna-
tional wall institutions within a given country, a, if this axiom were

, generally accepted, many universities would do aless find it easier to
obtain funds for international co-operation fro /their governments, or at
least create a more open attitude towards I / The internationalism of a
university should not be Isieasured necessaril 4 y the number of nationalities

o "cm r thinking and living in terms of a
represented in its academic staff 71 am g its student:Se, Primarily this
wasim attitude of mind, and a c
world where new communicatio s w' e creating a new unity even while
they revealed its diversity. 6 w king party readly agreed that many
universities in developing Niofu riPer should devqte Weir essential resources
twhational tasks. But it is vital for them to preserve and develop the
international spirit, and,to make every effort Ur give their students know-
ledge of fdreign languages and foreign cultures.

Universities in developed countries, the working party felt, and as it had
insisted in all its discussions, should encoutage more active, more carefully-
planned and more-deeply-integrated international activities in every sphere
of. their work.
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It agreed also that university co-operation should not be limited to
activities within universities only. gore and more, universities were co-
operating with other educational institutions, with governmental, industrial
and cultural llodies and could act as intermediaries in bringing these into
contact with similar institutions in other countries (for example, in practical
terms, in finding places in industry for foreign visitors or in arranging the
re- training of secondary school teachers).

Finally, some members of the working paky recalled that the intema-
tionaokspirit involved not only co-operation in common tasks, but also the
shared determination of niversities to .resist the oppression, hostility and
deliberate misunderst ngs which some of them faced in their relations
with the governments Of their countries. Universities by definition were
stronghold of the critical spirit; but some of them felt very isolated in their
struggles and might well abandon all resistance to unjustified governmental
interference if they were not given moral support. International solidarity
in fact seemed greater among students -since they were not so tied to the
established orderthan it was in any other sector of academic We. This
was perhaps a field in which students were setting an example to the institu-
tions which taught them.
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